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CHAPTER 1 - FINALLY FREE

Angelus had given his curse a lot of thought over the past one hundred years that the soul had
been burning through him. At first he hadn’t thought anything at all. The casting of the curse had
been disorienting and the fire that came with the soul had pushed him so far down that he
hadn’t even been aware of anything other than darkness and pain for several years. When he
had finally started to regain some sense of himself he had been shocked to find himself alone in
the gutter, feeding off of rats and covered in enough filth to move humans to pity.

Over the years he and the soul had been in a game of tug-a-war with one another each trying to
stay in control of the body they both inhabited. He would whisper and push while the soul would



white knuckle his way through the sea of humanity trying to ignore him with varying levels of
success. Sometimes he would be able to shout out loud enough and long enough for the taste
of human blood to wash away the clinging blood of rats but that would always be a temporary
release from this hell.

His main thought as the years dragged on was that the punishment did not in any way fit the
crime. Sure he had tortured and killed people for a hundred and forty five years, but he was a
vampire he was simply following his nature. If those gypsies had possessed any kind of balls
back then they would have simply killed him like Holtz had tried to do. Hell, they could have cast
the curse and while he was kneeling in front of that pompous old man reeling and crying they
could have shoved a stake through his heart. Then he would have “suffered” but then it would
have all been over with. Instead they had wanted to draw it out, but something told him none of
them had thought the game would ever go on so long as it had, now they were all stuck in their
parts with no end to save any of them.

How boring.

Angelus and the soul had never been on the same page about anything, but this was a new low,
a humiliation he never thought he would ever have to endure. He hated this more than anything
else the soul had ever done. All the rescuing of poor innocent humans and puppies or whatever
else crossed his path. The taste of rats blood coating his throat. Even the unending power
ballads that assaulted his ears for decades without end was better than this.

He had been relegated to the back of his own mind and was forced to watch while the soul in
the driver seat used his body to fuck the slayer. Make no mistake it was his body and it was
currently being violated. They weren’t even fucking they were making love somebody just drive
a stake through his heart now.

Somewhere in the distance he could hear this howling, almost like a strong wind. Daddy’s
coming home. Drusilla’s voice was drifting all around him, her sing-song lilt filled with joy. Was
that what was happening? He could feel this burning sensation starting to build all around him,
Angel had drifted off to sleep, his soul all but glowing in ecstasy from his love of the Slayer, but
Angelus knew better. That glow was growing brighter and pulsating in time with a heartbeat they
no longer had, it was just the beginning of something, the first embers of a blazing inferno, could
it be his release from this hellscape?

Finally the burn grew deep enough that the soul could feel it too, and just like before the urge to
run filled them both sending them out into the rain crashing into walls and stumbling. Falling to
their knees he pushed and pushed at the walls of his cage, until finally it all gave way and he felt
the soul rush out of his body and back to wherever the hell the Kalderash had summoned it
from.

The click clack of heels coming closer to him from behind was the first real sound he had heard
in over a century. Spinning around he grabbed hold of the shivering body and sank his fangs
deep, and there was no whimpering soul to try and stop him, dropping the body he took one last



look towards the apartment that housed the sleeping slayer before turning his back and walking
away.

He was free.

As he turned the corner near the entrance of the Bronze, headed towards the warehouse district
and where he was sure to find Spike and his darling girl, he found another girl entirely.

Cordelia Chase.

While the soul had been simpering and drooling after the Slayer he’d been trapped inside just
aching to get his hands on this beautiful brunette. He could still remember when she’d
approached them at the Bronze and that fool had just walked away. Leaving behind a woman
who had been just begging for it. Ever since that day whenever they were forced to be around
the “scoobies” the soul would watch Buffy and he would watch her. He would just fantasize
about her and all the things he wanted to do to that delectable body while the watcher droned
on and on about the latest not so big bad to roll into town. Sometimes he would even manage to
turn his fantasies into the souls dreams, and boy did that idiot feel guilty about that. His nights
spent at the Slayers side whispering sweet promises of forever in her ear between chaste
kisses, while his days consisted of drilling the cheerleader in his dreams and soaking up her
moans of pure ecstasy.

“Angel?” She sounded so confused to see him there, and rightly so of course, as far as the
white hats were concerned he was supposed to be off with the Slayer all night long taking care
of the latest threat to the Sunnydale populace.

“Cordelia? What are you doing out so late all on your own?” He tried to keep his tone light, no
reason to give away the game just yet, after all the games were the best parts.

“I was here with some friends but you know how it is. What are you doing here all by yourself? I
thought you and Buffy would be off celebrating her B-day after the whole Judge thing. The two
of you did take care of that right? Nothing extra going bump in the night tonight?” He watched
her look around the parking lot as she spoke, like her words might summon something from the
shadows. He barely contained his laughter at the irony of it all.

“No, everything’s just as it should be. Buffy and I already celebrated her big day, but I couldn’t
sleep, had all this pent-up energy so I went for a walk.” He could tell by the way her eyes both
narrowed and sparkled in amusement that she understood his subtext. That the slayer just
hadn’t been enough to satisfy his hunger, in any sense.

“Well, I had better get going. Don’t want anyone seeing us together and gossiping about it. The
last thing I need is a pissed off slayer in my face first thing in the morning, that is a sure-fire way
to ruin an otherwise good day. Goodnight Angel.”

“Goodnight Cordelia.” See you soon my vixen. He was back and better than ever and it was
time he finally got the girl of his dreams.



He found Spike and Dru in a warehouse like he’d thought he would, not that they’d be staying
there long, he had a certain way he liked to live and this just wasn’t it. When Spike had asked
about his plans his first instinct was to go after the slayer and make the bitch hurt like she never
had before. It was just the principle of the thing; she had to pay for everything she’d done while
the soul had been in charge. Then just as he was planning his first move against her, a beautiful
brunette kept popping into his head. He just couldn’t seem to get Cordelia out of his mind and
that’s when he figured it out. His first move wouldn’t be against Buffy, she could wait, no his first
move would be to get his vixen.

First things first though, he had to get his darling family back up to fighting weight. He couldn’t
do anything until he got Spike back on his feet, and Dru off his back. Using his teeth to tear into
his wrist and offering his healing blood to his grand-childe, he sighed in frustration. Oh, the
monotony of being in charge, it was a killer.

XXXXXXXXXX

Buffy stood outside of Angel’s apartment and wiped the tears from her face once more. It
seemed like she hadn’t stopped crying since last night when she’d woken up alone. She just
didn’t understand what had happened. They had been happy and then Angel had just up and
left. He was acting just like all those stereotypical frat boys, get what you want and move on.
Well she wouldn’t let him, not without a fight, they were in love and love was worth fighting for.

She thought about knocking but that would only give him the chance to ignore her so she just
opened the door and walked right in. He was there of course, it was the middle of the day after
all, he was changing his shirt getting ready for when the sun would finally set and he would be
free to move about without having to use the sewers and go about his business, looking for
another girl to seduce most likely, she knew it was a bit unfair to think that when they hadn’t
even talked yet but she was hurt, and he’d abandoned her after taking her virginity. Not to
mention her love, but maybe he had a good reason for leaving, maybe something had
happened, with new hope in her heart for her love she called out to him.

“Angel.”

He looked over at the sound of his name, though she knew he’d known she was there even
before she’d come in. Vampire senses were good at that.

“Oh, you’re here, again. What now?”

How could he be so cold to her? He loved her more than anything, didn’t he? He’d said he did.
Or maybe that had just been a lie.

“Why are you being like this?”

“Like what?”

“So … mean. Was it something I did? Was I not good?”



He had walked right past her to cross the room and get a necklace that she’d never seen him
wear before. Come to think of it, she’d never seen him dress like this before at all, he looked
better than usual really, but he looked so different.

“No, you were good really I thought you were a pro. I just need space, that’s all.”

“Why are you saying this to me?” How could he be so hurtful, after everything they had shared.
Not just last night, but all of it, their entire relationship that they’d fought so hard for and now he
was just tossing her aside.

“Look, don’t be like that.” He walked towards her hand outstretched to touch her face, but she
turned away, she didn’t want him to touch her, she wanted her Angel back, the one who loved
her more than anything else in the world. “I should have known you couldn’t handle anything
real. It’s not you, it’s me.”

He was smirking as he said the last like he was making fun of her or something. Her heart was
breaking and it was like he didn’t even care.

“Angel, I love you.”

“Yeah, love you too, see ya later.”

Turning his back with an extra pep in his step he left without even looking at her. Looking at his
bed the last place she’d been truly happy she curled up on it and cried.

XXXXXXXXXX

Buffy was miserable and she didn’t care who knew it. In fact, she seemed to want everyone to
know it and that was just too much for Cordelia. My god she was the defender of the human
race and yet here she sat in the high school library crying her already puffy eyes out over her
boyfriend. What the hell was wrong with this picture?

She couldn’t help but think about her run in with Angel the night before. She couldn’t shake the
feeling that something had been wrong with Angel, the entire walk back to her car she tried to
put her finger on it and failed. The entire time they had talked it had almost seemed like they
were having two different conversations at the same time and he looked far more amused than
she’d ever seen him before. Broody boy just hadn’t been brooding like normal, though that could
have been because of Buffy’s little birthday present to him. Then she came to the library this
afternoon as was becoming her habit, against her will and better judgment, and found this pity
party going on.

So, it would seem Angel hadn’t been very subtle about how little his birthday night with poor
pitiful cry Buffy had meant to him. Harsh yes, epically earth shattering enough to ruin HER
Friday night, not even remotely. Yet somehow here she was playing support system to someone
who really needed to just get over it. Like she was the only one who’d ever been treated like
crap by her man after he finally got what he’d been after all along.



“You should just get over it already.”

Everyone turned to look at her in shock. What like she wasn’t just saying what they were all
thinking?

“What? Like you weren’t all thinking the same thing.”

“Cordelia, while your help has been unique to say the least, maybe it’s time you went home.”
Giles always had a way of making things sound so logical, it was probably the accent, so she
found herself nodding her agreement without really thinking about it. Halfway to her car she
thought maybe he’d just been trying to get rid of her. Oh well, either way she was beyond glad
not to have to deal with Buffy’s little drama any more.

She had just put her hand on her car door when she heard something behind her, turning
around she was prepared to scream as loud as she could, maybe Buffy would be able to rouse
herself from her self-pity enough to fight something. The scream died in her throat when she
saw it was Angel behind her, not some monster. Thinking about how her night had gone so far
and whose fault that was, she got really angry at him and just wanted to slap his smug face, but
it was such a good-looking face she settled for just slapping his chest instead.

“God, you scared me half to death. Not to mention you completely ruined my Friday night! What
couldn’t you let slayer girl down gently? I have spent the last two hours sitting in the freaking
library listening to her moan and cry about you! Do I look like I care? No? That’s because I
don’t!” Was that a look of satisfaction? Why would he be happy that Buffy was miserable weren’t
they supposed to be like a forever love or something?

“I would apologize but I find I don’t really care either.”

There was something different, she noticed it a little last night but tonight it seemed more in your
face. Not only in the clothes he was wearing, which were way better than the ones he usually
wore, but there was something about his expression too. It was almost like he knew something
the rest of them didn’t and he found it amusing that they hadn’t figured it out yet. Her math
teacher had that look a lot.

“There’s something different about you. What’s changed? I mean other than your relationship
status.”

“Don’t worry you’ll figure it out eventually. Telling would just spoil the surprise. Have a nice night
Cordelia.”

Normally she’d respond in kind but there was something about his tone that just gave her the
creeps. Instead she just turned and quickly got in her car driving off towards the safety of her
home where no vampire could enter at top speed.

When she finally made it inside she felt the knot that had been building in her stomach loosen
and finally all the tension in her shoulders went away. She didn’t know why she’d reacted so



badly to Angel, it was Angel for god’s sake, but for some reason just being around him made her
afraid for her life.

Shrugging it off as an overreaction from living in Sunnydale for so long with the things that go
bump in the dark she made her way up to her room. Seeing her door open she tried to
remember if she’d closed it that morning or maybe Rosa had put her laundry away and had
forgotten to close it behind her when she’d left for the night.

Walking right in she froze in her tracks a scream lodged in her throat. There on her bed was
Rosa, her housekeeper, her throat ripped out and blood everywhere. Surrounding the body all
over the room were roses that at first glance looked red but she could see specks of white on a
few where the blood had dripped away to reveal their original color. On the wall above her bed
where the body lay was a message written in blood.

Just my way of thanking her for the invitation

See you soon my vixen

Finally, she couldn’t hold back the scream any longer.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus stood outside of Cordelia’s home and waited. When her scream finally filled the air, he
smirked. Step one was complete now on to step two and he was sure that Angel’s help would
be required to help with this newest crisis.

CHAPTER 2 - SOMEWHERE TO STAY



Cordelia showed up at school still wearing the same thing she’d worn the night before, after
finding Rosa she couldn’t bring herself to go into her room yet even to get something from her
closet. She’d just buy new clothes, her wardrobe was constantly in need of an update anyhow
that was how she stayed at the top of the fashion scene.

Making her way straight to the library she stopped outside the doors for a moment to compose
herself, before breezing through like normal. She needed help and she had a feeling that this
was a Buffy kind of problem, the message on the wall had all but screamed vampire after all.

No one was there.

What?

They were always here, like the lifeless nerds they were, where the hell were they? Finally,
Giles came out of the stacks carrying a large number of old dusty books as usual.

“Good, Giles you’re here I kind of need Buffy’s help where is she?” She thought about just diving
into her problems with him straight off, he was the one in charge here after all, but then he
would just make her repeat it again and again as the scoobies trickled in from whatever lame
group activity they were busy with at the moment. Better to just wait it out and say her peace all
at once.

“Buffy has decided to take the day off from school to deal with her, well with her emotional…
crisis that she’s experiencing right now.” Off came the glasses.

“You mean the Angel thing?”

“Yes.” He seemed almost relieved that she’d understood what he was trying to say.

“Still? But I need her!” Jeeze, why was her life full of such selfish people? Here she was in an
honest to God crisis and all anyone cared about was Buffy and her pathetic not love life. What
even.

“Cordelia while I’m sure that whatever crisis you are having seems very life or death to you, I
believe we need to give Buffy a little time to get back to being herself.”

“Yeah but – “

“Cordelia please, I am very busy with research and I have a staff meeting to go to, I would
appreciate it if while I was gone you found somewhere else to be.”

He left! He just freaking left. Are you kidding? That was just so… so… so… her luck these days.

Fine if no one else would help she would do this herself. How hard could it be? Turning back to
look at all the books she wondered where she would find the one about her problem. Maybe
under D for dead maid?



XXXXXXXXXX

“You should have seen the look on her face. Priceless.”

Angelus had just finished moving his family into the abandoned mansion that was their new
home and now they were talking about what to do next while simultaneously snickering about
the slayer.

“A real kicked puppy, eh?”

“Worse and it looked like she’d been crying for days it was hilarious.”

He’d given Spike his blood when he’d first gotten back, couldn’t have Dru’s sitter benched now
could he, so now he was up and mobile again. What to do, what to do?

“Let’s hit the Bronze I feel like partying.” Not to mention, his vixen would probably be there as
was her usual. The body and roses had been a good opening move, but now it was time to
follow that up with something a little different.

The three of them headed out Drusilla already swaying to music that only she could hear.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia sat at her usual table at the Bronze, she’d already sent the Cordettes away, and she
was not in a party mood right now. The only reason she was even at the Bronze was because
she didn’t want to go home yet. As it was, she was forced to camp out in her parent’s room last
night jumping at every sound. Tonight, would probably be more of the same.

“Cordelia?”

“Angel.”

Well at least someone wasn’t avoiding her. She’d tried to talk to Giles again, but he wouldn’t
even let her tell him what was wrong he was so worried about Buffy who’d gone MIA that he
wasn’t interested in anyone else’s problems. Same thing with Willow and Xander not that she
thought they’d be much help any way.

“What are you doing here by yourself, where are your usual adoring fans?”

“I sent them away I’m not really in the company mood.”

“Oh, do you want me to go?”

“No, you can stay, I just have a bit of a problem and none of the losers will help me out. All too
busy trying to find Buffy who’s up and disappeared on them.”



Again with the self-satisfied smirk, like he was happy to hear about Buffy’s trouble with their
breakup. Assuming they did break up, it was just as likely that the reason Buffy was MIA was
because the two of them had kissed and made up, that is what people in epic love did right, they
would fight and then they made up and started again.

“What problem?”

Taking a deep breath, she couldn’t stop the shiver that ran down her spine at the memory of
Rosa. Looking around to make sure no one was listening to them she steeled her resolve to tell
him about it. She had to tell someone or she was sure she would end up huddled in a corner
somewhere hugging her knees like a crazy person.

“I think a vampire killed my housekeeper, Rosa.”

“Really? How do you know it was a vampire?”

“I don’t exactly but there was a message on the wall about how her death was in thanks for her
invitation. So, vampire.”

He didn’t have that God you’re so stupid look, so obviously her logic was at least in the realm of
the possible.

“Wait, wall, where was she killed?”

“In my bedroom. I know right? Ick much. I haven’t been back in there since I found her I’m like
living in my parent’s room. I tried to tell Giles about it and ask him what to do but that was a no
go thanks to cry Buffy. So, I tried to do some research myself, but I got bored like ten second in,
boy those old guys were really long winded.”

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus couldn’t stop smiling she was such a hot mix of sexy and innocent. She was sitting with
the very vampire she was so afraid of and had no idea. He thought about telling her, but this
was so much more fun. He decided to wait and see who figured it out first, plus being safe
helpful Angel had some advantages.

“Cordelia you realize this means this vampire can come into your house whenever he wants
now right.” And he would often.

“I know that’s why I wanted Buffy or even one of the other losers to like do something about it,
but of course they were too busy to even listen to me today. Maybe I could stay with a friend? Or
hey, maybe I could stay with you! Like one vampire won’t mess with another right?”

He could barely contain himself. This was just so perfect.

“Sure Cordelia, you can stay over.”



“Perfect.”

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia had never been inside Angel’s place before so she took the time to really look when
they finally got there, turns out he didn’t live that far from the Bronze. There were books of
course, and some art, but what really interested her was the bed. As in singular only one.

“So where-“

She never finished before his lips were on hers. What? Wasn’t he with Buffy? But oh the way he
was kissing her was just driving all the thoughts out of her head. He wasn’t like the boys she
was used to. Teenage boys fumbled and asked permission. He asked for nothing he just took
what he wanted.

“Wait, wait, wait aren’t you with Buffy?”

He reached up to cup her face before letting his hand drift down gliding over her curves as he
went.

“Does it seem like I’m with Buffy?”

“Well, no but—“

“There you go you got your answer, now-” He picked her up forcing her to automatically wrap
her legs around his waist as he pinned her against the wall, “where were we?”

He started kissing her neck while she clawed at his shoulders. Her mini-skirt had risen when
she’d wrapped her legs around him so his jeans were rubbing against her silk panties cause
such amazing friction. Oh, God it felt so good! To hell with Buffy!

“More please!”

He had her. He knew it wouldn’t take much; his vixen had wanted him since the moment she’d
laid eyes on him after all. And the fact that the slayer was hiding in his closet watching, he could
smell her tears, made it all the better.

Tossing her on his bed he followed after her prepared to give a good show and wondering if the
Slayer would watch the whole thing or if she’d break down and come out.

XXXXXXXXXX

Buffy couldn’t believe what she was seeing. She’d spent most of the night at Angel’s place
waiting for him to come home so they could try and work this out. She’d gone into his closet and
was smelling his shirts that smelled so strongly of his sent when she’d heard the door open.



Thinking it was him she’d nearly come running out when she’d heard a woman’s voice.
Cordelia? Looking through the small crack where the door wasn’t completely closed she saw
Angel, her Angel, kiss Cordelia. Then they did so much more. When she’d heard Cordelia ask
about her she’d held her breathe hoping that he would come to his senses and kick that slut out
on her ass but instead he’d just said that she didn’t mean anything to him at all.

She watched as he tossed her onto the bed, their bed, and she just couldn’t tear her eyes away.
This couldn’t be happening.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia had never felt like this before it was like her entire body was on fire. He had reached up
and pulled the neck of her shirt down pinning her arms to her side and baring her breasts to his
view and the look on his face when he’d looked at her it was like he’d been waiting for this
forever.

At the first stroke of his tongue across her nipple she arched up towards him and couldn’t stop
her moan of ecstasy. Just when she’d thought it couldn’t feel any better he pulled her other
nipple completely into him mouth and sucked. Oh God!

Releasing her he blew on her breasts causing her nipple to tighten under his gaze the sound of
his laugh driving her insane almost as much as the things he was doing to her body.

“Angel please, don’t stop!”

“Don’t worry we’re just getting started.”

“Oh God!” That was the last coherent thought she had for a long time.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus held a sated and sleeping Cordelia to his side while he feigned sleep waiting to see
what the Slayer would do now. He’d smelled her tears throughout his entire time with Cordelia
but also her arousal. Little miss goody two shoes had gotten off on watching him fuck someone
else.

Hearing the closet door open he peeked out to see what she would do. He was more than
capable of taking her if she decided to attack but he didn’t think she would. Looking at her face
he saw so many emotions he nearly laughed. It would seem she didn’t know what to think about
this.

She’d headed towards the door at first before hesitating for a moment then turning to head to
the bed. She stopped beside it and simply stared, not at him but at Cordelia, interesting. He’d
made sure that the sheet was down around her waist leaving her breasts bare and on full
display. He’d done it so that he could look at them, and play with them, later that night. It would
seem that the Slayer also wanted a peek.



He watched her stare at Cordelia’s chest before looking down at her own. Beautiful she was
feeling inadequate and rightfully so; she had nothing on his vixen and never would. To think that
if she’d simply gone to school that day and listened to Cordelia about her little vampire problem
this whole things would have turned out differently.

Deciding to have a little more fun with her he shifted slightly in his “sleep” and brought his hand
up to cup Cordelia’s breast pulling her slightly closer.

Finally she turned and left tears streaming down her face again.

CHAPTER 3 - PLANS IN MOTION

Cordelia made her way towards her locker with a little spring in her step that had been missing
for a while now.

“Wow, Cordy, someone’s in a good mood today. What happened last night? You get lucky?”

“Please, Harmony, he got lucky.”

The laughter of her friends at her boast nearly made her feel normal again. She felt kind of bad
about what she’d done with Angel for about a micro-second, then she remembered that he and
Buffy weren’t together anymore so it wasn’t like she was poaching.

Opening her locker to get her books for her next class, a dozen white roses spilled out at her
feet. Seeing them reminded her of Rosa which, if the hand drawn picture taped to the back wall
of her locker was anything to go by, was the whole point of them. She stood frozen to the spot,
roses at her feet and the picture of the maid’s dead eyes staring at her as her friends laughed
and joked about secret admirers and felt sick.

Slamming the door shut she made a quick incoherent excuse before fleeing to the bathroom as
fast as she could. She made it just in time to lose her breakfast. Oh God what the hell was going
on? She stayed kneeling on the cold tile floor waiting to see if she was okay enough to stand
when she heard the bathroom door swing open.



“I’m telling you Willow it’s true I saw the whole thing.”

“It’s not that I’m doubting you Buffy but I just don’t think Angel would do something like that. I
mean he’s your guy, you two are like you know forever, there’s no way he’d go for Cordelia after
that.”

The little red headed bitch made it sound like she was something stuck to the bottom of her
shoe. Of all the nerve. She was Cordelia Chase reigning bitch queen of Sunnydale High! Who
wouldn’t prefer her to Buffy? No one that’s who! Angel proved that well enough last night. And
what the hell did miss weeps a lot mean she saw the whole thing?

“I wouldn’t have believed it either if I hadn’t seen them together with my own eyes. She was all
over him like the slut she is. The only thing I can think is that he’s trying to make me jealous and
she was the first easy lay he came across. I mean it’s not -”

The rest of the conversation faded as they left for class. What the hell was going on? It was like
she was in the freaking twilight zone or something! She’d planned on going to them for help
especially after the locker incident, but now forget it. She didn’t need them anyway she had
Angel! Which was more than that blonde loser could say.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus paced around the mansion unable to stay still for more than a few minutes at a time.
This always happened at the beginning of a hunt like this, he was the same way with Dru back
in 1860. He’d already had Cordelia physically and if their morning fuck before she rushed home
to get ready for school was anything to go by he would have her again, and again, and again if
he wanted.

Oh he definitely wanted! She was amazing in bed, so out of control he couldn’t wait to truly be
himself with her, to dominate her in every way. This was a long game he was playing though so
he had to be a little more sedate than normal for a time, which was fine he had Dru and any
number of nameless victims to vent his darker desires on until he got her where he wanted her.
No, his Vixen was already partly his, he would addict her to the pleasure he could give her while
courting her, he hoped she appreciated the roses and drawing he left for her today. Eventually
though he would tell her the truth about who it was she was running from. How she was running
from him right into his bed. Then once she was truly his he could focus on the slayer.

Looking at the clock he guessed he had about another two hours before school was out and she
came running right into his arms. He couldn’t wait; he was already hard with anticipation. He
needed to burn off some energy before then so he could remain in control.

“Drusilla, bring daddy someone to hurt!”

XXXXXXXXXX



Dru was dancing around their room singing as she only ever did for her daddy. Part of Spike
wanted to be bitter about the attention Angelus was getting from his princess, but he knew it
wouldn’t do him any good. Plus with his latest obsession well underway he knew it wouldn’t last
long. Once he had his new toy chained to his bed he’d forget all about Dru, like he always did.
Then he would get his dark goddess back. He could wait, she was always worth it.

XXXXXXXXXX

Giles didn’t know what he could have done to ever deserve this. Yes some of the magic he’d
practiced in his youth made him deserving of the worst corner of hell, but no one deserved this.
He looked over at the crying teenage girl that was his slayer and again prayed for an end to this
torment. It seemed like she hadn’t stopped crying for days, and as with most men, he had no
idea what to do when faced with a weeping female.

At first it had been that Angel was missing. Then it had been that Angel had dumped her
callously. Now it was that Angel had been with another girl, Cordelia if he understood correctly.
That he could believe, that girl had no care for anyone but herself, it was hardly beyond the pale
that she would do something like this. Offering the girl a cup of tea, he tried to figure out a way
to gently send her home to her mother who he was sure would be better equipped to handle this
situation.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus stood outside Cordelia’s house and couldn’t stop smirking, as he remembered the last
time he’d been there and the look on the maids face when she’d finally realized that she was
about to die. God he loved that look! He’d thought that she would come running to him after
school to tell him about the surprise he’d left in her locker but it was nearly ten at night now and
there was no sign of her so instead he decided to pay a visit under the pretext of checking on
her out of concern for her safety. She was being stalked by an evil vampire after all.

Ringing the doorbell he waited for her to answer. He’d thought about just jumping up to her
balcony and letting himself in, but as far as she knew he had never been invited into her home
before. When the door finally opened he was confronted with a very furious woman. Oh he
loved it! Such fire, he couldn’t wait to tame her. But first time to learn what had lit that fire now.
His gift should have frightened her not sent her into a fury like this.

“You! This is all your fault!”

“What are you talking about? Did something happen today at school?” He needed to play this
right. Angelus knew that if he seemed like he knew more than he should the game would end
far sooner than he wanted it to.

“Oh yeah, you could say that. Not only did I get the sickest most deranged secret admirer gift in
my locker today but also cry baby buffy apparently saw us together yesterday and is spreading it
around that I stole you from her. Not only that but she and her little band of no life nerds were all
beyond stunned and surprised. Apparently after the epic love that is you and blond bitch queen



of the universe shared you would never lower yourself to be with me. Me! Cordelia freaking
Chase! They’re acting like that bottle blonde skank is better than me.”

He was beyond furious that they would ever think something like that. To even compare that
emotional train wreck of a slayer to his vixen was laughable, but to find her lacking was down
right absurd. They would pay for that along with everything else they had done lately to piss him
off. He wondered briefly if he could get away with tormenting them and courting Cordelia at the
same time? Maybe, it wasn’t like they were all on speaking terms at the moment anyway. He
could keep the two completely separate and by the time the scoobies figured things out enough
to ask Cordy about it she would be his in every way and they would be too late. But those were
plans for another day. For now he had more immediate concerns.

“How exactly is that my fault?”

“Because you had the bad taste to be with her in the first place, so it’s your fault that she’s being
such a thorn in my side now.” He liked her logic.

“Cordelia please, could… could you invite me in so we can talk about this?” Yes, please invite
me in a second time. He loved this game.

“No!” Oh, look a challenge, he loved those to.

“Please, Cordy, I want to apologize properly and I can’t do that from out here.” He watched her
head tilt as she squinted at him in curiosity, he almost had her.

“Apologize how?”

“By showing you just how much I prefer you to Buffy.” He added a smoldering leer to make sure
she understood his meaning clearly.

He watched her lean more heavily against the doorframe as she subconsciously began to rub
her legs together to try and soothe the ache his words had caused. Oh, yeah, he had her
beyond hooked. Even the suggestion that he might want her made her wet enough to tremble
with her desire. The war behind her eyes was fascinating to watch. Part of her wanted to hold
on to her anger and to send him on his way for daring to cause her to be compared to Buffy in a
negative light. The rest of her wanted nothing more than to lay down then and there legs spread
wide in invitation as she begged for it. He already knew which impulse would win, but the battle
was fun to watch none the less.

“Fine, this better be one hell of an apology, come on in.”

He crossed the threshold with a silent internal shout of victory. She had invited him inside of her
own free will. Now even if she did ever catch him in her home she wouldn’t be suspicious of how
he got his invitation.



Without breaking stride he raised a hand, wrapping it around her pretty little throat in seconds,
and dragged her to the side pinning her to the nearest wall there. He watched her eyes widen
fractionally in fear and instinctive panic causing his already hard cock to get even harder. He let
that panic run free through her body for a moment enjoying it before he leaned down his mouth
devouring hers.

Within moments that fear became need and that panic became arousal. He shoved his leather
clad leg between her legs spreading them farther apart. All the while he never took his hand off
her throat, enjoying the fact that at any moment he could start to squeeze and bring that fear
and panic rushing back. The kiss was delicious but he began to feel her moving urgently and he
felt her movements against his leg. Focusing on the sensation for a moment he quickly
identified it. His vixen was humping his leg.

“Someone’s eager.”

“God yes, I want it now, I want to feel every inch of you inside me!”

Who was he to deny such a heartfelt plea?

Freeing himself he reached under her skirt, oh he loved these skirts of hers, then he quickly
shifted her panties to the side just barely exposing her sex. He saw it the moment the cold air
touched her moist center. Her eyes widened in wonder and desire, she wanted more. Seeing no
reason to deny them both any longer he entered her to the hilt in one thrust. Her panties rubbing
against his every inch as he went. The sensation was amazing!

“Please!”

More begging he loved begging. He thought about drawing this out and making her beg more
but he decided against it. He wanted her too much and they had the rest of the night for games,
right now was to ease the craving that the day apart had created. Every thrust was more
powerful than the last making her scream louder and louder. When she finally came she dug her
nails into his back deep enough and hard enough to draw blood. The moment her nails pierced
his skin he was lost to his own release.

They both sagged against the wall for a moment, each trying to catch their breath, her more
than him of course.

Picking her up he carried her upstairs to her bedroom laying her down far more gently on the
bed than he had the maid he’d killed there just days before. She was so out of it she didn’t even
realize where he’d taken her, and with what he had planned for the rest of the night she most
likely wouldn’t notice until morning. Kneeling at the end of the bed he spread her legs wide
giving him an almost unobstructed view of what was now his. She laid there quietly still
detached from the world around her while she tried desperately to regain both her breath and
her sanity.



Deciding to have a little fun with her he dipped his head down and licked along her sensitive
flesh. Her first orgasm had been so powerful that even now as he ran his tongue along her
opening he could feel her aftershocks and tremors. Stabbing his tongue inside of her body
deeper and deeper he felt the tremors grow more and more until another orgasm hit her this one
blinding her to everything around her and all sensation save for what he was doing to her.

As it hit he turned his head to the side, his game face already on but hidden from her sight by
her own raised knees, and he sank his fangs into her thigh taking his first true taste of her. The
feel, the pleasured pain, of his fangs breaking flesh sent her even farther from reality seeming to
draw out her orgasm even longer.

Every mouth full of her hot spicy blood only made him crave more, he kept telling himself to stop
but for some reason he simply couldn’t. One swallow of her blood leading to the next and then
the next. Finally finding the will power to pull back he found her still breathing but unconscious.
Perfect.

That hadn’t been the nights plans but he supposed he could go and see to some of the others
while she slept and come back later to finish the night. Yes, that’s what he would do. He had a
slayer and some slayette’s to begin torturing. They would regret the way they treated his vixen,
yes they would regret it most dearly.

XXXXXXXXXX

Buffy sat alone in her room fuming. She’d tried to talk to her mother about this but she just didn’t
understand, of course that could be because she didn’t have all the facts, it wasn’t like she
could tell her mother everything after all. All her mother said was that she and Angel had broken
up before he and Cordelia started anything, like that changed anything! Yeah, sure she and
Angel had been fighting before his little brain freeze moment with Cordelia, but that didn’t mean
that his hooking up with her wasn’t like an epic betrayal. She didn’t blame him of course, no he
had been hurting over their fight just as much as she had and Cordelia had taken advantage of
him, she blamed her. They could and would get past this though, it was only the one time after
all, and mistakes like this one only made bonds like theirs grow even stronger. They were meant
to be together and they would be again, as soon as he got over his obvious guilt about this one
little mis-step and came back to her. She would give him another week to beat himself up over
his Cordelia shaped disaster, then if he still hadn’t found the courage to face her she would be
the better person and offer forgiveness before he had to ask for it.

At first she’d been hurt and had started to doubt herself. After all for everything else that she
might be, Cordelia was beautiful there was no denying that. She’d actually started to doubt
Angel’s feelings for her, something else that was all that bitch’s fault, but then after talking to
Willow about it she remembered one important thing. She and Angel were epic! Epic did not end
because of a stupid one night stand like he had with Cordelia Chase.

XXXXXXXXXX



Angelus stood outside the Summer’s residence and still couldn’t decide what he was going to
do. The entire walk over here from Cordelia’s place he’d tried to come up with the perfect first
step. He needed something that couldn’t immediately be traced back to him, but that would tie in
nicely with what he’d already done to Cordy. He needed to make it obvious that it was all done
by the same person so that when they finally started speaking to one another again they would
immediately see just how much their pettiness towards Cordelia had cost them. If they had been
speaking to her from the start then this never would have happened. The added guilt and self
pity that was guaranteed to stir within those do gooders would be a nice little bonus to the
emotional and psychological trauma that the deed it’s self was sure to inflict.

Hearing laughter he turned to see the neighbors from across the street coming out of their home
obviously headed out for a good time. Perfect.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia woke up alone in bed and thought that maybe he had left, it would be just like a man to
stop by for a booty call then sneak away after all. It had happened to her before. Rolling over on
to her back she stretched trying to work out the soreness of her muscles, Angel was such an
animal in bed he always left her feeling every second of their time together for days afterwards.
Thinking she would do good with a hot shower she rose as gracefully as possible with legs that
weren’t working just right at the moment and made her way towards her private bathroom.
Stopping outside the door she heard the water already running and smiled. He was still here.

She thought about being angry that he had placed her back in her own room. The same room
she hadn’t stepped foot in since the death of her housekeeper, but knowing that she was about
to see him again was enough to wipe away all of her anger. She knew that what she was feeling
for him was bordering on the not so healthy, but she couldn’t stop. No one had ever treated her
like this before, he acted like she was his entire world, and she didn’t want to give that up
anytime soon. Pushing the door open she resolved to make the most of this while it lasted. She
knew he would most likely go running back to Buffy eventually but for right now he was all hers
and she would revel in it.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus heard the steady beat of his vixens heart increase as she woke up alone. He thought
about cutting his shower short, he’d already gotten all the blood off after all, and joining her
again. Before he could make up his mind he felt her moving closer until she stood on the other
side of the door. He wondered for a moment if she would have the courage to join him, most
teenage girls wouldn’t, but then he remembered who this teenage girl was. Cordelia Chase
wouldn’t have any problem joining him in the shower if that’s what she wanted to do. Judging by
the sound of her hand on the door knob that’s exactly what she wanted to do.

The bathroom was a simple design really, the main feature was the shower which was separate
from the bath. The shower it’s self covered the entire back wall and had no less than ten
separate shower heads, it was several feet wide and had an opaque glass wall seperating it



from the rest of the room. The glass wall was sectioned into two sides each of which could slide
soundlessly one way or another to let you in or out.

He turned to face the glass doors but tilted his head back as though washing his hair and closed
his eyes against the water, giving her the perfect view when she finally stepped in with him.

Cordy slid the glass aside and stepped through, her eyes took a moment to adjust to the steam
rising from the hot water falling everywhere. When she could finally see without her vision being
blurred she felt her heart stop beating and the very breath in her lungs seized almost painfully.
God he was just too hot for words.

He stood beneath the spray of the obviously hot water, his skin slightly flushed from the heat
despite his being a vampire, the water cascaded down his body highlighting every muscle and
holy god he was amazing. His eyes were closed and with the water it was possible he hadn’t
heard her come in, smiling victoriously her eyes filled with mischief as a plan began to form in
her mind.

He stood there for what seemed like eternity while she still didn’t move. He thought she might
be losing her nerve and if that was true he didn’t want to open his eyes and frighten her. So
instead he simply waited. He knew what she saw when she looked at him, his skin flush with his
recent feed and kill, water running over his entire body. What made her pause? He guessed
from the way that her heart skipped a beat that she was either admiring his body or she was
suddenly nervous. The question was which was it.

He didn’t have to wait long to find out. He had been so busy with his musings that he hadn’t
sensed her movement. By the time he’d registered that she wasn’t where she had been before
she was already on her knees before him. Oh, he like this turn of events. Slowly opening his
eyes as though only now feeling her presence he looked down at her slightly widening his eyes
as though startled. As soon as his eyes found hers she held his gaze and ran her tongue along
him from head to base. Never once blinking or breaking eye contact in any way she slid the tip
into her mouth about and inch and sucked.

Oh Lord! Reaching behind him with one hand he braced himself against the wall and waited to
see what she would do next.

Her hand came up and gripped his shaft and began to slowly pump up and down, without much
pressure at all. He was about to demand she grip him harder when she popped the head of his
cock out of her mouth all together. He couldn’t stop the growl that built in his chest. Acting like
she didn’t hear it she suddenly changed tactics. Her hand tightened on his length and her pulls
became more forceful while her mouth began to work on his balls.

He was in Nirvana. Most women, especially women her age, focused on the penis and ignored
the balls all together, not her apparently. She really was a little sex kitten. He lasted and
embarrassingly short amount of time, but he still never took his eyes from hers. When he finally
came he watched as her throat worked to swallow every drop of his cum.



When she was finally done she sat back on her heels and licked her lips like a kitten licking
cream. He loved this woman he really did. His vixen.

Pulling her up he kissed her fiercely tasting himself on her lips.

“God you are amazing you know that.”

“You’re only saying that cause it’s true.”

“Definitely.”

“Since it’s friday, do you want to spend the weekend?”

Now she dropped her eyes, not daring to make eye contact. The other side to his tempting
vixen, the insecure teen. He loved every side to her and soon she would know that and wouldn’t
fear asking him things like this at all, because she would be sure of his answer from the start.

“Sounds perfect.”

XXXXXXXXXX

Buffy was dozing peacefully, thanking anything and everything that is was Saturday so she
didn’t have to go to school this morning. Lazy days were the best.

“Ahhhhh!”

Her mothers scream hadn’t even died on the air yet when she found her at the front door,
having raced down the stairs in record time convinced her mom was being murdered or
something. At first she didn’t see what had caused her mother to go so pale with shock and fear.
Stepping around her to get a better look at what was on the other side of the door she stopped
just as frozen as her mother was.

There on her front porch were her neighbors Mr. and Mrs. Fitz. They had been in their early
twenties when they’d been alive, a newly wed couple just starting out in life. Now they were
barely recognizable.

There was one on either side of the front door like his and hers bookends. They had both been
posed on their knees hands tied together in front of them propped up by the piece of fence
protruding through their abdomens. They looked like they were begging for mercy, or maybe
praying for salvation. Their eyes had been pinned open with needles making them stare
sightlessly back at their home, the place where they had been safe and alive just the day
before. Blood had welled up and spilled over like tears. The strangest part was that inside their
mouths each of them had a single white rose.



CHAPTER 4 - CONFRONTATIONS

Cordelia was humming to herself as she searched the fridge for something to eat. It was
Saturday morning and she was deliciously sore and starving to death. It had taken quite a bit of
persuasion on her part to get Angel to let her out of bed long enough to hunt for food. Honestly
the man was acting like he hadn’t had sex in forever.

Taking out the ingredients for her salad she began to think about her “relationship” or whatever
this was with Angel. She knew she should still be beyond pissed with him for what being with
him was putting her through with Buffy and her sidekicks, but for some reason she just couldn’t
hold on to her anger when she was with him. As long as he wasn’t around she could fume and
bitch until she was seething mad, but the second she looked into those dark haunting eyes her
rage just evaporated like it never existed.

Plus, they seemed to be basing their entire thing on sex, they never went out on dates, or
talked, or really left whatever reasonably flat surface they were using at the moment to scratch
that mutual itch. She would be insecure and start to think that he was embarrassed to be seen
with her but two things stopped that train of thought before it ever got started. One, he never
took saint buffy out either, so it was really just an Angel flaw that he never thought about those
kinds of things. To be honest if she was as old as he was she might not think about them either.
And, two, the most important and reaffirming reason there was, she was Cordelia Chase, no
one would be embarrassed to be seen with her.

She was finished with her salad and was just putting the bowl in the sink when another thought
hit her, this one only a single word. Blood. She didn’t have any, well any pigs blood anyway,
there was nothing here for Angel to eat. It was daylight out and unlike his apartment her house
didn’t offer ready access to the sewer system, thank god for that one, so he was stuck here with
no blood in sight at least until the sun went down. What could she do about that? There had to
be something she could do. Maybe she could offer to go to the butchers for him, a quick meal
run or something.

XXXXXXXXXX



She was so caught up in her thoughts she didn’t hear him enter the kitchen, Angelus could tell
because she didn’t so much as twitch to acknowledge his presence behind her. He wondered
briefly what she was thinking about so hard, but he let it go in favor of slipping his arms around
her and letting his hand push beneath her loosely tied robe to cup her breast. God, he loved her
body and she was just as insatiable as he’d thought she’d be. There was no satisfying his vixen,
not completely anyway, and that was more than alright with him.

“Mmmm, Angel.”

That however was annoying. He couldn’t wait until the truth finally came out so he could hear
his name on her lips. He ran his other hand down her curves to her thigh and began to slowly
draw it back up again dragging the hem of her short silk robe back up with him. He was
reaching for her dripping sex when her hand caught his wrist and stopped him.

What?

“No, wait there’s something I wanted to talk to you about and if we start with this I’ll just forget
and this is something we should totally talk about. Okay?”

Fine he’d play along if this was so important to her, but if it was something stupid he promised
himself he would continue on with his own plans for how to spend the rest of the day. Mainly
with her laid bare beneath him begging and screaming.

“Alright, what did you want to talk about?”

“Blood.”

What?

“You want to talk about blood?”

“I want to talk about my lack of blood actually, well my lack of blood in the house, well my lack of
pigs blood in the house for you to drink.”

Alright making more sense now, barely, but enough that he could finally catch on to what was
happening now. She was worried because she didn’t have any pigs blood for him to drink. He
hadn’t drank pigs blood since he’d returned to being himself, but she didn’t know that, so her
concern while misplaced was kind of sweet.

“Oh, are you worried I’m going to bite you?” To late on that front princess I already tasted you,
not that you noticed.

“No! Of course not, I just I don’t know what happens to vampires if they don’t eat every day. Like
my friend Jennine in middle school if she didn’t eat every day or if she like skipped a meal she
got like totally bitchy. But don’t worry I have an idea.”



He was about to tell her that vampires could go a few days without blood and the only thing that
would happen is that they would start to get steadily weaker so waiting for nightfall wouldn’t hurt
him. But she looked so bright and proud of herself when she announced that she had an idea
that he just had to hear what she was thinking about.

“What’s your idea?”

“Well, my other friend Mandy was always on this like Jenny Craig type diet, but sometimes she
would be stuck having to eat like normal people food or whatever but that didn’t hurt the diet
since it was only every now and then right. So I was thinking that maybe you could drink some
of my blood.”

She looked so hopeful and yet at the same time she looked resigned like she thought he was
about to tell her all the reasons why that was a stupid idea. If he’d still been Angel, he just might
have done just that. Then again if he’d still been Angel he’d still be panting after Buffy and
wouldn’t be here in the first place. If he were a better man he would turn down the offer and tell
her that he would be fine until sundown. But he was Angelus and everyone knew he was not a
good man at all.

He couldn’t stop smirking at the thought of tasting her again and this time of her own free will.
He was going to enjoy this.

“That’s a nice idea Cordelia, thank you, but I couldn’t ask you to do that.” Wait for it.

“You aren’t asking, I’m offering.” Gotcha.

“If you’re sure.”

“I’m positive.”

“If we do this I insist that I bite you somewhere that Buffy and her friends won’t see. The last
thing we need is for them to try and but even further into our relationship.”

He watched her eyes brighten when he said the word relationship and he knew he had her. She
was his body, mind, and soul now. Next step would be to start slowly introducing her to the real
him and now was as good a time as any to do that.

“Like where?”

“Well,” he stepped forward and gently pushed the sides of her robe apart causing the belt
around her waist to loosen even further and bare her breasts to him. Cupping her breast in his
hand he ran his thumb across her nipple and watched it harden in arousal. “No one would see it
here would they?”

It was as much a statement as a question. She belonged to him no one else would see his bite
because no one else would see her like this.



“No, no one else.”

He felt a shiver ripple through her body and he knew he had her. Bending down he captured her
other nipple in his mouth and began to suck playfully at it. The feel of her hands in his hair
gripping him tightly against her body holding him to her only made him want more.

Picking her up he turned them, never once releasing her breast from his mouth, reaching out to
the marble counter in the middle of the kitchen he swept his arm across it clearing it of clutter.
He heard the spices and knives hit the tile floor but he didn’t care, all he cared about was the
woman in his arms. Laying her across the cold surface he felt her body shaking and knew she
wanted this just as much as he did. Pulling her robe open even more he finally released her to
straighten up, looking down at her he saw her laid out before him like a feast fit for a king.

She was breathing hard, trying to catch her breath but she couldn’t, he wouldn’t let her. Gripping
her legs just behind her knees he opened her up even more and watched as her juices dripped
down her thighs. Oh yeah, she wanted this just like he did. Leaning over her again he let his
game face slip into place, and waited for a moment while she explored it with her fingers, giving
her time to decide if this was what she truly wanted. When her hands fell away she locked her
gaze with his own and arched her back thrusting her breasts up towards him invitingly, offering
herself to him. Without hesitation he swooped down and claimed his prize.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia didn’t know what she expected, everything she knew of vampires told her that this
would be agonizing. Seeing his true face had almost made her falter but then she remembered
that even beneath all of that this was still Angel, and she trusted him. When his fangs finally
pierced her skin she tensed for the pain but got only pleasure.

His mouth working at her breast sent fire coursing through her veins, making her feel so alive.
At the same time one of his hands was playing with her other nipple pinching and rolling the
sensitive flesh between his skilled fingers, while the other hand was busy stroking her pussy. Oh
god she felt like she was on fire. She couldn’t concentrate on just one sensation they were all
working together to drive her insane. Raising her hand she gripped his hair tightly as she raised
her hips silently begging for more. She wanted more than just his fingers, she wanted all of him
and she wanted it now.

In response to her pleas she felt him bite down on her breast harder and with one more
powerful pull of his mouth she was cuming like she never had before. This was what she’d been
missing in her life and now that she’d felt it she didn’t think she could ever go back to living
without it. His bite was orgasmic.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus straightened and looked down at his vixen again with wonder, she tasted so good and
she’d been so amazing that she’d actually made him come in his pants like a stupid teenager.
Watching the beads of blood well up along his bite he leaned down to lick it clean once more



wanting to savor the taste of her and not waste a drop, just in case this was the last time he
would be tasting her like this for a while. It was always hard to tell how someone would react to
being bitten. When his tongue touched her breast he heard her moan and knew exactly how she
felt about this.

“More. Please.”

She was as addicted as he was and he knew she would be offering herself to him again soon,
and he would always accept such a tempting offer. She tasted orgasmic.

XXXXXXXXXX

Buffy sat at the table of the coffee shop and tried to understand what had happened to her life.
Her birthday had been special and amazing, but now everything had crashed down around her.
Her mother was in shock over finding their neighbors like that, her boyfriend was still MIA,
Cordelia had sex with said boyfriend like the slut she obviously was, and now she was sitting at
a coffee shop surrounded by her friends on a much needed break from trying to identify
whatever big bad had left her such a terrible present.

“I don’t get it what was the point of it though. It wasn’t like whoever it was even tried to fight me
they just left them there like presents or something.”

“Pretty demented present if you ask me.”

Duh, of course it was demented, they were dead bodies.

“I’m stuck on the white roses myself. Why white roses?” That was a good question, and one of
the main reasons she loved Willow so much, she always knew what to say.

“Oh my god how pathetic.” Just what she needed right now Cordettes.

“Pathetic Harmony? How so?”

“Well, first you go around talking about how Cordy stole your honey like anyone would care
about that, not that anyone’s surprised really I mean if it came down to a choice between you or
Cordy of course he chose her. I mean look at you. But now you’re trying to make people think
you’re stealing Cordy’s secret admirer in retaliation. Yeah, pathetic.”

“What are you even talking about, we weren’t even talking about Cordelia or her admirer,
whoever the hell that is.” Would it kill them to listen to a conversation before jumping in with their
two cents? Then again considering what they’d been discussing she was sort of glad they
hadn’t.

“Of course you were, why else would you be talking about white roses, that’s what Cordy’s
admirer leaves her. Losers.”



Without another word they walked away secure in the knowledge of their superiority, which was
fine with the trio at the table they were to shocked to have noticed them if they had stayed
anyway.

Cordelia was getting white roses? Was that a coincidence or was it connected? Gathering their
stuff the three prepared to go to Cordelia’s house, they had questions and they would damn well
have answers.

XXXXXXXXXX

Monday morning found Cordelia sitting in her car in the school parking lot trying to get her mind
out of the clouds it had been in all weekend. She and Angel had done things she had never
even heard of before all weekend long, age really did come with advantages she guessed,
practice certainly made perfect in her book. Buffy and the wonder twins had tried to intrude and
ruin things but she wouldn’t let that happen, refusing to even answer the door.

She’d known that if little miss perfect had seen Angel in her home then everything would come
crashing down and she didn’t want that to happen, she’d been far to happy to allow something
like that. Her refusal to answer the door only seemed to amuse Angel and he soon had her
naked and begging for him while the three stooges stood out front yelling for her to let them in.
He pounded into her while saint Buffy pounded on the door and she loved it. To her it was just
further proof that his feelings for Buffy were beyond gone now.

Taking a deep breath she stepped out of her car and prepared to face the day. After the
weekend she’d spent in Angel’s arms the fact that she was rapidly losing her place in the
Scoobies inner circle didn’t bother her nearly as much as it would have before. Not that she
would ever admit this to anyone else for as long as she lived, but being a part of their little group
and helping people, even if only by helping buffy in some way, made her feel important. It made
her feel like she had a purpose in life, almost like she had a place that couldn’t be taken from
her and before Angel she would have done anything to stay there like that. Now, though, she
didn’t mind at all if they froze her out because she had him.

She hadn’t even made it to the front doors before they were there blocking her path, demanding
that she pay attention to them.

“Cordelia where the hell have you been? We tried to reach you all weekend! We need to talk.”
Of course she should have expected this, but for some reason she’d thought they would have
given her at least the morning to herself without their stupid yammering for her attention.

“What could we possibly have to talk about?” Seriously, they had all been avoiding her and
freezing her out for weeks now, ever since she and Angel became a thing, and now they were
demanding that she do as they say. As if.

“White roses.”



Two words, that’s it, and all the warmth left her body in a rush leaving her nearly shivering from
the cold in her very bones. Images of Rosa’s dead body, the picture of her lifeless eyes, the
roses turned red with blood, all flashed before her eyes in an instant erasing her good mood just
as quickly.

“No.”

“What? What do you mean no? Cordelia this is important.” The condescending tone did nothing
to improve either her mood or her answer.

“I mean I’m not talking to you about this.”

Without another word she turned and left them standing there looking after her with identical
looks of shock on their faces. She was through with needing their help she had Angel now, he
would keep her safe.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus came into the mansion that he and his family called home for the first time in days.

“Daddy’s home!”

“Hello princess, have you been a good girl since daddy’s been away?” He watched her hands
run up his chest slowly feeling every inch of him.

“Will daddy punish his princess for being such a naughty girl?”

He had intended to turn her down after the weekend he’d just spent with his vixen he wasn’t in
need of a woman like he was before. His dark beauty had done everything he wanted her to,
acting out his every fantasy about her, which of course only led to him having even more
fantasies about her.

Then he saw little William behind her and he just couldn’t help himself, he had always felt this
deep need to screw with Spikey ever since the first time when he reacted just so beautifully. He
didn’t hate the little bastard, not really, they were family after all he just always reacted in such a
big way it was just too much fun to pass up.

“Yeah princess, don’t you worry daddy’s gonna punish you real good.”

Never taking his eyes off Spike he threw Dru down on the table in the center of the room and
gave her a good hard dirty fucking, what she always craved from her daddy ever since he
taught her to like it just like that. Soon enough his vixen would crave his attention just as badly
and that day would be beyond sweet for him. His plans to slowly guide her down the path of
darker desires would start tonight and soon enough he wouldn’t even have to tell her what he
wanted to do to her, she would simply offer herself up for the taking, just like his darling dark
princess, begging to be punished and loving every moment of it.



XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia knew that going to the library was a mistake but Giles had used his pull as a member
of the faculty to have her sent there during the last class of the day. If she skipped out she had
no doubt that he would get all pissy and have her given detention or something equally stupid.

Breezing through the doors like she always did she wasn’t surprised to find the room packed
with people she no longer had any use for. Giles, Buffy, Willow, Oz, and Xander were all waiting
with identical expressions of superiority, except for Oz who seemed to only ever look zen and at
ease.

“What do you want? What could possibly be so important that you’re interrupting my
education?” They all knew that she wasn’t really worried about her education but still it was a
valid point.

“Cordelia, would you please sit down? We need to discuss recent events because it has come
to our attention that there is a correlation between things that have happened to yourself and
things that have happened to Buffy of late.”

“Yeah she gets flowers in her locker and I get corpses on my porch that’s totally connected.”
Buffy’s snide remark made her a little curious, so she decided to give in gracefully and to hear
them out, at least for the moment, she took a seat next to Oz the least hostile of the group, and
waited.

Waiting seemed to be the name of the game since everyone else held their silence as well,
please like she was just going to volunteer information now, after trying to do just that for days
before.

“How about I start then.”

“Good idea Giles.” She still hadn’t forgiven him for just blowing her off when she first came to
him for help on this very issue. The looks of anger only grew in intensity at her comment.

“Saturday morning Buffy’s mother came outside to fetch the morning post and found their
newlywed neighbors killed and left on their front steps. They were staged quite obscenely, their
hands bound before them as though begging for mercy and most intriguing of all they each had
a single white rose in their mouths. When Buffy and the others were discussing the events at the
mall,” the look he sent the three making it clear what he thought of that turn of events, “your
associates Harmony and the others overheard a portion of the discussion and made mention of
your admirer who has been leaving you white roses. Now we are here to ask you about that if
you would be so kind as to enlighten us.”

Wow, when she’d thought about all the reasons why the three idiots wanted to talk about white
roses this hadn’t even been on the list. She felt bad for that poor couple, she really did, but she
couldn’t just let how they treated her go. It just wasn’t in her nature.



“No.”

“I’m sorry no?”

“That’s what she said this morning, I told you Giles she’s being completely impossible, not that
that’s such a huge surprise or anything.”

That was it! She’d had it! Lurching to her feet she went to storm out of the room before changing
her mind and turning back, they really should know what’s been happening she thought, so they
could truly see how much of this was their own god damn fault.

“You want to know why I don’t want to talk to you about this? Because I already tried to do that!
When I came home to find my housekeepers dead body in my bed surrounded by white roses
that were so covered in her blood that at first I thought they were red I came here to you and
what did I get? ‘Cordelia I know that whatever crisis you have going on seems like life and death
to you’ but Buffy is too traumatized by losing her virginity to a guy that doesn’t really give a shit,
like every other girl in this damn school has before, that we really don’t have time for you so just
go home and die all alone so you can stop bothering us. Then since I didn’t want to go home yet
and surprise, surprise didn’t have anywhere else to go I went to the Bronze so that for at least a
few hours I would be surrounded by people and at least safer than I would be at home alone.
While I was there I ran into Angel who unlike all of you actually noticed that I was scared out of
my mind and asked me what was wrong, when he realized that she was killed in my house he
offered me a place to stay. Then when we got to his place he kissed me, after he and Buffy
broke up of course, and we hooked up.

“When I got to school the next day I open my locker for it to start raining white roses all over me
and the floor and when I look up there’s a picture of Rosa’s dead eyes taped to the back of my
locker just staring at me. After I was done losing my breakfast, I was going to come here and
once again try to beg for your help but what do I hear while I’m trying to get my shaking to stop?
I hear Buffy and Willow talking about how they know Angel and I were together the night before
and how he must just be using me to make her jealous because it’s apparently a widely known
fact that compared to Buffy I’m just a giant slut who no one could ever possibly want to be with
in a million years. You’re right I’m the one being impossible here. Angel and Buffy broke up! I
didn’t do anything wrong, but all of you have been treating me like I’m some sort of
homewrecker and I’m sick of it. They were dating, not married. Now if you don’t mind the bell’s
about to ring and I have places to be.”

Not pausing to see what they would do with this new information she rushed away from them
and towards Angel who she was sure would be stopping by that night.

XXXXXXXXXX

Giles watched Cordelia leave with mixed emotions. Shock, denial, surprise, guilt, and
disappointment being chief among them. Turning to look at his underage charges his ire showed
on his face as he prepared to get some answers. None of the teens could meet his eyes, save



for young Oz who was looking at Willow with much the same expression as he was sure he was
wearing himself.

“Is what she said true? Have you all been disregarding her of late?” He knew he was just as
guilty of placing Buffy’s emotional crisis above all else during the past few weeks, it was he she
had all but quoted in her tirade after all, but for her peers to do the same was somehow far
worse.

“Giles, come on I mean she was the one who stole my -”

He did not let her finish what she was about to say. Buffy may be the slayer but at times he
seemed to forget that she was also just a teenage girl and she saw the world just as any other
teenage girl would.

“She stole nothing, in fact if what she said was true you and Angel had already parted ways
before she and he engaged in any sort of romantic liaison.”

“Yeah technically, but we would have worked it out, and we’d have already been back together
by now if she hadn’t-” Buffy tried to defend her actions again.

“No Buffy, this is not her doing. She is not the reason that you and your beau are no longer
together. He did not cheat on you, she did not betray you, and you have no right to act as
though Angel choosing to be with her is in any way a malicious act against you on her part. She
was being stalked and terrorized by a creature of some kind, and because of this petty feud if
Harmony bloody Kendall hadn’t overheard your completely inappropriate conversation at the
mall of all places we would have still been in the dark about the connection to Cordelia and all of
us making our feelings of allegiance to Buffy known to keep her at bay, would have done
nothing more than ensured that we were never aware of these actions made against her.”

Buffy rolled her eyes and tried to tune Giles out, it wasn’t like it was her fault that Cordelia didn’t
want to be around them at the moment. Just because she was feeling guilty about sleeping with
Angel, as she totally should, that wasn’t her fault at all. Besides where was the big, they knew
about it all now so it wasn’t like she really got hurt or anything. Looking towards her friends she
saw in their eyes that they were in complete agreement with her inner thoughts and felt
vindicated by their agreement.

Oz saw the thoughts in their eyes before Giles did, being a teen himself and having spent time
with the three of them more often of late he knew what to look for, and he knew just what to say
to freeze them in their tracks. At least for a moment.

“What if she’d died and we didn’t find out about the roses until after she was gone? How would
you have felt about your freeze out then?”

CHAPTER 5 - HEAD SPACE



Giles swirled his glass of bourbon idly as he thought of the days events. Cordelia was being
seemingly stalked and preyed upon by some unknown evil and his slayer was too busy fretting
over her former boyfriends activities to care. He needed to impress upon her the seriousness of
what was going on, but he still had no idea about how to get through to her.

While she was extremely powerful and she had faced many hardships already in her young life
she was still at heart a seventeen year old girl. Normally when her focus would wonder to trivial
matters such as dating, popularity, or other matters of the sort he was able to steer her back to
her calling by simply reminding her that lives were on the line. He did not see that working this
time however, because for the moment the life on the line was one she did not seem too fond of.
He hadn’t the slightest idea about what to do, his young charge was shirking her responsibilities
in favor of holding a grudge, and there was nothing at all to be done about it.

He supposed he could offer his own assistance on the issue, and he would do so come the
morning, but from the venom in the speech given earlier where his own careless words were all
but spat back at him he doubted his help would be accepted. He only hoped that one of them
saw sense soon enough and realized the absurdity of the entire situation. He hoped that alone
would be able to sustain him through this coming long and dreary night.

XXXXXXXXXX

Willow stood outside Buffys home in shock, Oz had just left, they were in the middle of an
argument and he just drove away. Okay, so maybe there was a little more to it than that, but still
he was making with the not here, and that was just wrong.

All she had done was support her friend, by making one little comment about the backstabbing
little traitor who had slept with said friends boyfriend, and Oz had just lost his mind. He started
saying stuff about how she needed to grow up and look at the whole picture instead of
automatically taking Buffy’s side just because Buffy happened to be her friend. She was very
grown up everyone always said so, and she was sure if she took a step back like he said she
would still see that it was Cordelia in the wrong, come on it was Cordelia after all. Plus, Buffy
and Angel were epic and you just didn’t walk up and mess with epic, that was like a rule. A girl
rule, but still a rule, and you shouldn’t break any rules.



He was the one in the wrong on this, and being the better person and the grown up here, she
would just sit back and wait for him to come to his senses all on his own, and she wouldn’t even
say I told you so not even once. Okay maybe once, but again that was like another rule or
something.

Glancing from side to side at her best friends she supposed things could be worse. He could
have dropped her off at home alone instead of here with her two besties.

XXXXXXXXXX

Buffy trudged through her front door, Willow and Xander on either side of her, her feet dragging
along the ground with every step. She was totally in the right here and that boyfriend stealer still
got all the support, how was that fair? Willow and Xander were still on her side she knew, but
Giles and Oz had totally defected on her. Not that she really cared so much about where Oz’s
loyalty was in the whole mess, after all he was really only in their little group because of willow
and as a non founding member his say wasn’t all that much after all, but still. As Willow’s honey
he should support his girlfriend in all things and as Willows best friend he should totally be on
her side in this like automatically.

How had everything gotten so turned around? Before Cordelia had gotten there and made her
little speech everyone was firmly in the we love Buffy, we hate Cordelia column of things. After
little miss perfect breezed out though all of a sudden she’s the bad guy. Cordelia slept with
Angel, what did it matter when it happened? All that should matter was that it happened at all,
right? Right!

“Buffy honey we need to talk, could you come in here a moment please?”

“Sure mom.”

Oh no, her mom had that time to be serious voice, the one she always got after reading those
parenting or self help books. Giving her friends a mock grimace she waved them both off to her
room to wait while she dealt with the latest parental meltdown coming her way.

XXXXXXXXXX

Xander sat quietly beside Willow in Buffys room and tried to understand where all the judgment
was coming from with dog boy and the G-man. Not that he really wanted Buffy and dead boy to
be together or anything, cause he so didn’t, but still what Cordy did was just so… Cordelia.
Being selfish, underhanded, and just down right cruel was pretty much her brand or something.
Yeah, what she had done fit Cordelia perfectly.

Sometimes he wondered if maybe she was a demon or something, kind of like when he
wondered if Snyder was really a gremlin in disguise, yeah sometimes you just knew these
things deep down. Deep down he knew that he, Buffy, and Willow were right and everyone else
was wrong in this. Now he just had to bide his time and wait for everyone else to see it to. Until



then though he had homework and chores to deal with. Tonight was going to be dull, he just
knew it.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia was fuming by the time she finally pulled up in front of her home, how dare those social
rejects act like she was the one in the wrong here. She was totally in the right! Stopping to take
a deep breath she closed her eyes and decided to let it all go before she stepped into her
house, she would not carry her anger over the threshold, because through that door waited
Angel. Or at least he would be through that door after the sun set, but starting out angry was not
how she wanted this evening to go.

Before he left the day before her lover had hinted that he wanted to try something new with her
tonight, and considering how well all of his other little “experiments” in the bedroom went for her
she was all for it. Tonight was going to be amazing she just knew it.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus looked at his Vixen with equal parts lust and pride, she was truly fearless. When he’d
gotten to her house she’d been so wound up about a run in with the slayer and her little circle of
do gooders, though she had tried to let it go and push it aside before he got there, that she
would have done anything he asked of her. He recognized her eager agreement for what it was
of course, the scoobies were pushing her aside and so she was clinging to the one person she
had left in her life who knew about the things that go bump in the night, him. She saw him as her
salvation, her protector, and she would do anything not to lose that.

Plus there was the fact that she had enjoyed everything he had done to her so far and she was
just adventurous enough and she trusted him enough to try anything he suggested when it
came to their sex life. He was fully in control of her and he loved it. He used to think that what
he’d done to Dru had been the most amazing thing he would ever experience but his time with
Cordelia was eclipsing it in every way. Taking someone against their will felt empowering, but
having someone offer themselves to you of their own free will was an even greater high.

Looking down at her, where he had placed her on the bed, he felt his lust rising to new heights.
She was amazing like this and he wanted to savor the sight for a moment longer.

He had stripped her naked and layed her down in the center of the bed, her hands secured to
the headboard leaving her stretched out and at his mercy. The thick black blind fold over her
eyes was a stark contrast to the white thin sheet he had draped over her body and watched as it
molded to her form like a second skin, both hiding her and revealing every curve at the same
time. It was time to begin.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia didn’t know if she was in heaven or hell. Her hands were stretched out above her head
so far it was putting a slight but significant strain on her muscles, she felt every shift of her body.



Not being able to see what was happening around her was somehow making her more aware of
everything, especially the feel of the cold sheet pressed against her hot skin. Oh god. She
wanted more, she wanted him to touch her to feel his hands on her. He was so silent it was
almost as though she was in the room alone, though she knew he was still there her skin tingled
where she knew he was staring at her. Deciding she really wasn’t very good at being passive
she let out a deep throaty moan of want while she arced her back trying to entice him to touch
her. His laughter told her he knew exactly what she was trying to do but she didn’t care as long
as it worked.

Touch me! She wanted to shout it to the rooftops, to beg him to take her, but she wouldn’t give
in that easily where would be the fun in that.

She felt a slight tug at the sheet and she moaned again as it was slowly pulled down, the cool
fabric dragging against her hardened nipples causing sensation after sensation to shoot through
her body, but it wasn’t enough, she wanted more.

His mouth closed around her nipple and sucked her cool flesh into his warm mouth. Yes! After a
few seconds of attention he pulled back and sat up straddling her, she could feel his weight on
her stomach but he wasn’t touching her. No!

“You and I are going to play a little game Cordelia. Do you want to play?”

“Yes, please, anything everything.” she bit her lip and arced her back again inviting him to do
whatever he pleased with her as long as he touched her again.

“Hahaha, I see you like the idea. Your part of the game is simple just tell me when you really
can’t take anymore, and enjoy this. Don’t try to hold back on me though, I want to hear
everything, I want to know how you really feel.”

She thought about his words as best she could while her mind felt like it was going to explode
with how badly she wanted him then she felt it – ice.

He was holding an ice cube against her nipple. He swirled it around her rapidly cooling flesh
making her whole body shiver with want. Oh god. Her nipple had already tightened to the point
of pain and every pass of the cube was felt throughout her whole body.

“Oh God, yes. More. It feels so good.”

She knew she was beginning to beg, but after everything her pride could take a flying leap for all
she cared, she needed more.

“Angel please! It’s too much I can’t-”

She didn’t finish the sentence before the ice was suddenly gone, she had a moment to feel both
relieved and disappointed before his mouth latched on. The warmth of his tongue running
across her puckered nipple made her whole breast tingle. Oh!



“Please! I need -”

Again she didn’t finish her sentence before a new sensation was added to the already
overloaded mix. While his mouth worked at her abused nipple she felt more ice begin to drag
against the other. The mix of ice and heat along her chest nearly fried her brain. It felt so good.

“Oh, please please please don’t stop. More, I want more. I want you! Please I want to feel you
inside me.”

“Not yet my vixen, not yet.”

She was so far gone that the use of the word vixen didn’t even register in her mind, the only
thing she knew was that she was going insane with want.

“Ahhh, please it’s too much.”

She felt him shift slightly above her as the ice disappeared again, and his mouth abandoned her
other breast. She couldn’t hold back her moan of need. She was just about to start begging
when she felt it again. Ice. Only this time it was circling around her clit. Oh god.

Before she could really register that sensation his hand trailed up her body to her recently
abused nipple and began to squeeze it between his thumb and forefinger slowly adding more
and more pressure to the frozen nub.

Just when she thought he couldn’t do anything else she felt his mouth return to her other breast
once more, his tongue swirling around her nipple as she felt his fangs scrape against it.

“Yes! Bite me, please.”

As his fangs pierced her flesh she lost all control, the orgasm that hit her was one of the best of
her life. It seemed to go on forever. Every pull of his mouth as he fed from her causing a new
wave of pleasure to wash over her. Oh god.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus released her breast from his mouth once he’d drank his fill and pulled back to watch
her come apart for him. Watching her lose herself to the pleasured pain of it all he knew it was
true she truly was made for him. His Vixen. Releasing her completely he pulled her legs farther
apart as he settled between her thighs, the night had only begun.

CHAPTER 6 - LIBRARY AIDE



Cordelia could not believe it. She knew Giles had some pull in the school, he did keep the
scoobies out of trouble no matter how many classes they skipped after all, but this was
ridiculous. He had used his powers to have her transferred out of her last period computer class
and now she was told by the guidance counselor that she was to instead report to the library for
study hall every day.

What the hell?

What was she supposed to do in the library, every day, for an hour? The only things in the
Library everyday were books and Giles, and of course those idiots. Was this a set up? Another
ambush? Or was he just trying to make her give up and come back into the loser club like all
was forgiven? Cause if he did he was in for a very rude response to that! Oh well, no use asking
herself about it when there was an easier way to figure it all out. Squaring her shoulders she
flipped her hair once for good measure and finally stepped into Giles domain. She would make
the most of this, what ever the hell this was.

XXXXXXXXXX

Giles knew that Miss Chase was standing outside the library doors for some time, likely making
sure none of her true emotions were on display before she entered. He’d noticed long ago that,
that particular young woman wore a kind of emotional armor wrapped around herself that most
adults would envy. Honestly, after the past few weeks he couldn’t even blame her for needing to
take a moment before entering what to her must seem like enemy territory.

He had always thought of the library as his domain, his arena if you will, but to Cordelia and
indeed to the other students it must appear more to belong to Buffy than himself. He had begun
to notice it more and more of late. Buffy was a queen and his library was her throne room. The
place where she reigned supreme and doled out praise or abuse as she saw fit to those either
brave enough of foolish enough to engage her here. She behaved as though her presence in
his arena made her invincible, as though there was no mischief she could start here that he
could not end before it reached Snyder’s ears. Unfortunately, he also observed of his own



behavior that she had true reasons to believe that fact, simply put it had always been true in the
past.

Well no longer, he would not withdraw all of his protections at once of course, that would be
tantamount to sending a knight into battle with armor made of paper. They would still perceive
the presence of the protection and would act accordingly not knowing it was truly gone until far
too late. No he would start by being more forceful in his authority over them all, no longer letting
them get away with certain behaviors because of their age or any emotions he may feel for
them.

Yes, they were like his children but unlike a true parent he had not enforced his authority and
had in fact allowed himself to be swayed by emotions and sentiment far too often. The result of
such weakness had been that now everyone had fallen to taking sides and the once tightnit
group were now enemies in a silent war of hormones and perceived grievances.

Of course he’d made sure that none of her enemies were present for her arrival. Buffy and the
others didn’t even know what he’d done by transferring Cordelia into his care for the final hour of
her studies. Hopefully all would go well and no one would have to ever know his true motives for
the change.

Hearing the doors swing open and the distinctive click of high heels he turned towards his new
visitor prepared to do battle himself. He would do everything in his power to keep Cordelia
Chase from further harm, with or without her consent.

“Ah, Cordelia good you’ve arrived, let’s get started shall we?”

XXXXXXXXXX

She could not believe it! She, Cordelia Chase, was shelving books like she freaking worked
here or something. Sure, Giles had called her a library aide but it boiled down to one thing, she
was free labor. She’d started to just refuse to do anything and to just sit out front at the table
until the bell rang and she was free, but that would mean interacting with the scoobies when
they showed, not to mention she would have to endure more than one lecture from Giles, and
she just wasn’t in the mood to deal with their stupid muttering about her right now. She would
just finish with the books that had been shoved into her hands and then she would go back to
that small table she found at the back of the stacks and she would just sit there and wait for this
nightmare to be over.

She needed to sit down and think, there had to be a way out of this after all, it wasn’t like Giles
was Snyder or anything. There had to be a way to get out of here and back into her computer
class. She was no ones hired help.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus came into the library through the back of the stacks as always, it was both private and
had the added advantage of having easy access from the tunnels beneath the school he used



to travel during the day. The school day was almost over and he was going to stir the pot a little
more by interacting with Cordelia and Buffy together for the first time since the slayer got off
watching him take Cordelia over and over again their first time together. If everything went as
planned by the end of the scooby meeting he would have one sexually frustrated slayer and one
revved and ready vixen. He was so caught up in his thoughts about what was to come that he
almost didn’t see Cordy sitting at a small table in a dark corner in the back of the stacks. In fact
if he hadn’t smelled her sweet scent he might have breezed right past her.

What was she doing back here? Alone.

“Cordelia?” He watched her jump a little at the sound of his voice and he couldn’t help the little
shiver that went down his spine at the reaction. His presents were really getting to her. It was
always so hard to tell with Cordelia, she was so strong she hadn’t broken down around him
once yet. It was slightly gratifying to see that she was at least a little on edge when she was
alone in the dark.

“Angel? What are you doing here?”

“I was about to ask you the same thing. Giles called and asked me to come today to help figure
out what’s going on with your … situation. What are you doing sitting back here in the dark?”
He’d given the watcher a number to contact him on back when he was still burdened with the
soul, and now it had paid off. He knew Angel would be called in to help eventually, it was only a
matter of time.

“It’s not that dark back here.”

“That’s not an answer.”

“Well, Giles had my classes switched so that I’m his library aide for the last hour of school so I’m
back here so he doesn’t give me more books to shelve.”

He could tell by her tone exactly what she thought of that new development. It was impressive
really how much disdain she could put into one little phrase. So she was back here in the dark
huh, this could be fun. But first he had to know.

“And he hasn’t come looking for you yet?”

“He might have, but I heard Buffy come in about ten minutes ago. Guess he’s busy.”

Perfect.

“Cordelia, would you like to play a little game?”



He watched her eyes dilate in lust at his question, she was thinking about the game he’d played
with her last night. As he watched the shiver of desire roll through her whole body he knew what
her answer would be. The only answer there could be really.

“What do you want me to do?”

He didn’t say anything, he just began to run his hands up her smooth silky legs, catching the
sides of her so short skirt on the way up. He dragged it up further until it was bunched up
around her waist revealing her lacy red panties that barely covered her at all. He watched as
she shifted her stance spreading her legs further apart giving him better access to any part of
her he desired to touch. Looking up into her lust blown eyes he knew he owned her now,
completely.

“Good girl.” He watched as his praise registered in her mind, as she understood that he liked
how she was acting now. That alone would cement the behavior, she would offer herself to him
now whenever and where ever he wanted from now on, just to please him. On the off chance
that he would tell her what a good girl she was again. He couldn’t stop himself from laughing
softly at the thought.

“Cordelia, why are you hiding yourself from me? Don’t you want me to see you?” He waited for
his meaning to penetrate the heavy haze of lust in coating her mind. When it finally did she
looked down at herself and her clothes as though trying to figure out how and why they were still
covering her body from his view. Looking back at him, never taking her eyes from his face, she
began to fix the problem. First pulling off her shirt, then her red bra that matched her pretty little
panties and then those too joined the pile of discarded clothes leaving her in nothing but her
heels and the skirt that had been pushed up and out of the way.

“Beautiful. Get up on the table and show me what’s mine.” it was a slight risk, she might bulk at
the possessiveness of his words, but he doubted it.

“Yes, yours.”

She slid up onto the smooth wooden surface bringing her knees up until the heels of her shoes
caught on the edge and held her there with her legs spread wide before him.

“Look at you, you slut, you’re already dripping wet for me and I haven’t even really touched you
yet. Tell me, have you always been such a dirty whore or do I just bring it out in you?”

“Please take me, make me yours, I feel so empty when you’re not inside me.”

“Don’t worry, I’ll make you feel real good.” when he heard the footsteps of someone headed
towards them and then recognized their scent he had a new idea of a way to have some extra
fun with this. “I’ll make you feel so good, but you have to beg me for everything you want me to
do to you. If you don’t say it then I won’t do it.”

XXXXXXXXXX



Buffy couldn’t believe that Giles had yelled at her about Cordelia of all people. So he hadn’t
really raised his voice or anything but this was Giles, he didn’t have to actually yell to yell.
Maybe it was an english thing, being able to hit just that tone that made yelling not necessary.

He’d told her that Cordelia was shelving books for him, and boy did she get a little buzz from
that, Cordelia Chase working. Ha! Now she had to go find her back there and nicely ask her to
join them for a scooby meeting about the creature who killed her neighbors, the only bright side
was that Angel would be here too.

She just knew that everything would be back to normal now, that Angel would be back to normal
now, and this meeting would drive home the fact that Angel loved her and that Cordelia had
been nothing but a one time mistake. A foot note really, barely worth a mention even. Now she
just had to find Cordelia and wait for Angel to arrive, turning the corner she finally found them
both, and she froze. What the fuck!

No, no, no, no, no. This could not be happening to her! Not again.

“Please, Angel harder. I want it. More. I want to feel you inside me. Please.”

There in front of her was the love of her life, fucking Cordelia “slut” Chase on a table in the back
of the library. Vigorously. That, that, SLUT was just begging for it too. No wonder he was with
her if she was acting this way. Everyone knew that men couldn’t resist a girl who was a whore
down to her core.

As she watched him thrusting into her over and over again, she couldn’t help but remember her
own time beneath him. He was a magnificent lover, not that she really had anything to compare
him to. But he hadn’t been quite so forceful with her, when they had made love he’d been gentle
and kind treating her like something precious and almost breakable.

The thoughts of her first time, combined with the sight of the two so deep in thrall with each
other that the rest of the world fell away had a dampness beginning to form between her legs.
She wanted to be in Cordelia’s place so badly, and she would be again, now that she knew what
he wanted she would be better able to give it to him.

Did that mean she hadn’t been good enough for him? Did he leave her because he didn’t think
she would do the things that Cordelia obviously loved doing with him? He was thrusting into the
bitch so hard the table was rocking with each motion and his back was flexing from the strain.

She was so deep in her thoughts of self doubt and pity that she forgot for the moment that Angel
was a vampire, and just how much force he must be putting into his movements for the strain to
show so easily.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus was very much aware of it all though. He could smell the arousal of the slayer from
where she stood just a few feet behind him, watching him. Who knew the slayer was such a little



voyeur, she really got off on watching him with his vixen. The slight smell of blood mixed with the
slayers arousal and he knew that he was really hurting Cordelia now. He’d watched as slowly
the mounting pain of his increasingly hard thrusts had penetrated the wall of lust that had
surrounded her, and now she was at a decision point.

Say something and maybe disappoint him or endure the pain and make him happy. He was
excited to see what she would choose. It was a toss up really, she was very much his now but at
the same time there was that strong stubborn side that reared up at the most random times.
Decisions, decisions.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia wasn’t a slut, but she wasn’t a novice either. She’d been with her fair share of guys
both experienced and not so experienced, so she knew when something wasn’t right. Sure
sometimes, depending on the position and prep put into it or lack there of, sex hurt at first or
was extremely uncomfortable. This though, this was straight up pain.

She looked up into his eyes, trying to hide her own discomfort, not wanting to ruin the mood and
she saw that light of pleasure in his eyes that could only really come from being ecstatically
happy. So did she call a stop completely? Demand a new position? Beg him to slow down?
What to do, what to do? Maybe none of the above. She was Cordelia Chase she didn’t need
anyone else to ensure he pleasure she could do it herself damn it, then they would both get
what they wanted.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus was completely shocked when instead of doing what he thought she would his vixen
simply lifted one of her legs higher up onto his shoulder, digging her heel in a little causing him
some glorious pain of his own, and giving him better access to her body letting him pound
deeper into her warm welcoming pussy. He was in heaven and the meeting hadn’t even started
yet.

CHAPTER 7 - MEETING WITH ME



Buffy looked around the table at all of her friends, and Cordelia, as Giles droned on and on
about the latest threat to her. She knew she should probably be paying more attention to what
he was saying, but what was the point? Not only had she already survived every threat so far to
her, but he was also focusing on Cordelia. Cordelia! Okay, so obviously this guy was brain dead
enough to have a thing for Queen C, but she was the slayer! He was a vampire! Hello, he was
obviously after her, he just hadn’t gotten up the nerve to come straight at her yet. Come on! He
killed her neighbors, why were they still wasting time talking about Cordelia? Looking over at
Willow she knew she wasn’t the only one thinking the same thing, so obviously she was right.

Hell, if they wanted to talk about Slut C she had a better topic for them all. Like how about how
she was totally hoeing it up with her guy. She didn’t blame Angel, after all a guy would have to
be a saint to resist a ho-bag acting like that after all. He was most likely just afraid of her
reaction, that explained why he hadn’t come crawling back to her yet. Plus, it totally explained
why he was still crawling between Cordelia’s conveniently spread legs, he was consoling
himself with cheap meaningless sex because he thought he’d lost any right to her love.
Normally he would be right to be afraid, but she was willing to be the bigger person and forgive
him. Just this once of course, which she would make perfectly clear to him. Though she would
forgive him, she would also make it beyond clear that he had to sop this thing he had going on
with Queen Skank. She and Angel were epic, and everyone knew it, so he slipped one time,
okay two times, but she was going to be the forgiving mature adult here and let him off the hook.
She could already picture him groveling at her feet in gratitude for her gracious actions.

After all what kind of soul mate would she be if she held every little thing against him forever?
Not to mention that once the fight was over there was all kinds of make-up sex to keep them
both totally occupied and away from any other distractions. When she told him that he was
forgiven, of course only after he’d groveled for a suitable amount of time, he would be back to
worshipping her very willing body. She could hardly wait, if what she saw him doing with she
who shall never again be mentioned was anything to go by their sex life was going to be even
more mind blowing-ly epic than she remembered. Not to mention that since he didn’t love
Queen C, and he did love her, their sex would be even more earth shatteringly amazing. It was
like a scientific fact that love made everything better, especially sex.



XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus couldn’t believe it, the slayer was getting worked up and going all gooey eyed all
through the meeting. He doubted she even heard a single word of what the old wind bag
watcher had to say. Considering where the conversation was headed that was probably a good
thing.

“You know Angel, if I didn’t know for a fact that you were so thoroughly reformed I would believe
this to be your handiwork. These games are very much reminiscent of your early years as
Angelus.”

At the watchers words every pair of eyes turned his way, each with their own expression. Hate,
love, amusement, curiosity, suspicion and more was just flooding out of their eyes in his
direction.

“You’re right of course. Are you saying you think I’m behind this?” He kept his voice even and
free of any form of emotion, especially the laughter that threatened to bubble up at their
reactions. The best way to keep a secret is misdirection after all.

“No!”

“Of course not!”

“Giles wasn’t saying that at all. Were you Giles?”

“Are you?”

“Oz! How could you say such a thing? Angel is our friend.” Willow rose to his defense
immediately, her belief that he and her friend were fated to be together, their names intertwined
in the stars or something equally nauseating, removing all doubt of his innocence from her mind
before the thoughts could even take root.

“Giles brought it up, and he never gave an actual answer. So are you behind this?” Wolf boy it
seems was far more observant than he gave him credit for. To him, it seemed, no one was
above suspicion. He would normally admire that in a person, or a dog, but at the moment it was
just irritating as hell.

“No! I would never do something like this. Yes, I have done some questionable things in my
past, most of which would make your blood freeze in your veins just from hearing about it.” That
particular fact was a matter of pride for him, his exploits were legendary. “All of which were done
before my soul was restored, and I have not done anything like it since my soul has been within
me.”

He waited for his words to sink in, when the lengthy pause dragged on and it seemed that no
one else had any questions for him he couldn’t stop the smirk that worked its way onto his face,
not that he was really trying all that hard. The evening so far had been a rousing success,



ending with a pissed off slayer scowling at her best friends beau just because he was smarter
than all the rest of them combined. Life was good.

XXXXXXXXXX

Giles looked around the room and wondered once again how the entire evening had gotten
away from him. Things had been going well until an off handed comment sent everyone into a
tailspin. He didn’t know who he was more shocked with Oz for asking the question of Angel or
everyone else’s reactions to it.

Well almost everyone anyhow, he had noticed that while everyone else’s reactions to the nights
events were fairly typical, bordering on predictable, but Cordelia had seemed almost curious.
Normally when a subject was broached that the young miss chase felt had no true significance
to her personally she would make it known fairly early on just how she felt about the turn of
events. This time however she just seemed to be going with the flow of the conversation, not
really interrupting it at all now that he thought of it. He had begun to fear that this ordeal she was
being subjected to was taking a far greater toll on her than she was presently letting on. He
resolved then and there to speak with her more privately once everyone else had departed.

XXXXXXXXXX

Buffy waited for everyone else to start drifting out towards the parking lot, and for Giles to really
gain Cordelia’s attention, before she approached Angel. He seemed to be waiting for Cordelia
and while that would normally annoy her, right now it sort of worked for her so she let it go as
unimportant.

“Angel?” She couldn’t believe she was nervous, it wasn’t like he would refuse to talk to her after
all, and he loved her more than anything.

“Yes? Was there something you wanted?” When he said “wanted” there was just something in
his tone that made her mouth go dry, and her panties flood with moisture. Yes, there was
definitely something she wanted.

“Could we talk?” God she sounded and felt completely junior high. What was it about Angel that
always made her feel so juvenile? It was like everything she said, no matter what it was, was
always just so young. For the first time in her life, being young was a not so much of the good.

“We are talking.” That wasn’t what she meant and he knew it. Why was he being so difficult
about this?

“Not here, somewhere a little more private.” Where to go? Where to go? They had to be far
enough away to be out of Giles and Cordelia’s earshot but at the same time it couldn’t look like
they were going too far or Angel might balk.

“Where did you have in mind?” Anywhere he wanted. Did he always sound so sexy? She
supposed he did, it wasn’t like anything about him had changed lately. Maybe she was just



finally hearing it for the first time since she was now a more sexual being. Yeah, that must be it,
she just didn’t hear it before because she was a virgin.

“Follow me I’ll show you.” She walked away making sure to put a little extra sway in her hips to
try and grab his interest. Try? Where had that come from? He was Angel and she was Buffy
since when did she have to try to get his interest? Since never that’s when. Or to be more
honest, since Cordelia.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus had known that messing with the scoobies would be fun, but he never guessed it would
be this fun. The slayer was acting all insecure, trying and failing to appear sexy and confident,
something his vixen did without thought at all. She was trying to seduce him, and he thought he
might just let her.

When they reached the room at the end of the hall he knew where she was taking him, the girl’s
bathroom, just out of range of listening ears and abandoned at this time of night. He could work
with that, and if he played his cards right it could work for him twofold both now and later on.

“So what did you want to talk about?”

“I saw you with Cordelia. You and her were like totally oblivious while you were fucking Queen
Slut into the table. God, she was practically begging for it like a bitch in heat.”

There were two ways he could handle this, now he just needed to choose which way to go. He
could act all understanding and contrite or he could go the fun way. Looking into her blazing
anger filled eyes he knew exactly what he would do. After all, you could never have too much
fun in your life.

“I know you saw us you naughty girl. I smelled your arousal right off, the sight of me nailing the
future prom queen got you off, your panties were soaking wet weren’t they? You probably stood
there fantasizing about being in her place, about having me above you again, about your tight
little body straining to take all of me. What’s the matter slayer? Haven’t found anyone else
willing to throw you in bed for a quick fuck? Were you hoping I would lower myself to touch you
again?”

He watched as his words sank it, as the fire and light in her eyes died down to nothing but tears.
Now that he had her in the right frame of mind it was time to turn the tables a bit, to get her right
where he needed her to be.

“I could you know. Touch you. Would you like that? Is that what you want? Me to touch you
again, maybe do to you what I did to Cordelia? If that’s what you want then you have to act like
a good girl and ask me for it just like she did. Can you do that? Can you tell me what you want?”

He watched as the mention of Cordelia made the slayer both angry and horny. This girl was so
bent out of shape over Cordelia he’d be surprised if even she knew just how much watching him



dominate the girl got her off. He waited a few seconds for what he said to penetrate her anger
fogged mind, then he waited for her to make a decision. If she decided to hold to her anger, then
it was no great loss, after all he still had his vixen to keep him warm at night. It wasn’t like he
wasn’t still planning to kill the slayer eventually, but if he could play a little first that would be just
too sweet.

“Touch me.” Nice.

“Touch you? That sounds like a demand, not a request.” He stepped closer to her, stopping a
breath away from her so she could feel him there even if he wasn’t actually putting his hands on
her yet. Ghosting his hands along her body he stopped just short of cupping her sex. “I told you
that if you wanted something from me you needed to ask for it, so ask.”

Come on slayer throw that pride out the window, you know you want it. Hell at this rate maybe
he should try for little red to, complete his growing collection. Nah. The only one he really
wanted was his vixen after all.

“Please, touch me?” She sounded so confused and desperate, he loved it. Her eyes were now
so bogged down with lust she couldn’t feel anything else and he hadn’t even done anything to
her yet. Not that he would, at least not right now.

“No. If you want a reward you have to learn how to behave. You spied on me, demanded my
attention, and expected my devotion. No, if you want anything from me now, you’ll have to earn
it.”

“But—“She looked so put out, she was on the verge of pouting, and the tears were back only
now they were born of frustration.

Loving it he turned to go, but he couldn’t resist turning back for a second, just to let her know.

“For the record Cordelia wasn’t practically begging for it, she was absolutely begging for my
cock, you heard every word she whimpered out of her hot little mouth. When you lay awake in
your little bed tonight and you’re running your naughty little fingers across your aching pussy
that’s what I want you to think about. I want you to think about Cordelia pinned to that table
pleading for more of my big hard cock. When you finally cum all over your roving fingers I want
you to think about all the dirty, naughty, things I could do to your little body.”

Turning away from her he walked back towards the Library and his vixen, if he played this right
his night would be far from over.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia sat in her car beside Angel on the way to her house, her mind going a mile a minute.
She didn’t even remember how exactly she got relegated to the passenger seat, it was her car!
She knew that wasn’t really the cause of her anger, if he wanted to drive she had no problem
just going with the flow on that, hell it freed her mind from having to really pay attention to the



world around her so she could think. Angel and Buffy had disappeared while she’d been trapped
talking to Giles, they’d been gone for about half an hour before Angel came back looking smug
and Buffy never showed before they left.

Had the two of them finally gotten back together, she had always known it was only a matter of
time before the epic-ness of the Angel and Buffy show took off again. She guessed she was just
frustrated that it happened like right after she let Angel do all those things to her, it was like his
sneaking off with little miss perfect was his way of saying that she hadn’t been enough. That she
wasn’t enough. No! Screw that noise she was Cordelia freaking Chase, she was more than
enough for anybody, like Buffy could ever compare to her in any way shape or form. When the
car finally slowed to a stop in her drive way she decided to do what she did best, what she was
known for really, she’d be direct about it.

“Did you and Buffy hook-up while I was with Giles?” There it was out in the open now, so they
could both just deal with it.

“Why would you think that?” Wow, he was good, no denial but no affirmation either. He wanted
her to spell out her reasoning.

“Because… because you left together and when you came back you were all smug and stuff like
a guy who just scored and Buffy didn’t come back at all. What happened? Did you rip her
clothes? I know how much you love doing that.” Her voice had started out wavering but by the
end she was her usual acerbic self. If he left her for Buffy, so what, she would not break. Hah,
break? She wouldn’t even bend.

“No, we didn’t ‘hook-up’, she asked to talk to me so we stepped out so we wouldn’t disturb you
and Giles if we got a little loud as our nearly all our discussionsseem to be these days. She led
me to the girl’s restroom at the end of the hall and we talked. Apparently she saw you and me,
in the back of the stacks, while we were fucking. She was full of accusations and insults against
us both for a while. Eventually she changed her tune, and yes I think she was looking for a
hook-up, but I didn’t touch her I swear. We talked about you, about her, even about me, but I
swear to you nothing happened.”

He had the chance to reunite with Buffy and he turned her down? Oh God! She didn’t know
what to think about that. She’d always just assumed that when Buffy finally got over herself and
crooked her finger at him Angel would go running back without even a glance in her direction.
Now, he was telling her that he’d turned her down.

“Really? You turned her down?”

“I did.” Wow, something like that really deserved some sort of reward right? He looked so
earnest, and he was looking right in her eyes, almost like he was afraid she wouldn’t believe
him. Well she would just have to let him know that she did, and since words were so easy to
ignore, she would just have to show him. Oh God, she was starting to fall for him, like utterly
and completely fall for him.



Unbuckling her seatbelt she turned slightly in her seat, she knew what she looked like right now,
she looked like she was about to let him have it with both barrels. Just as he opened his mouth,
most likely to defend his actions, she leaned forward giving him a good view down her blouse at
her breasts while her hand went to his zipper. As she dragged it down, his already hard length
spilled out onto her hands, she loved the feel of him, but this wasn’t about her. Taking him lightly
in her hand she never broke eye contact as she slowly lowered her head towards his straining
erection. When her mouth finally closed over his tip she heard him moan in pleasure. She
couldn’t stop her eyes from sliding shut with her own pleaure. He hadn’t seen anything yet.
Before she was done he wouldn’t even remember who Buffy was.

Hollowing her cheeks she sank down further, slowly taking him in an inch at a time. She let her
hand pump along the shaft harder and harder with every pass of her tongue. She could feel his
cock begin to pulse as he got closer and closer to release, a few more seconds and she would
be able to taste him again.

She was so distracted by the thought of it, she didn’t notice that his hand had fisted in her hair
until he was pulling at her, lifting her head up and her mouth off of him. She was confused at first
until she heard what he was panting.

“No, ride me. I want to see you.”

Swinging her leg over him she straddled his lap, slowly sinking down on him as he thrust up into
her warm, wet pussy.

She watched his hands glide up her body until he got to her breasts and stopped. He was
looking straight into her eyes.

“What was that you said about me liking to rip clothes?”

She heard the tearing sound before the rest of her brain caught on to what he was doing. Even
with his words ringing in her ears it didn’t fully register until she felt the cool night air on her
bared skin. The way he was staring at her now naked breasts, such hunger burning in his eyes,
she knew what he wanted. What they both wanted.

“Bite me! Feed from me! Please!” This she knew, was something Saint Buffy would never let him
do to her, but she could never get enough. The feel of his fangs breaking the skin, of the blood
rushing to the surface and the pull of his mouth was amazing.

No sooner had the words left her mouth than he was giving her what she wanted so badly. The
feel of his mouth on her, his fangs in her, made her come so hard she was sure her neighbors
could hear her scream. Oh yes, this was sure to wipe out any trace of Buffy from his mind, at
least for the night.

XXXXXXXXXX



Buffy was laying alone in her bed and she couldn’t sleep. Everything Angel had said to her kept
echoing in her mind over and over again. Even the not quite touch he’d given her had been
enough to keep her keyed up and wanting for hours. God! Why did he have to be with Cordelia?
Why didn’t he come running back to her like he was supposed to? Did he not love her anymore?
No! That was beyond ridiculous of course he still loved her this was Angel, her Angel, he would
love her forever.

Rubbing her thighs together under the covers she tried to get it all out of her mind, to just turn it
off and get some sleep. She would talk to Willow about it all tomorrow and together they would
figure out what she could do next to get him out of Cordelia’s clutches.

It was no use, her mind wouldn’t stop playing Angel’s words back to her like a CD stuck on
repeat. Slowly her hand began to creep under the covers to her dripping pussy. She rarely
masturbated, she’d always been taught that it wasn’t something a good girl did. She’d wanted to
a few times, and every now and again she gave into the urge, but normally she could just go to
sleep and pretend like it didn’t matter. This time was different, this time it was like she had to do
this.

When you lay awake in your little bed tonight and you’re running your naughty little fingers
across your aching pussy that’s what I want you to think about.

She whimpered as his words echoed back to her again and again. Her fingers rubbed harder
and harder along her pulsating lips. Oh God.

She could still see them together. Cordelia laid out on the table in the back of the stacks with
Angel pounding into her harder and harder. She could hear her pleas for more. Her fingers
finally dipped inside sending shocks of pleasure throughout her whole body as her jerky
movements began to work her up. Higher and higher.

Please, Angel harder. I want it. More. I want to feel you inside me. Please.

“I want it!” She was so lost in her own pleasure she didn’t even realize she’d spoken out loud.

While her fingers continued to torment her wet pussy her other hand crept up to her aching
breast. When her fingers finally clamped down on her nipple and pinched it mercilessly her back
arched slightly, just enough to let her fingers sink deeper inside of her. Yes! So close, she was
so close.

When you finally cum all over your roving fingers I want you to think about all the dirty, naughty,
things I could do to your little body.

Think about them she did, every last fantasy flashed through her mind. She was so focused on
her pleasure that she didn’t even notice that before the fantasies began all she could think about
was Angel with Cordelia. When she finally came down from her orgasm, she felt so tired she
knew she would easily be able to fall asleep now. She’d deal with all of this tomorrow. Sighing



contentedly she finally allowed her eyes to drift shut to the feel of her own cum sticking to her
thighs.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia lay awake in bed beside Angel, they had spent hours wearing each other out, but she
couldn’t seem to let herself drift away on the wave of her sexual bliss. Bits and pieces of the
conversations tonight just kept invading her mind.

These games are very much reminiscent of your early years as Angelus.

I have done some questionable things in my past, most of which would make your blood freeze
in your veins just from hearing about it.

What all had Angel done back in his less than nice days? Did she really want to know? Easy
answer there, no she didn’t want to know, but she had a feeling she needed to know. She loved
him, and unlike Buffy she wouldn’t close her eyes and turn away from the parts of him that made
her uncomfortable. Hell, Buffy had ignored anything that reminded her that Angel was even a
vampire, let alone anything that reminded her that he hadn’t always been a neutered vamp. So
she needed to know about Angel’s past as Angelus, but how would she get to know those
things?

She could ask Angel himself, but even she knew how much he hated talking about his less than
stellar past. Anytime something or someone popped up that reminded him that he wasn’t always
so nice and cuddly he shut down and shut them all out. So that was a no go there.

She supposed she could ask Giles. After their little talk today she was sure he would tell her, or
at least tell her where to look. She still remembered what he’d said to her in the library before
Angel had come back to get her.

Cordelia, I know that my behavior was deplorable when you first came to me for help. I
dismissed you as unimportant and I will live with the regret of my actions for the rest of my days.
I just wanted to make sure that you were aware that I am here for you now. I know what you
must be thinking, too little too late, and you are quite right of course. I am not asking your
forgiveness because I know I do not deserve it, however I do want to make sure you know that I
am here for you if you need anything. Anything at all.

Now what she needed was information, hopefully he would be willing to help. She’d hit him up
tomorrow during last period.

CHAPTER 8 - INFORMATION EXCHANGE



Angelus watched Cordelia tug ineffectively at her wrists to try and touch him even though she
knew that the cuffs locking her to the headboard wouldn’t budge. She was so out of it she wasn’t
thinking straight and that’s was exactly how he liked her to be. Ever since she’d blown up at him
over Buffy the night before she’d done everything she could think of to make it up to him. While
normally she would just agree to do anything he suggested, deferring to him as the one with the
most experience, in her eagerness to please she’d even suggested a few ideas including this
one. As he firmly thrust into her ass with increasing strength she loudly begged him for more.
God, he loved his vixen this way, tied to the bed and begging.

“Say it!” He demanded, not for the first time that night, every time it was the same answer with a
few variations depending on how far gone she was over what he was doing to her willing body.

“I want your cock! I need to feel you inside me! Please! Fuck me harder!” He watched the tears
of frustration fall from her beautiful eyes and gripped her hips that much harder.

“Why should I?” As he spoke he began to slow his thrusts just enough for her to notice the
change in pace, like he just might stop completely and leave her just like this.

“Because I was a bad, bad, girl to question you about her, I need to be punished please!” She
was practically sobbing with want. He’d had her on the edge for hours now and hadn’t allowed
her to cum. The beauty of it had been that it was her idea that he punish her for her
transgression. She truly believed that she’d been wrong to question him about Buffy, to accuse
him of going behind her back like that.

“Cum for me baby, I want to watch you fall apart.” As her screams of pleasured pain filled the
room he knew it was only a matter of time before she stopped feeling the need to question him
at all. When that happened, she would belong to him in every way and it wouldn’t matter what
anyone else said or did. She would never leave his side. She would never leave his bed. “Good
girl Cordelia.”

XXXXXXXXXX



Buffy looked at the shock and anger on her friends face as she talked about everything she
knew about Angel and Cordelia and she knew she’d done the right thing coming to Willow.
She’d been slightly worried that her ever practical friend would take the same outlook that Giles
was, that she didn’t have any right being jealous. Then again Giles wasn’t a teenage girl so of
course he didn’t understand what a giant problem this was. All he could see was that she and
Angel had separated before he started making such a monumental mistake with Cordelia. He
didn’t see all the unofficial rules Queen C was breaking by being with her boyfriend.

“Then he was just all dismissive of me in the bathroom while I was trying to mend fences. I was
being the bigger person, being all forgiving, and all he wanted to do was get back to Cordelia.”
So she’d edited what happened a bit, that was allowed.

“Wow! So Angel had sex with Cordelia again? What a mean thing to do, I mean she had to
know that you were going to get back with him at the meeting. How could she torpedo you like
that? So not cool!”

“Exactly.” Finally someone else understood. “The only thing I can figure is that she was trying to
get back at me for not falling all over myself to be nice to her. After all the world does revolve
around her after all. So she sees Angel before I get there and decides to seduce him. Well we
both know that wouldn’t just work, Angel’s way too smart for that plus he’s totally in love with
me, so of course being the giant hoe that she is she must have filled his head with all kinds of
lies. I figure she must have told him that I knew about the two of them and I wouldn’t forgive
him, that’s the only reason I can see he would be stupid enough to get with her again. He thinks
he’s already lost me.”

Yeah, his behavior in the bathroom had just been because of whatever nonsense Cordelia had
told him. Her Angel would never talk to her like that. She was his everything. He’d just been
defensive because she’d opened with an aggressive attack. Her telling him that she’d seen him
with Cordelia must have confirmed his deepest fear. That he’d lost her. The conversation had
devolved so quickly she hadn’t even been able to tell him that she forgave him, he must still
think that she hates him.

“Poor Angel. Could you imagine thinking your only option in life is to be with Cordelia? That
would be a nightmare. What are you going to do?” That was the tricky part.

“I don’t know Will, I have to find a way to tell him that I forgive him without bringing her up and
making him defensive, but also without bitchy herself interrupting us. I think I might swing by his
apartment after school and try to catch him there. Cordelia has cheer practice this afternoon
right? No way she’d skip that so I should be in the clear for at least two hours right.”

“Sounds like a plan.” It was the only plan she had anyway. Hopefully this visit would end better
than the one before it. As the bell began to sound she couldn’t help the rush of heat that filled
her as she thought of the last two times she’d been in Angel’s apartment. In his bed. Hopefully
everything would go better this time.

XXXXXXXXXX



Cordelia took a deep fortifying breath as she stared at the library doors. Beyond those doors the
font of knowledge waited, she just had to hope that Giles really meant it when he said he’d help
her if he could. As she began to walk forward the tug and pull of her aching body brought a
smile to her face. While the slight burn of her marathon sex with Angel was uncomfortable, it
was also kind of nice having that constant reminder that Angel preferred her over Buffy. Anytime
she started to go down that rabbit hole of thinking that he would run off the second small blonde
and perky looked at him sideways she just had to shift in her seat and she remembered that she
had already done that. And he turned her down! Apparently epic love didn’t hold a candle to
mind numbing sex.

She wasn’t stupid enough to think that Angel actually loved her or something. No! His
lovey-dovey feelings were more than likely still centered on Buffy, she would just make do with
having his body instead. Marching through the doors she found Giles right there at the counter
sorting through books, like always.

“Cordelia, good morning, was there something I could help you with?” His tone was still all
british and formal, but it seemed to be warmer than she was used to. Maybe he had been telling
the truth about not being so frosty.

“Yeah, actually there is. Did you mean it yesterday when you said you’d help me if you could?”
Her question stopped him in his tracks and dragged his attention to her and away from his
books. Wow, she didn’t even know that anyone other than Buffy or another adult could do that.

“Most certainly. Do you require my assistance?” He seemed genuinely worried for her, it was
kind of nice.

“Okay, I’m going to tell you something but I need you to promise you’ll keep it to yourself. No
sharing. Oh, and no judging either. Okay?” If he couldn’t promise not to spill everything to saint
Buffy then she would just have to find another way to get the information she was after.

“Very well. Whatever you say to me within the confines of this library, unless you expressly say
otherwise, will remain in the strictest confidence. I shall also endeavor to reserve judgment.
What can I help you with?”

“Okay, well you know how Angel and I have sort of gotten together right? I swear though he and
Buffy were like completely on the outs when we first hooked up. I don’t poach. Well, this thing
with us has sort of turned into a bit of a regular type thing, I see him more often then not. So I
was thinking about it yesterday after you and he went on and on about the things he did as
Angelus-“

“Cordelia I assure you that Angel is now quite harmless, the deeds of his past have long since
come and gone. He no longer behaves in such an unreputable way.” Oh how sweet, he was
trying to reassure her. Totally unnecessary but still totally sweet.

“Oh yeah, for sure, I know that. Gypsy curse, cuddles and rainbows for all. That’s not what I was
getting at. See, what I realized after that conversation was that I couldn’t follow along with it you



know, because I didn’t have the information that you did. I don’t know what Angel was like
before. I wouldn’t ask, but he already knows about most of my life and I don’t know anything
about his. Other than knowing that he’s a vampire who used to do bad stuff but doesn’t any
more, I’m kind of in the dark.”

“I see.” And off went the glasses.

“Normally with a guy I’m with if I wanted to know something I would just ask the guy, but even I
noticed how Angel doesn’t like talking about his grrr days. So I figured I’d ask you if you could
give me the 411, kind of help me get on a more level playing field.” There she’d asked, now it
was out there and the ball was in his court or whatever. If he didn’t feel comfortable helping her
then she would just suck it up and go to Angel directly. Worst that could happen would be that
he’d say no after all.

“I shall make a bargain with you Cordelia. Everyday during your final period in here I shall
explain part of Angel’s past to you. In exchange I would like you to consent to some self defense
lessons during the latter half of the period. You may not be a slayer but there are some things
you could learn that can help you when faced with a supernatural opponent.”

“Deal.” It wasn’t such a high price to pay for what she wanted to know, besides learning how to
fight was probably a good thing for her right now. Hearing the bell sound she turned and made
her way towards her first class of the day, today was definitely looking up.

XXXXXXXXXX

Willow stood just outside the locker room and tried in vain not to fidget anymore than normal.
She was waiting for Cordelia, since she had an appointment with one of her teachers coach was
letting her leave early and now would be the only time that she could talk to her alone. She tried
not to let her fear of the girl who’d made her life a living hell for most of their formative years
overwhelm her. If she let that happen then she would chicken out and she’d never say what she
knew she needed to say. Looking left and right she tried not the let the deserted school hallway
unnerve her, this was not scary, she’d seen scary and this wasn’t it. Just because Cordelia could
reduce people far more confident and self assured than her to a babbling mess of insecurities
and pain with only a few simple words, that didn’t make this scary.

She could do this. For Buffy.

Hearing the door begin to swing open she turned just in time to see Cordelia breeze past her
like she wasn’t even there. Like she was invisible. Even though she’d spent a great many years
trying to make herself invisible to Cordelia and her Cordettes, being so completely overlooked
still stung. It was that sting of humiliation that gave her the courage to speak up and say what
she’d come there to say.

“Cordelia! Could you hang back for a minute. I think we need to talk.” The cold look of utter and
complete disdain and dismissal tossed her way was almost enough to make her back down, out
of habit and self preservation if nothing else.



“What the hell could you and I ever have to talk about?” Okay so they weren’t exactly on the
best of terms right now, but did she have to go all Queen C on her?

“About you and Angel. Buffy told me all about finding you and him in the library and I just had to
ask you why you would do that. I mean I know you and Buffy aren’t exactly friends but seducing
her boyfriend on the day you know she and he were going to get back together is low even for
you. Wasn’t screwing him once in front of her good enough for you? What did you just have to
twist the knife by doing it again?” There she’d said it. Now she just had to brace for the blow
back. Seeing Cordelia narrow her eyes and look at her like she was just some disgusting little
bug that was about to get splattered across her windshield kind of knocked the wind out of most
of her sails.

“Listen here, and listen good, what I do with Angel is none of your business! What I choose to
do with Angel is none of Buffy’s business. What I choose to do with Angel is none of Xanders
business. What I choose to do with Angel is no ones business but mine and Angel’s. I get that
you think that he and Buffy have this epic Romeo and Juliet romance, that they’re written in the
stars and that their love will conquer all, but they aren’t together right now. They. Broke. Up. I
don’t understand why that is so hard for you people to understand. They were together, then
they weren’t together, now he and I are having a thing. Maybe they’ll get back together one day,
maybe they won’t, but that choice has nothing to do with me and even less to do with you. So
back the hell off red, before you really piss me off.”

She watched Cordelia turn to go, she should just leave it at that, but she couldn’t stop herself
from one final parting shot.

“Angel may be blinded by your easy nature at the moment but sooner rather than later he’ll see
that he hasn’t truly burned his bridges with Buffy like you want him to believe he has and they’ll
be back together like they always should have been. Then you’ll be out on your whoring ass,
alone, like you always should have been.” Turning the other way, she hurried down the hall not
wanting to hear anything Cordelia might have to say to that.

XXXXXXXXXX

Oz stood silently by his locker, still and un-noticed by the girls further down. He couldn’t believe
what he was hearing. His Willow, loving, kind, adorable, book-worm, Willow was being cruel. Or
at least she was trying to be, it was hard to tell with Cordelia if she was succeeding or not. The
one thing that had always held him so close to Willow had been that she was so… Willow, but
this thing between Buffy, Angel, and Cordelia was changing her into something very not…
Willow.

Shaking his head he left thoughts of his girlfriend for a later date, right now the one who really
needed him was Cordelia. It just seemed to him that someone going through everything she
was at the moment could use a non-judgmental friend in the know. Now he just needed a find a
way to let her know that he was volunteering for that position. He’d always like Cordelia, sure
she was a little mean sometimes, but that was mostly just because she was brutally honest. He



could respect someone who pulled no punches. Closing his locker he began to wander towards
the library, and Giles, they had a lot to talk about.

XXXXXXXXXX

Spike woke to Dru dancing around the room again. She’d been doing that more and more of
late.

“Dru, what is it sweetheart?”

“The fox is looking into the darkness. Soon the shapes will take form and the fox will see it.
Soon the little Vixen will be all ours for the taking.”

As Dru began to laugh and sing to the stars that only she could see, Spike just shrugged and
resigned himself to wait for something to make sense of her words. Everything usually became
clear eventually, if you had the patience to wait for it. Fortunately for him waiting was something
he was good at.

CHAPTER 9 - HOW IT BEGAN

Cordelia sat in the Library and tried not to tap her foot in irritation while Giles “gathered his
thoughts”, what was to gather? She wanted to know about Angel.

“Well, I supposed I should start at the beginning. I will explain all the salient points first, then I’ll
fill in some of the stories of things that happened between those times. To begin I shall explain
the vampire line that Angel, then Angelus belongs to.”

“Okay.” Giles had paused long enough she knew he was waiting for her permission to continue.
She had the feeling that he was hoping she would back down and he wouldn’t have to do this.
No such luck for him.



“The order of Aurelius was founded in the 12th Century by the vampire Aurelius himself. The
order was created as a sort of cult, those vampires would worship the old ones, the true
demons. Most would even shun humanity in its entirety, choosing to dwell beneath the earth in
tunnels and caverns to the point that most of them would lose the ability to take on a human
face.” She could tell by his pacing that Giles had found his rhythm, lecture mode.

“You mean they were stuck all bumpy forever.” Yuck.

“Yes.”

“That’s not like one of those passed on things right? I mean that won’t happen to Angel will it?”
Not that she would stop caring about him if it did, but she would like a little warning first, some
time to prepare would be of the good.

“No, that only occurs if a vampire stops shifting from his more demonic visage to his human one.
Staying in one face or the other for years without change causing a bit of a shift, nothing for
Angel to worry about.”

“Good. Wait does that mean that if Angel stayed in his human face for like ever he wouldn’t be
able to go all grumpy face.” If it worked one way, why not the other.

“Yes, in theory, though it has never been done before. The vampire instinct to.. go all grumpy
face as you say, is too ingrained in them. They do so when they feed, when they fight, when
they become excessively angry, even during intercourse. Shifting into that form is at times even
done without thought or conscious choice.”

“Oh, okay then.” She was just checking, not that she had anything against Angel’s grrr face, in
fact she found it very sexy, but she came here for information so she wasn’t going to hold back
with the questions.

“Continuing on by 1760 Aurelius had disappeared and the vampire we knew as the Master took
his place as the head of the family order. It is suspected by many that the Master killed Aurelius
but there is of course no proof of that so to this day it is only supposition.”

“Oh he sooo did it, total power play. Just like that time freshman year when Patty Dennis wanted
to be captain of the cheerleading squad and so she put this stuff in Mandy Lipcheks vitamin
water that made her all moody and bitchy before she called for a vote to replace her on the
team. Nobody would have known except when the vote didn’t go her way and instead Nina
Hynes was elected new captain Patty totally flew into a hissy and spilled the beans about the
whole thing in front of everyone.” She knew from the dazed look of confusion in Giles eyes that
he was a bit on information overload. Still he continued on in lecture mode.

“Quite right. After his rise to power the Master ‘cleaned house’ so to speak. He rid himself of the
vampires he believed to be unworthy or to have allegiance to others above him. Then in 1609
he turned a vampire himself, Darla. At the time of her turning Darla had been dying of syphilis
after a life lived as a prostitute. He also turned another, the vampire Luke around this time but



no one knows the exact date for his turning only that he was by the Masters side in the early
part of the next century.”

“Wow, these are some weird names. I mean Darla, Luke, Angelus, Spike. What was up with
that?” Not that she could talk with friends like Aura, but still, this was like a billion years ago
when names were traditional and stuff.

“It was a tradition of sorts for the line, all vampires turned by the order of Aurelius would take a
new name, one normally but not always given to them by their sire or someone of their line, thus
leaving their human lives behind them completely. As far as I am aware Drusilla is the only
vampire of the line to not do so.”

“Makes sense I guess, I mean it’s just like those actors that take on new names to make
themselves sound more famous than they really are.”

“Indeed. Darla stayed by the masters side for a century, until she eventually struck out on her
own in the mid-1700’s. Her travels eventually took her to Ireland where she met a young man
whom she would later turn.”

“Angel.” Finally.

“Quite right. In fact it is believed that Angel is the only vampire Darla ever sired in her five
centuries of un-life.”

“Huh, must have been love at first sight or something. Tell me about him, human Angel.”

“There’s not much known of his human life, it’s not until a person is a vampire of some note that
the Council truly takes an interest and by that point most vampires are so distanced from where
they originated that it’s nearly impossible to know for sure who they used to be. I do know that
he was Irish by birth, that his family was of some note in the region though he himself was more
considered the black sheep of the family. Beyond that I’m afraid the only person who knows
anything about Angel’s life as a human would be Angel himself.”

“What was his name?” Maybe if she knew at least that much she could find out more on her
own.

“Liam I believe. I don’t think anyone was ever able to deduce his surname but it was recorded
by a watcher back in the later half of the nineteenth century that during a verbal altercation
between Angelus and Darla she called him by his human name to get a rise out of him.”

“I guess that would do it.” Did that mean she shouldn’t mention it to Angel? Maybe she would
bring it up and see how it went from there.

“Between two vampires there can be no greater insult than making mention of ones human
years.” Or maybe she would keep it to herself. Then again she wasn’t a vampire, just a curious
human really, so would it still be an insult?



“What else do you know?” There had to be more, Angel was like a billion year old, that couldn’t
be all there was to know.

“Well after his turning in 1753 Angelus and Darla traveled Europe together as she taught him
how to be a vampire. They remained together, just the two of them save for the odd traveling
companion that would join them for a decade or so before parting ways, until Angelus turned
Drusilla in 1860. The three of them traveled together until 1880 when Angelus allowed Drusilla
to turn Spike, it is believed that he did so mainly to obtain a keeper for Drusilla more than for
any other reason. The four of them transversed Europe together, their notoriety growing until
they became known as the Scourage of Europe. The four most deadly vampires to ever hunt
together. It wasn’t until nearly two decades later in 1898 after he’d been killing and rampaging
for nearly a century and a half that Angelus was cursed with his soul.”

Wow, Angel had been cursed like a hundred years ago. Wow, Angel was totally old, not that she
didn’t already know that, but still. Thinking about all the things he’d done to her in bed, she
couldn’t see that as a bad thing. It was in fact all of the good.

“What else?”

“Oh no, that is the end of the history lesson the today, time to move on to the promised training.
There will be more for you to learn tomorrow, in fact I do believe that I have enough stories of
Angel to keep us going until the end of the school year.” Trying not to grumble as she got to her
feet she conceded that he did have a point, besides now she knew the basics she could come
up with some questions for their session tomorrow.

XXXXXXXXXX

Oz waited for Cordelia out past the quad near the parkinglot, he knew she had to come that way
to get to her car where she stored her change of clothes for cheer practice. It really was
amazing the things you learned when you just listen to the people around you. He’d noticed
over the months that he’d been with the “scoobies” that they all tended to ignore Cordelia
whenever she talked, so he’d been doing his best to listen to everything she said as a way to
sort of balance it all out. Not that anyone really paid enough attention to know what he was
doing, but he figured that at least karmically it was sort of balanced.

He’d gone over and over what to say and decided to take a stab at the Cordelia method and just
try being direct, bordering on blunt. After Willow’s little ambush he doubted she would be in the
mood for another surprise conversation so saying it right out would probably be his best bet if he
wanted her to actually hear him out.

He still couldn’t believe that Willow behaved the way that she did. He understood taking the side
of a friend, but that didn’t excuse bad behavior. Seeing Cordelia headed towards her car he
jogged to catch her before she left.

“Hey, Cordelia! You got a second?” He saw the thought of turning him down run through her
mind for a minute before she relaxed and just let him speak his peace. The fact that he hadn’t



been anything even remotely resembling hostile towards her since this whole Angel thing began
appeared to be working in his favor at the moment.

XXXXXXXXXX

Willow stood across the courtyard and watched as Oz talked to Cordelia about something that
obviously was important to him from the way his brows were all scrunched up. His brows only
did that when he was carefully choosing his words before he spoke. Which he shouldn’t have to
do, especially with Cordelia, because he was Oz and therefore all the words he spoke were Oz
words and all Oz words were good words. She watched as Cordelias patented bitch face melted
away a little at a time until she was smiling at Oz. Smiling at her Oz.

Was she trying to steal Oz like she did Angel? Was she promising to do naughty things with Oz?
Things that Oz didn’t think she would do with him. Because she would! Do the naughty things, if
that was what Oz wanted. Willow started to see red when Cordelia leaned in and hugged Oz,
her Oz, and kissed him on the cheek. She was trying to steal him from her! Well, she would just
have to stop that from happening right now! Storming off Willow decided to head to Oz’s place
and wait for him there where they could have this discussion in private.

XXXXXXXXXX

Buffy stood at the door of Angel’s apartment and debated whether or not she should knock. If
she did, that would maybe start them off on a better footing this time, but it also gave him the
option of ignoring her. This was just like the first time she’d seen him after… no, bad Buffy, don’t
go there.

Deciding to be civil this time, and to not just assume, she raised her hand and knocked on the
door. If he ignored her, then she would just let herself in again, she thought that was a balanced
compromise. When he opened the door her practiced opening line went right out of her head at
the sight of his bare chest. Oh God, he was in nothing but a pair of boxers and it was making
her brain go all fuzzy and lusty.

“Buffy? What are you doing here?” His words dragged her mind out of the gutter and back to the
here and now. So not the welcome she’d been expecting. While he wasn’t all cold and
dismissive this time, he was a little distant. Almost like he didn’t care one way or the other why
she was there. Which she knew couldn’t be the case, because Angel always cared about what
she was doing and where she was.

“Hey Angel, I thought you and I could talk for a bit.” She tried for a small easy-going smile, but it
felt strained even to her.

Angelus looked at the desperation in the Slayers eyes and had to fight not to laugh in her face.
He knew exactly why she was there, especially now while Cordelia was busy at cheer practice.
The slayer was trying to be sneaky, and failing at it miserably.



“Sure we can talk. What did you want to talk about?” Making her spell it all out was always fun.
Watching the girl who was feared the world over stutter and stammer was always an ego
booster.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus found Cordelia in the girls locker room, she was showering after her hard practice, the
steam of the hot water wrapped around her like a lover. God she was beautiful! So much more
appealing than the slayer. He knew she didn’t know he was there so he simply stripped down
and joined her. He waited until he was right behind her, his hands ghosting along her back
before he said her name in a low voice.

“Cordelia.”

Watching her jump and spin around, her eyes wide with fright did delicious things to him. God
he wanted her.

“God Angel! Lurk much.” He watched her hand press against her chest as her heart raced and
her breasts heaved as she tried to calm herself.

“Sorry, I couldn’t help it.” She rolled her eyes in an expression of universal feminine ire as she
stepped out from under the spray of water.

“What are you even doing here? I thought we were meeting up back at your apartment later.”
Even as she sounded irritated and put out, her body leaned towards him, an offering.

“We were, but I had an unexpected visitor, so I decided to just come here and find you instead.
My apartment felt a little crowded.” He saw the pieces begin to slot together for her even as she
opened her mouth to ask.

“Who.. Buffy.” Again she sounded resigned, like she thought it was only a matter of time before
he came to his senses and left her for the slayer.

“Got it in one.”

“What did she want?” He heard the unasked question underneath, what did you decide? They
both knew what she wanted, now she wanted to know what he chose to give her.

“Not what I gave her.” Which was beyond true.

He saw it take root in her mind that he wasn’t leaving her, as if he would ever leave his vixen.
He’d come to a conclusion in his apartment, while he was playing with the slayer, his vixen was
perfect for him. She was adventurous (both in bed and out of it), vicious (she could reduce the
slayer to tears with nothing but her biting wit), and she submitted to him most beautifully. She
was like a sexy mix of Darla and Drusilla, his two best girls all rolled into one killer package. His
perfect woman, and he would never let her go.



As his skilled hands slipped between her legs he saw the same thought reflected back to him in
her eyes, they were forever.

XXXXXXXXXX

Dru danced around the room while she waited for her daddy to come home, there was so much
to tell him. The red witch was about to be very, very naughty. She could almost taste the
strawberries in her mouth, it was marvelous.

“Soon miss Edith there will be another at our tea party. We’re going to have a guest.” Grabbing
her friend up she twirled her around the room as she continued to wait for daddy. No matter, she
would wait forever for him, her Angel.

CHAPTER 10 - UNIQUELY YOU AND ME

Oz stood in the center of the school library and waited. He figured here was as good a place as
any to wait, being in the middle meant that no matter what direction Giles came from he would
still see him. They needed to talk. He knew that Giles and he hadn’t really been all that
buddy-buddy in the past, but he needed an adult males perspective on this one and Giles was
the only one with all the info that fit the bill. It wasn’t like he could really go to just any adult
about some of the stuff that goes on in his life, so that left Giles as the defacto councilor for
them all.

“Oz?” Turning at the sound of his name he found the man he’d been looking for coming out of
the stacks, books in hand as always.

“Hey.” Sometimes less was more, though he did realize that to have this conversation he would
have to be a bit more verbose than was his norm.

“Did you need something?” Giles was looking around, most likely trying to find where the others
had gone. It was fair, unless it was the full moon days, he didn’t come here without Willow. Only
now he was here because of Willow.



“Uh, yeah, would it be alright if we talked for a minute? I got some stuff I’d like to run by you if
you’ve got the time.” Watching the man take an actual physical step back, blinking rapidly at the
request was both disconcerting and oddly gratifying.

“Yes, yes of course. I’m sorry you just caught me momentarily flat footed with that request.
However, I believe I am sufficiently recovered. What was it you wished to speak about?”

How to bring it up? Willow was like a second daughter to the man, seconded only by Buffy, as
far as he could tell. This might be one of the most uncomfortable conversations he’s ever had,
but have it they must. He could feel it in his bones, there was something brewing, and he had
the strangest sensation that Willow was going to be right in the center of it all.

“Normally I wouldn’t involve you in things between me and Willow. Putting a grown person in the
middle of teen angst must be seven kinds of hell for you, but I really need some advice here.
You see yesterday I saw Willow fighting with Cordelia about the Buffy Angel thing.”

“Oh dear, how did that fair for her? I do not understand it, Cordelia seemed to be coming
around, albeit slowly, working her way towards practiced indifference.” He realized then his
mistake, he hadn’t made the situation clear.

“No, you don’t understand, Willow was the aggressor.” His meek, loving, Willow had been on the
attack.

“Dear me, are you sure?” He understood where he was coming from, it was a little hard to
picture, and he’d been there to witness it himself.

“Absolutely. Cordelia was just leaving class when Willow started to… act very un-Willow. She
said awful things, things that weren’t even true. Of course Cordelia didn’t take that lying down
and she countered with her usual flare.” It was actually kinda cool seeing Cordelia go from
relaxed to full out bitch mode in two seconds flat.

“And you came here looking for advice on how to diffuse the situation?” Oh how he wished that
had been the end of it. That he could have handled, he found over the years that remaining
calm around angry people tended to calm the entire situation. No, this was a bit trickier.

“No, you see after the fight I thought that with everything else falling down around her Cordelia
should know that not everyone was out to get her. So I waited for her near her car and when
she came out I told her that if she ever needed someone to talk to I was volunteering to listen.
She didn’t believe me at first, I think she thought I was working with Willow setting her up for
something, but eventually she caught on that I wasn’t too happy with the way Willow had
ambushed her before. When she realized my offer was genuine she was so relieved, you should
have seen her face Giles, that she hugged me and kissed me on the cheek.”

“So now you’ve developed feeling for Cordelia?”



“No! I swear, but Willow thinks I have. She saw Cordelia hug me and now she’s convinced that
Cordelia is trying to steal me away from her like she stole Angel from Buffy. Willow was waiting
for me at my house when I got home, she kept saying that Cordelia was trying to break us up
that she was trying to homewreck the entire scooby gang. I kept trying to tell her what was really
going on, but she just wouldn’t hear it. She thinks that I just can’t see what Cordelia’s doing
because she’s blinding me with her feminine wiles. I haven’t seen her yet today, but she
stormed out yesterday all mad, and I just don’t know what to do to make her see reason. This is
very much not in my wheelhouse, you know what I mean?”

“Yes, quite understandable really, I don’t believe that anyone your age would be equipped to
deal with this situation. I’m not even sure if I’m equipped to deal with it. I shall think on it, and
maybe even consult Ms. Calendar for a female perspective of the entire mess, and I shall speak
to you again this afternoon if that is alright with you.”

“Cool, see you then.” He turned to leave, the constant headache he’d been nursing since the
day before finally beginning to recede.

“Out of curiosity, how did Willow fair in her clash with Cordelia?” Oz smiled at that, the memory
still fresh in his mind, he didn’t even turn as he answered.

“About as well as could be expected for a Willow facing a Cordelia.”

XXXXXXXXXX

Buffy looked at Willow and knew deep down that she would be on her side in this. She was her
best friend, it was practically her job to be on her side in all things, it was in the handbook or
something.

“So there I am in Angel’s apartment trying to be all nice and have an actual discussion about
this whole Cordelia thing, with no judgment on my part, and what does he do. He kicks me out.
It’s like she warped his brain or something. Now everything, I say about the slut seems like I’m
being the bitch, no matter how nice I am about it. Does that seem fair to you?”

Willow was shaking her head vigorously. As she should. So, she was editing a little, that was
allowed, it wasn’t like she would share every last detail about her time with Angel yesterday. She
was just cutting it down to the relevant bits. That was all. All the rest wasn’t even worth
mentioning.

Like how he’d turned her down…

“What did you want to talk about?”

She’d made it into the apartment, that was half the battle won, or at least farther than she’d
gotten lately. Maybe this meant that he was finally starting to see sense.



“I wanted to talk about us. You and me. I get that Cordelia is probably totally mind twisting you
and everything, and that’s why you’re being so hostile lately. Queen C has you thinking that you
and me are of the past, but that is the furthest thing from the truth. You and me are like, always.”

There she’d said it, now it was his turn. He would turn to her any second, vowing his everlasting
love and devotion. He’d tell her how Cordelia was just a convenient slut and that he wouldn’t
even look at her from this moment on, that they were forever. He would grab her and- laugh?

“Wow, that was pathetic. Did that hurt? It sounded like it should have hurt. What is it going to
take for this to get through to you? Cordelia isn’t messing with me, ending things with you was
my decision and I did it before Cordelia felt my cock filling her up for the first time. Then again
you know that since you were right over there watching me fuck her that night.”

This was so not going how she’s pictured. She didn’t want to think about that night, the night
everything changed.

“Don’t-”

He began to slowly circle around her as he spoke, his mouth inches from her skin.

“Don’t what? Don’t remind you about how you stood right there with your face pressed up
against the door watching me thrust into Cordelia’s soaking pussy? Don’t remind you about how
the very sight of me taking her made you ache with need? We’ve been over this slayer, if you
want something from me you earn it, just like she does. You beg for it, just like she does.”

His words brought back every naughty thought she’d had the night before. It made her
remember the feeling of her fingers teasing her own flesh. God, she wanted him so badly.

“Please.” The pleas slipped out without her permission. She hadn’t meant to beg him for
anything, that wasn’t why she was here. He was supposed to grovel to her, to beg her for
forgiveness.

“Please what, you dirty slut?” She wasn’t a slut. She wasn’t. Cordelia was the slut!

“Please, touch me.” She needed his hands on her. She needed him to touch her aching flesh.

“No, not good enough. Say it, slut.” She couldn’t, good girls didn’t say things like this, but if it got
him to do what she wanted.

“Fuck me.” She was looking into his eyes now, she could fill her own beginning to fill with
unshed tears.

“No.” That was it, all he said, before he turned and left the apartment. She stood there staring at
the closed door as the tears finally began to fall. He was going to her, she knew he was, and
that somehow made it so much worse. This was all her fault, it had to be.

“Yeah, this is all Cordelia’s fault. Did I tell you what she did with Oz yesterday?”



Cordelia did something with Oz? That bitch!

“What did she do?”

“She’s trying to steal him away from me. Oz denies it, but I know what I saw. He was talking to
her by her car and at first she was all bitch face. Not even listening to him, and he was doing
that eyebrow scrunch that means he was really thinking about his words, too. Then she just
hugs him and kisses him, right there in the parking lot. In front of everyone! Oz says I’m over
reacting, but then again he doesn’t think she’s trying to steal him away either. You don’t think I’m
making it up do you?”

She shook her head. She wouldn’t put it past Cordelia to do something like that. If she could
steal Angel away from her, there was no telling what she would do. For the first time in a long
time she was actually glad that Xander didn’t have a other half, who knows what Cordelia would
do to that poor girl. It was obvious now, Cordelia was trying to destroy her life.

First she took Angel away from her, and changed him with her skanky ways. Then she got Giles
to side with her with her boo-hoo sob story, that probably wasn’t even true. Now she was after
Oz. She had to be stopped.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia sat in the library and tried not to role her eyes. It looked like Giles would have to find
his rhythm every session. So she didn’t even start paying attention until he started pacing, once
lecture mode kicked in though, she was all ears.

“After Angelus was turned by Darla in 1753 she spent the next few years teaching him all about
control and the vampire hierarchy before finally presenting him to her own sire, the vampire we
knew as the Master, in 1760. By all accounts, stories told throughout the vampire community for
decades afterwards, the meeting did not go as planned. Angelus was insolent, and insulting,
eventually convincing Darla to part ways with her sire and remain at his side instead. The
Master was not impressed, as you can imagine. Until this point such a thing was unheard of, for
vampires the vampire that made them is normally placed above the ties to all others. Some
have even been known to kill their own Childe at the behest of their Sire.”

“So their Sire is a big deal to a vampire?” Kind of like a parent? That they apparently sleep with,
so not going there.

“Yes, to a vampire their Sire is their savior. The one that took them from their human life,
whatever that may have been, and granted them new life as a vampire. That is a strong bond.”

“So then Angel killing Darla for Buffy was like going against everything right?” Did Angel feel bad
about that? Should she say something? Would that make him mad? It wasn’t like she’d ever met
Darla in person, not really, so would her saying something be seen as insincere?



“Yes it was, in fact it was unprecedented. It’s not unheard of for a vampire to kill their Sire,
usually after centuries of un-life, to move up in the vampire hierarchy. However, what Angel did,
killing his Sire for the sake of the Slayer. That is unheard of.” So maybe she shouldn’t mention it.

“After his presentation to the Master, and the fallout from that, it wasn’t long before Angelus and
Darla both became the targeted fixation of a human vampire hunter by the name of Daniel
Holtz. This man had quite an impressive record of vampire kills, in fact I believe he was only
ever surpassed by the Slayer herself. Then in 1764, after over a year of a cat and mouse game
between the two Angelus and Darla decided to bring the fight to him, so to speak. They set a
trap for him, luring him out of his home, while they proceeded to slaughter the mans family.
According to his final records before his own disappearance, they killed his wife and youngest
child brutally, left him an even greater horror to discover upon his return.”

“What?” What could be worse than the bodies of your family?

“They had turned his eldest child into a vampire, a young girl around the age of eight or nine I
believe. They left her dispatchment to him. It is written that he stayed in the house with her and
the bodies of his family until around mid-day, when he dragged his child from their home onto
the porch, before he tossed her out into the deadly light of day where she burned.”

How awful. She was beyond glad that Darla was dead and that Angelus was Angel now. She
doubted the world would have survived centuries of those two together.

“Details of what they did after that are sketchy at best for a time, suffice it to say that hunters
had little to do with them after what they had done to Daniel Holtz and his family. There really is
no record of them until around 1786 or so when it seems that Angelus decided to try his hand at
becoming a Sire himself. He turned a young puritan known only as Penn. He spent the next
decade or so teaching his young protégé everything he knew about being a vampire, going so
far as to helping the creature kill his own human family as he himself had done. Darla and he
eventually abandoned the vampire they’d made to travel the world once more. They traveled
alone for a time until 1860 when they came across Drusilla. That however is a story for
tomorrow. Now it’s time for training.”

Cordelia stifled a yawn as she made her way across the parking lot towards her car. Her day
had been long, but completely worth it. Giles was really kicking her but during those training
sessions, but her cheer training was starting to kick in and she was keeping up. Not as well as
she would have liked, yet, but she was getting better. Even Giles was impressed with her
progress.

As she sat in the drivers seat she moved to put the key in the ignition and stopped. Something
was wrong. She knew her car knew the feel of it, it was her pride and joy seconded only by her
wardrobe, and something was different. She could feel herself start to hyperventilate, the last
time she’d had a feeling like this was the night she’d found Rosa. No! She wouldn’t think about
that. She would just, simply, turn around. Everything was fine where she was, so whatever she
was feeling had to be coming from the backseat. It was probably nothing, just her overactive



imagination teaming up with her paranoia to give her a good scare. Yeah that was it, there was
nothing there, all she had to do was turn and look to confirm that. Just –

“Ahhhhhhhh!”

There papering her backseat from one end to the other were charcoal drawings. That alone
wouldn’t have made her scream, it would have freaked her out sure and made her go running to
Giles in the Library, but that wasn’t what made her scream.

Some of them were simple, just her sleeping or cheering, mundane everyday activities.
Confirming that this guy, whoever he was, was watching her. Shiver worthy in its self, but not
scream worthy. No, the scream was for the others, the ones that hadn’t happened yet. The ones
she hoped would never happen. The ones that showed her in various stages of torture, some of
which she’d never even heard of before, but if the look on her face was anything to go by were
painful beyond belief. The rest were of her in various sex acts, each one more lewd than the
last, and from the look on her face then she was enjoying it greatly. What made her eyes well up
with tears was the MISSING flyer with her name and picture on it, saying that she’d last been
seen two weeks from today.

Fumbling with the door handle she fell out of her car, scrambled to her feet and ran straight for
the library. Never once looking back, and never seeing the yellow eyes of the vampire that had
been watching her every move with a smirk across his lips.

XXXXXXXXXX

Buffy was standing with Willow at the Bronze, Dingoes Ate My Baby were playing and Will was
basking in the boyfriend band experience yet again. It would never get old seeing that goofy
smile on her face every time Oz took the stage to play. Of course, if Slut C had her way that
smile would be wiped away forever, but she and Willow had a plan for that now. They’d talked
about it for hours and knew exactly what to do now to help everyone else see the truth that they
were missing.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia stood up on the balcony in the Bronze with a drink in her hand, vodka thanks to her
knowing the bartender, and tried to get her hands to stop shaking. She’d gone to Giles after the
incident in her car, who’d promptly taken everything out of her car and tried to get her to stay
with him until she’d calmed down. She couldn’t, she couldn’t be in the same building as those
horrible drawings. Deciding she didn’t want to be home alone either, not after that, she’d driven
automatically to the Bronze. She could see Buffy and her loser troupe down below her, but she
didn’t even have the energy to try to care about that now.

When she felt a hand begin to drift up her leg she finally relaxed, Angel. She knew she was safe
now, he wouldn’t let anything happen to her, her Angel.

XXXXXXXXXX



Angelus stood behind his vixen and enjoyed the slight trembling of her body, everything else
he’d managed to do to her had some effect, but this was different. This was a true reaction, she
was so terrified now that she was still shaking over an hour later. Letting his hand ghost up her
leg, he couldn’t stop, he needed her now.

“Lean forward.” Watching her obey him without question was nirvana. Pressing his body flush
against her, he could see the Slayer over her shoulder and wasn’t that just perfect. Hooking his
thumbs in her panties he torn them down with one quick jerk, making her body slam back
against him for a minute and her breath hitch in surprise. Her eyes began to drift closed as he
lined himself up to fuck into her waiting warmth, here and now.

“Oh no, you keep your eyes open. Look down at all those people, they have no idea what you’re
letting me do to you. Look at them, imagine their reaction if they knew what a whore you are,
letting me have you right here in front of them all.” He punctuated his last word with one hard
thrust that sank him into her to the hilt, she was so wet just from the sound of his voice that he
slid right in. They were now as connected as they could be.

Seeing her eyes stop drifting he didn’t even have to look, to see what it was she was focused
on, or rather who she was focused on. Buffy. Every thrust of his cock made her look more smug
as she stared at the Slayer. He didn’t have to be a mind reader to know what she was thinking.

Glancing around he noticed that they were already in a bit of a corner, while they could see
everyone with the poor lighting someone would have to actively look for them to be able to see
them. Deciding to see just how far he could push her, he ran his hands up her stomach and over
her chest until he was gripping the neckline of her top. He began to pull it down slowly, giving
her time to feel it past the haze of pleasure.

Her body stiffened, her pussy clenching around his cock, when she finally realized what he
wanted. Her hands automatically flew up to catch his and hold them in place. Her eyes darting
one way, then the other, as she looked to see if anyone had seen. Coming to the same
conclusion that he had, she bit her lip hard enough to draw blood before she began to guide his
hands down herself, more and more, until her naked breasts sprang free. Her hands still firmly
on his, she led him back up to them, her back arched just enough to give him what he wanted.

“Please.” That was it one word, barely a whisper, a plea for more. A plea for him.

Both of his hands squeezing and kneading her bountiful breasts he used his grip on them to
hold her closely against him as he thrust into her harder and harder.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia couldn’t believe she was doing this, that she was letting him do this to her, here of all
places. Hell half the school was here. What if someone saw? As his thrusting cock hit her just
right to make her moan her mind started to become fuzzy. Who cares who saw, as long as he
didn’t stop.



“Yes.” She could feel his breath against her neck as he spoke to her, his words so wrong, but so
hot.

“You little slut, you love it don’t you. Are you so hungry for my cock you’ll let me fuck you
anywhere? So tight, don’t worry I’ll take care of you whore, all you have to do is ask. Can you do
that? Can you ask me for what you want? Say it.”

“Please, fuck my pussy, need you, so good. Make me cum, right here, in front of everyone. I
don’t care who sees, I just want your big hard cock inside of me. Please.” Every time they
fucked, he always wanted her to say it, to beg for it, to tell him how it felt. She’d been a little
hesitant at first, no other guy had ever wanted to hear anything other than moaning and
screaming from her before. But the more they did it the more she saw the appeal, having the
person you’re with beg you to do things to them, to tell you exactly what they wanted you to do
to them.

His thrusts became more frantic and harder, she loved it. One of his hands drifted down to her
neglected clit and began to rub up and down her thigh. Each pass getting closer and closer
without actually touching her, she knew what he wanted her to say, but she drew it out driving
them both wild with need.

“Oh god, I beg you, use me, make me cum. I need to feel it.” He chuckled against her neck, his
face now buried against her shoulder, as he began to rub against her quivering nub.

One of his hands was still fondling her breast, but it wasn’t enough. Raising her hand up she
began to pinch and pull at the nipple of her abandoned tit. It felt so good, all of it together, she
was so close.

“Bite me! Feed from me, with the Slayer down there oblivious, take me.” Feeling his fangs break
the skin of her neck, combined with the pleasure of everything, made her cum so hard she
couldn’t catch her breath enough to scream. Yes!

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus pulled one last time at the wound he’d made on her neck. That was so good. Feeding
and fucking with the Slayer ten feet away, ignorant. He’d never cum so hard in his life, and it
was all thanks to his Vixen.

CHAPTER 11 - OF MADNESS AND MEN



The weekend spent with his Vixen was amazing, she was always so insatiable, so eager to
please him. They had done nothing but feed and fuck for hours on end, sometimes she wanted
to talk about a few trivial things, and depending on the subject he even allowed it on occasion.
She was beginning to really confide in him, see him as her salvation, it was hilarious.

She’d told him about the MISSING flyers she’d found in her car, she was nervous because the
last seen date was this coming Monday. She’d gone through plan after plan with him, in
between bouts of fucking, for what to do. He’d convinced her to just go to school like she would
any other day, she was safest in public after all.

Drusilla had told him that things were going to change in the coming days, that the naughty little
witch was going to get her magic on. Come tomorrow his Vixen was going to be forever
changed, in his favor. So tonight he was going to make the most of her.

He watched her as she slowly began to strip as she swayed to the music. Her every movement
sensual and seductive. His private little dancer. She rivaled Darla in her ability to get him hard
with little more than a look and a smile. He couldn’t wait until she was all his, until Angel was no
more than a distant memory for them both.

As she straddled him, her eyes bright with wanton need, he ran his hand up her thigh towards
her pussy to feel her readiness. Dancing for him got her soaking, then again he’d noticed that
simply making him want her made her that way. Thrusting up he buried himself in her hot core
for the fifth time that night alone.

“Ride me.”

As he watched her move up and down, her rhythm frantic and needy he smiled.

“Don’t cum until I let you.”

That was something else he’d noticed, and admired, about his little vixen slut. She loved being
told what to do in bed, being commanded by her master. Which came in real handy since he
loved commanding her.



“Yes!”

XXXXXXXXXX

No! Cordelia sat in the library waiting for Giles to start the new lecture, he’d told her that they
were almost to the end of the big moments of Angelus’s life, if she wanted they could move on
to Angel after, but she didn’t know if that would be crossing a line or not. At the moment she
couldn’t even think straight.

Angel hadn’t let her cum all night long, even this morning when she tried to plead for mercy by
blowing him in the shower he just smiled and called her a good girl. She was wound so tightly
she just knew she was going to explode, but no matter how uncomfortable she was she would
not miss a word of this. Giles was going to tell her about Drusilla today, finally, she was going to
pay attention damn it.

“Drusilla is widely viewed, in the demon community, as Angelus’ masterpiece. A testament to his
unlimited artistry in the art of torture. It’s said that it actually was not Angelus himself who
targeted Drusilla from the beginning, but Darla. That she found a young pure woman and gifted
her life to Angelus as a sort of present in 1860, by this point Darla and Angelus had been
together for over a century.

“Drusilla had a prophetic paranormal ability while she was human, she could see the future, and
that only intrigued Angelus more. “

“She could see the future? Handy.” Why couldn’t she do something like that, maybe if she could
she would have seen this sick bastard stalking her coming from a mile off and been able to veer
out of his path. Then again, being able to see shit coming hadn’t really helped Drusilla at all, had
it.

“Not for her it wasn’t, I’m afraid. You see Drusilla grew up in the time of intolerance towards such
mysticisms, an ability like hers was seen as an affront to the Lord. It was widely believed at the
time that anyone who could see what was to come was committing blasphemy, as only God
himself was meant to see the future unfold before its time. It is more than likely that she was
made to fear her gift, and see it as a sin.”

“Harsh. So what did Angelus do to her?” Did he use her gift against her?

“He tormented her psychologically for quite some time, and her already fragile mind shattered
under the strain. He killed her entire family, forcing her to watch the slaughter, before allowing
her to flee for her life. That horror coupled with the added strain of her visions sent her running
where any good Christian girl of the time would seek refuge, a convent.”

“That’s that place with all the nuns right? My dad threatened to send me to one once. Why didn’t
she just go to a friend?” If something truly god awful happened to her she knew she would go
through an entire phonebook of friends before she resorted to something so drastic as nuns.



“She did not have any friends to turn to I’m afraid. The stigma of her visions would have kept
most people away from her, back then it was believed that associating with someone so afflicted
would cause you yourself to become cursed along side them. What few acquaintances she did
have, Angelus killed.”

Brutal.

“After fleeing to the convent, The Sisters of Mercy I believe, Drusilla devoted her life to God
choosing to become a nun herself. It took some months for her to become ready to take her
holy orders, and during this time Angelus stayed away. Unfortunately this was not a sign that his
obsession was lessening, quite the opposite in fact. It is well known that Angelus has a very
special hatred towards the holy, nuns in particular, so her choice to become one herself only
fanned the flames of his obsession even more. The day she was to take her vows to become a
nun Angelus attacked the church, killing everyone inside. What little sanity Drusilla had
managed to retain after witnessing the slaughter of her family was destroyed as she was forced
to watch the slaughter at the church.”

Wow, she’d wanted to know more about Angelus but the more she learned the less she wished
she knew. Though some of this was ringing a bell for her, a very distant bell, but there was
something just out of reach that she just knew was important. Internally shrugging she knew it
would come to her eventually whatever it was.

“If Drusilla was insane, why turn her? I mean wouldn’t her insanity sort of make having her live
forever a bad plan all around?” She knew she didn’t understand this vampire thing all the way,
all the time, but not turning the crazies of the world seemed like a no brainer rule to her.

“Normally that would be the case yes, however, Angelus wanted her alive for several reasons.
One she was to be a living testament to his brutality, a walking monument for all to see. Two, he
imagined that killing her would only release her from her suffering, and he was not a particularly
merciful individual at the best of times. And three, I suspect, was because of all the time he had
taken with creating her, so to speak. He had spent months carefully maneuvering her life in just
the way he wanted it until she too was just the way he had imagined her becoming.”

“So turning her was a vanity thing?” So like a guy.

“I suppose, yes, yes it was. Angelus had carefully and precisely picked her well ordered life
apart, scaring her and almost courting her in equal measure. I believe that when it came time to
kill her, he simply could not bring himself to do so.”

Scaring her and courting her? Like flirting with fear? Like the guy who was following her was
doing? That bell in the back of her mind began to ring even louder now. No! She would not listen
to it, there was just no way what she was thinking was right. She was just sleep deprived and
paranoid. Seeing threats where they weren’t, that’s all.

Angelus was gone.



Angel kept her safe.

Angel was one of the good guys now, everyone said so. Even Giles.

If Angel had become Angelus again someone would have noticed, he didn’t sound like a lay low
kind of guy after all. Of course that hadn’t happened, Angelus was cursed, but couldn’t curses
be broken.

She closed her eyes and let Giles drone on about what he would delve into next if she wanted
to know as she just nodded along not really hearing a word he spoke.

Could Angels’ curse be broken? If it could, how would they know? How would something like
that even happen? Had it happened?

XXXXXXXXXX

Willow could not believe it. Oz, her Oz, had just broken up with her. All she’d done was tell him
how Buffy was being mistreated by the world around her, which she was, like any good best
friend would do and he’d suggested they cool things off between them. Cool things off, she
knew what that meant, she wasn’t naïve about these things. Cool things off meant that he
wanted to heat things up with someone else. Cordelia!

It had to be Cordelia’s fault that he was acting this way. First she’d put the wammy on Angel,
turning the bestest boyfriend in the world against his soul-mate. Now here she was doing it all
over again. She probably didn’t even want Oz. Oz wasn’t even her type, too deep and Oz like.
No, she was only doing this because she stuck up for Buffy, and told her what a B-I-T-C-H she
was being and this was her punishment.

Well, enough was enough already.

Ever since kindergarten Queen C had ruled the school and everyone in it, no more. She wasn’t
a puny little girl afraid of her own shadow anymore. She was a scoobie, best friend to the slayer,
and a powerful witch besides.

She was a powerful witch. That was it! Why hadn’t she thought of it before? Magic! That was the
answer. She knew just the spell too.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia made her way down to the boiler room, Angel had made her promise to meet him
down there before cheer practice. He’d let her cum if she was a good girl, so here she was.
Hearing about Drusilla and all the horrid things Angelus had done to her had killed her aching
need, but now that she was making her way down the stairs to where she knew he’d be waiting
for her it came back with a vengeance.



“Angel?” The room was so dark she could barely see anything at all, she could make on the
outlines of some of the equipment, but she couldn’t see anyone moving around. This place had
given her the creeps ever since that girl was attacked last year, before then it had been a pretty
popular hang out spot for anyone looking for a little privacy.

She was just about to turn around and make her way back to the top of the stairs where there
was more light to wait when a very familiar pair of hands began to snake their way around her
waist.

“You scared me, why didn’t you answer me when I called your name?” She’d meant for it to
sound like a scolding, or at least a protest, but she was so breathless with need that it came out
as more of a distracted question that she didn’t really care about. To be fair when she felt his
hands start to shift her skirt out of the way that’s exactly what it became.

“Do you want to play a game?” Feeling her breath hitch she could only nod her ascent. She
loved his games.

Feeling him begin to tug her towards the back of the room she followed behind him eagerly,
when he came to a stop he jerked her around until her back was against him, his hands on her
shoulders shoving her upper body forward until her hands gripped the cold wet metal pipes just
above her head.

The silky feel of her panties falling down her leg made her moan.

“Eager?” She could hear the laughter in his voice but she didn’t care. Not then. All she cared
about was how close she was to him. The feel of his fingers ghosting over her aching flesh as
he spread her juices down her thighs.

“I want to feel you inside me. Please!”

“Don’t worry, you’ll feel me, every inch of me. Which should I fuck first? Ass or pussy?” His
hands continued to roam over her lower half, dipping and spreading her.

“Whichever you want, please, I’m yours. Take me!” Feeling his hands roam higher she almost
screamed her frustration. As her low cut blouse was pulled down over her breasts he pressed
his mouth against her ear.

The steam from the hot pipes in front of her began to make her sweat and pant. Though that
probably had more to do with the hot vampire behind her.

“Every game should have rules, here are mine. You don’t get anything you don’t beg for. You
don’t ask me to stop, if you do it’s game over. You don’t cum without my permission, if you do
you will be punished. Do you still want to play baby?”

“Mmmm yes! Play with me.” Tightening her grip on the pipes she rubbed her thighs together for
emphasis.



Thrusting into her ass, the force of his movements rocked her body forward until she almost
touched the scorching pipe in front of her.

“Ahhh!”

“You like it don’t you? Being fucked here and now, with so many people just beyond that door.
One scream a little too loud and one of them could come down here to see if you needed help,
then what would you do? Would you try to explain? Or would you be so far gone you would just
keep begging for my cock? Hmmmm? Do you want my cock, slut?”

“Yes! Please give it to me harder.” Her vision was blurred with unshed tears, her breath catching
in her throat until she felt like she was dying. More!

His next thrust rocked her so hard her nipples brushed against the heated pipe, the pain ripping
through her body, but lost in the pleasure of her wanton need.

“Please!”

“Please what? Say it.” His thrusts began to slow, and she began to weep. No! Not again! She
needed this.

“Please fuck my ass, make me cum like only you can!”

“Cum for me, let me hear you!”

“Ahhhhh!”

XXXXXXXXXX

Willow sat in her room, her anger keeping her tears at bay. Life had been perfect before she
ruined everything, like she always did. She’d had a boyfriend, a happy best friend, everything
had been great. Then she went and put her claws so deep into Angel that she’d made him
doubt everything. Then she’d turned on the water works and made Giles and Oz switch to her
side. It just wasn’t fair! She was in the wrong and still everyone took her side.

Not anymore!

She’d found the spell by accident months ago, she hadn’t understood what it was meant for
then, now she knew it was meant for situations just like this. It was meant for greedy, boyfriend
stealing, bitches. It was meant for Queen C!

This would fix everything, it would make everything go back to the way it was, back to when the
world was still sane and made sense. Back to when everyone could see Cordelia for what she
really was, a jealous skank.

XXXXXXXXXX



Cordelia was making a few final adjustments to her outfit, she couldn’t go back upstairs looking
like she’d just had some of the best sex of her life. It might be true, but she didn’t want to
advertise with Snyder roaming the halls even after hours. Honestly the little troll seemed to have
no life at all.

She was more than a little uncomfortable for the moment, her bra was rubbing against the burns
she’d gotten in some very sensitive areas, but she wouldn’t change this for the world. Angel had
been a little rough, but she was okay with that, it just showed how much he cared about her.
She still wasn’t stupid enough to think that he loved her, but the fact that he didn’t feel he
needed to coddle her or to hide his baser desires from her said he at least cared enough to be
honest with her.

She couldn’t believe that she’d even thought he was Angelus again. Sure there were some
similarities between what happened to Drusilla and what was being done to her, but that could
mean anything. It could just be basic stuff that every psycho creep tried out, like a part of the
stalker how-to guide or something. Still.

“Angel can I ask you a question?” Why? Why did she ask that? Now she’d have to follow
through with this. Not that she was shy or anything, but if he wasn’t going back to Buffy on his
own she didn’t exactly want to give him a nudge in that direction. Nudge hell this would be an all
out shove, if she was wrong.

“Sure.”

“Do you promise to be honest?”

“Just ask me Cordelia.” Okay, he didn’t sound all that annoyed, more like any guy would when a
girl starts asking questions before the post orgasm glow can dim down on its own.

“Okay so this is going to sound real strange, but I’ve been having Giles tell me a little bit about
you. Not you you, but the old you. Don’t blame Giles I totally like blackmailed him into it or
whatever, after that whole scoobie meeting disaster I realized I didn’t know a thing about you,
which didn’t seem right considering how often you’d seen me naked by that point. Well anyway
today Giles told me what happened between you and Drusilla and I noticed some, things. So my
question.” Looking up from where she’d been staring at the floor since her little impromptu
speech began she saw she had his undivided attention. He was staring at her just waiting for
her to finish.

How could she though? What was the best way of asking the guy you’re sleeping with, hell the
guy you just had sex with, if he was really his own evil twin? She supposed she could ask about
the one major, easy, difference between Angel and Angelus.

“What’s your name?”

As she asked she felt a wave of pure power wash over her. Her mind began to jumble and blur,
but she was sure before she lost her grip on everything that she heard his answer.



“Angelus.”

CHAPTER 12 - TALKING TO MYSELF

Cordelia looked around her, at the mist filling the space she was in, she couldn’t see anything.

“Hello!” She felt like she’d been there forever already, but at the same time she knew she’d only
been stuck for a short time. It was like time didn’t mean anything to her anymore, a few minutes
was the same as a few hours.

There was no answer to her shout, except for the echo that came back to her of her own voice.
She was alone. Lately being alone anywhere had become her worst fear, being isolated away
from anyone who could help her, wondering if the sick twist that was stalking her was just
behind her waiting… watching.

Turning around quickly, the hairs on the back of her neck standing on end, she found nothing
but more mist and darkness. Faintly she could hear a voice in the distance, it sounded familiar
almost comforting. Running towards it she soon realized that no matter how fast she ran she
didn’t really move at all. The voice, though, got closer and closer until she could finally
recognize the rise and fall of it.

Giles.

“Now Cordelia, you must pay attention.” That was it, just that one sentence over and over,
like a CD stuck on repeat.

“Giles!” Even with her voice echoing all around her, Giles’ voice didn’t change at all, it was like
he couldn’t hear her.

What if he couldn’t? Where the hell was she?



“You’re here with me.” Jerking around she stared into dark brown eyes, and finally let out the
scream she’d been holding in since she first woke up here in this limbo.

“Ahhhhh!”

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus swept Cordelia up his arms, this was a new development. Drusilla had told him that
Willow or as she called her the naughty red witch, would cast a spell on Cordelia that would
change everything, but seeing the spell take hold was amazing. Her eyes actually rolled back
into her head before she began to crumble before his eyes, she was out cold.

Time to play the hero. So exhausting.

“Giles!” The old librarian took one look at the unconscious girl in his arms and promptly began to
clean his glasses. The English were so strange sometimes, especially in a crisis.

“Good heavens, what happened to her?”

“I don’t know, we were talking and she just collapsed.” Which was mostly the truth, except for
the whole not knowing part, it would be more fun to let them all puzzle it out together, as a team.

“There’s a small sofa in my office we can lay her there while we try to figure out what’s
happened. I’ll gather my books.”

“You think it’s mystical?” Huh, he thought the old man would have jumped to a more mundane
conclusion first like he did when things happened to Xander that were out of character. If it
wasn’t happening to Buffy, he always checked for real world culprits first.

“I believe so yes, Cordelia received a flyer from her admirer earlier this week proclaiming she
would go missing on this day. We had assumed, incorrectly it would seem, that her stalker had
intended to take her, when it would seem he truly meant to do this.”

Good guess, the flyer had been referring to the spell after all, but he wasn’t the one who cast it.
It would just break the old mans heart when he finally put together who was really responsible,
he couldn’t wait to see it.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia couldn’t believe it, she was staring at… herself. A really trashy version anyway. The
other her was in a corset that revealed her breasts and a pair of matching black lace panties
with high heels and nothing else. It was porno Cordy.

What the hell.

“What the hell are you wearing?” She would never wear something like that, well not outside of
the bedroom anyway.



“Oh come on, you know this would be his ideal outfit. He would so totally flip for it.” As she
spoke the healed bite marks peppering her breasts began to bleed again, leaving no mistake to
who she was talking about.

“Who are you, because you most certainly aren’t me.” She would never behave this way, would
she?

“I most certainly am you, just a less central part. I’m the part that he’s brought out in you, the
version that never saw the light of day before he took you for the first time. I’m the dark part of
you that enjoys it every time he ties us down and plays with us until the pleasure of it becomes
the pain of it. I’m what you’re becoming.”

“No way. I would never become you!” She would never be so, cheap.

“Yes way, and how would you know, you don’t know me. Yet. Hell you don’t even really know
him, but you will before you rejoin the land of the living. That’s what this is all about, seeing
what’s really going on in the world around you, seeing the truth.”

“How would you know the truth? If you’re me you should be just as much in the dark as I am.”
Not that she was in the dark, she knew stuff.

“Pay attention, I am you but I’m the version of you that gets ignored. I’m that voice in the back of
your mind, the one that keeps whispering to you that you’re missing something, the one that
made you ask him his name.”

Suddenly more voices were echoing around the dark mist, hers and Angels.

“What’s your name?”

“Angelus.”

No, that can’t be right, she was just remembering it that way because that’s what she was afraid
he was going to say. This was just a silly nightmare, the things you fear always show up in
nightmares.

“That’s why you’re here, you keep coming up with excuses for not seeing the truth, but here in
the mist you won’t be able to avoid it any longer. There will be nothing here to distract you from
it. Nothing here to hide behind.”

She wasn’t hiding! Was she?

What if it was true? What if he really had lost his soul? What if he was Angelus again? The
same Angelus she’d just spent over a week learning about, and being grateful she’d never met.
What if Angel was evil. What would she do then?

“I’ll show you. I’ll show you everything.”



Just like that the mist changed and swirled around her.

XXXXXXXXXX

Willow didn’t know what the big emergency was that had Giles pulling them all from their last
class of the day, but she could guess. It was an apology! The spell had worked and now Giles
saw that he’d been a big meanie to them for no good reason and now he wanted to apologize.

Ooooh, maybe there would be cookies. She loved Giles cookies or as he called them biscuits.
They were so gummy and only for special occasions like I’m sorry’s.

Pushing the door open she saw Giles already there with Oz and Angel, woohoo a blanket
apology. Now Buffy and Angel can get back together. Oz can stop being so stubborn about the
whole thing and they can both get back on track to their happily ever after bliss they had been
headed to before Queen C messed everything up for them.

Seeing them all in the doorway off came Giles glasses.

“Good you’re all here, something has happened to Cordelia.”

What? That couldn’t be why there were here. Maybe this thing with Cordelia was just distracting
them all from their I’m sorry cookies. It was probably no big deal anyway, she was just looking
for some attention since the spell helped everyone to see her for the faker she really was.

“It seems as though someone has cast a spell upon her, and now we can not wake her. You will
all be needed for research, we need to find the right spell to counter it, or failing that at least
identify the original spell so we can have some idea of the after effects.”

What?

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia looked around, she was in the school library, only it too was foggy with mist. What was
she doing here? One of the walls was a blank, bright, white almost like a movie screen for those
old projectors they use for slides. Just as her hand was about to touch it, it came to life, playing
out scenes from her life too fast for her to really see them.

“Are you ready to see now?” She didn’t even look over at her other self, they hadn’t even really
begun and she was already tired of this whole thing. She just wanted it to be over.

“Do I have a choice?” It wasn’t like she could just shut her eyes and refuse to look. Knowing
herself, the other her would just narrate the whole thing.

“There’s always a choice. You can choose to stay in the dark about everything, and that’s
exactly what will happen. You’ll stay. Here. In the mist.”



“So I either do what you want or you keep me hostage in my own mind for the rest of ever?”
Yeah that was balanced.

“This isn’t what I want, it’s what you need. If you’re going to survive the coming times you need
to know exactly who and what you’re surrounded by. More importantly you need to know who
and what you really are. What you’re capable of. More importantly you need to know where you
stand in the light of day. Who you choose to be when there are no more shadows left for the
truth the hide in.”

Wow, trampy her was really deep. Who knew.

“Alright then, let’s get this whole thing started then.” The sooner it started the sooner she could
wake up from this whole nightmare and get on with her life.

“As you wish.”

XXXXXXXXXX

Willow couldn’t believe that her spell had backfired so badly. It wasn’t supposed to do anything
to Cordelia but expose her as the B-I-T-C-H that she really was to Giles and Oz and Angel so
they could go back to being their normal selves. The people they were before Cordelia got her
claws into them. It was supposed to get Cordelia kicked out of the group, not make her the
center of attention all over again.

She’d gone over and over the spell in her mind, again and again trying to find where she
messed up. The spell was supposed to reveal the truth about Cordelia, not knock her out. The
spell must have been faulty. That was the only explanation, the only one that makes sense
anyway. She had been too careful to have made a mistake so the mistake must have come from
the spell its self.

She was just bummed out that now Cordelia was everyones focus, if it had worked out right
then Oz and Angel wouldn’t be right now too focused on her to see her and Buffy. Mainly she
felt bad for Buffy, she knew she and Oz would work things out, eventually. All Cordelia did to
them was make them have one little stupid fight, they would get over it soon enough, every
couple had their little ups and downs after all. Buffy though, Cordelia had snatched Angel away
from her completely, without the spell really doing what she’d intended there really was no hope
for the two of them.

Not that she would ever say that to Buffy, she knew how important the hope of maybe was
sometimes, especially when dealing with oblivious boys.

XXXXXXXXXX

Buffy kept trying to keep her focus on the book Giles had shoved at her, but her eyes kept
bouncing back to Angel. Could this be it, her opening? Sure Cordelia wasn’t around to interfere
right now, but she was still the center of his whole focus. Would it be better to wait?



Wait! She knew what to do, she’d pull a Cordelia. She’d wait until the group broke up then offer
to go with Angel back to his apartment, just to talk, to be there for him during this trying time.
Then when he was finding comfort in her arms, she would help him get over Cordelia. Brilliant.

XXXXXXXXXX

Xander didn’t know what to feel at the moment. Yeah he hated Cordelia, more out of habit at this
point than anything else, but that didn’t mean he wanted to see her hurt. Before they had started
their spell search Giles had run through a quick overview of everything that had happened to
Cordy so far, everything from finding her dead housekeeper to the flyers left in her car.

When it had all been happening one little thing after another, coupled with the things happening
to Buffy, plus the relationship dramas that had continually intruded Cordelia’s problems hadn’t
seemed so bad. In fact he’d agreed with Willow that Cordelia was just milking the whole thing
for sympathy, that she was playing it up so that she could tap into Angels hero complex and
keep him from running back to the Buffster.

Now, hearing it all laid out one thing after the next and knowing that it had all happened over a
few weeks, he felt sick to his stomach. Cordelia must have been terrified and they hadn’t helped
one bit, always sniping at her, and trying to make her go away. They were supposed to be the
good guys, the defenders of the earth and all who walked upon it, but when it came to this one
girl that they each had history with that promise went out the window. If they were really heroes
the past never should have mattered when Cordelia came to them for help. If they were really
good people, the only thing that should have mattered was that she needed them, not that she
had been a mean kid among other mean kids way back when.

They had failed her, but he wouldn’t do it again. He might be the guy who made all kinds of
mistakes, but if he had anything to say about it he would be the guy who learned from those
mistakes and became a better man. Actually focusing on the research and trying to help
Cordelia would be a good first step, apologizing to her when they finally got her back would
probably be his second step. What he would do after that he didn’t know yet, but at this point
knowing what he was going to do now would have to be enough.

XXXXXXXXXX

Oz didn’t like the thoughts in his head, but he couldn’t shake them either. There was something
wrong with Willows face. He knew she didn’t like Cordelia but hearing that she was hurt should
have caused her to go straight to Willow worry face. Not this. She looked angry. She looked like
she did right after a test that she didn’t do as well on as she thought she had, the one that just
screamed ‘what did I do wrong, I knew the source material’, but what could she be thinking
about that put that look on her face now.

He thought he knew, but he didn’t want to know it. If they didn’t come up with something by the
time that Giles sent everyone home to get some rest and check in with their parents he would
bring it up. He just hoped he wouldn’t have to. He hoped he was just imagining what was wrong
with Willows face.



XXXXXXXXXX

Giles rubbed at his abused eyes, the strain of looking through book after book was getting to
him. He supposed now would be the time to call a halt, no one would be of any use if they could
no longer comprehend what they were reading, they could gloss over the answer without
meaning to.

As he watched Buffy approach Angel and offer a shoulder of support to him, he couldn’t stop the
shiver of unease that rocked his whole body. There was something in the offer that made him
begin to think unkindly towards his slayer and he didn’t like it. Buffy wasn’t that sort of girl, the
kind to use the misfortune or tragedy of another to further her own ends with a boy she likes.
She wouldn’t use Cordelia’s condition in an attempt to regain Angel’s lost affections, that would
be beneath her.

Shaking his head he decided he was simply tired and seeing things that weren’t really there. So
much time looking for malicious intent within his books must be affecting him more than he had
realized, now he was seeing ill intent everywhere. A good nights sleep would put him to rights,
not that he expected to get that with Cordelia in her current state, but a few hours of rest would
do the trick all the same.

It had been decided that Cordelia would stay at his home with him, since it was the only place
that not only had no uninformed adults to ask questions, but it also was off limits to all vampires
so she should be safe on all fronts with him.

Seeing Oz waiting for him near his office, he resigned himself to going without sleep for a short
time longer, the younger man seemed hell bent on speaking to him about something. With Oz it
was likely important and worth listening to.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus looked over at Buffy who had offered to walk him home. He knew what she was
planning, all he needed to decide now was if he was going to play along. If he did then when
Cordelia was restored he could play the injured party and maybe even turn the Watcher and
wolf boy completely against the Slayer. At the same time that would mean he would have to
sleep with her again and he didn’t know if he could take the syrupy sweetness of it all again.

What to do, what to do. He supposed he had at least until they reached his apartment to come
up with a decision. Either way this was going to be fun.

CHAPTER 13 - TELL ME MY TRUTH



Cordelia looked at the scene playing out before her eyes. She didn’t understand what she was
seeing at first. It was her walking up to her house, but why would she be shown this, let alone
be shown it first.

“Angelus would always be waiting in the shadows watching the suffering he had caused.
It was his own little private show, one he created and enjoyed with great fervor.”

Giles words once again floated on the wind around her, she didn’t even bother to look around
for him this time knowing he wasn’t there. No, her focus was completely on the scenes playing
or really replaying on the walls, they were what she remembered but they were so much more.

As she walked towards her front door the focus shifted from her to someone standing in the
shade of the trees just beyond her view. It was Angel, if she’d glanced over she would have
seen him, but why was he there? Why show her this night? It seemed like just any other night to
her. Then her scream pierced the air, and he smiled, and she knew.

This was when it all started, when Angelus first came into her life in a big way. This, whatever it
was, was showing her what she missed. It was showing her everything in a new light so she
would know the truth she’d been trying to hide from for far too long.

What was it that skanky not her said? That’s what this is all about, seeing what’s really going on
in the world around you, seeing the truth. The only problem was, she didn’t think she wanted to
see the truth, because once she knew for sure what she already thought she knew, there would
be no going back.

The flickering of the lights dragged her eyes back up from the floor towards the “screen”. Here
we go again.

It was their first time together, only she was seeing it from a different angle, almost like she was
looking at them from someone elses eyes. It wasn’t until the past her had fallen asleep that she
saw whose.

Buffy!?



What had she been doing in Angels closet? Why hadn’t she come out or made a noise or
something when she heard them come in? Why did she watch them? Then another voice began
to surround her, a conversation she’d all but forgotten about.

“I’m telling you Willow it’s true I saw the whole thing. She was all over him like the slut
she is. The only thing I can think is that he’s trying to make me jealous and she was the
first easy lay he came across.”

That little bitch! No wonder she was all woe is me and calling foul. She saw how good they were
together and knew she couldn’t measure up.

Watching as the voyeur finally left the closet and stared at the two of them intertwined on the
bed, she noticed something else she probably would have missed had this place not drawn
attention to it. He was awake and he was deliberately playing on Buffy’s insecurities.

What an ass.

At the same time she couldn’t really feel all that sorry for her, pervs deserved a little payback.
What kind of a little freak watches her ex fuck someone else?

The lights flickered as the scene changed again. What now?

It was her and Angel, she refused to think of him as Angelus even though in her heart she knew
without a doubt who he was now, together in bed. She remembered it well, like she
remembered each and every moment she spent with him. Only now she was seeing it from the
outside and what she was seeing wasn’t something that she remembered at all. He was feeding
on her, biting into her thigh, before she’d first offered herself.

Why was he doing that? Was she just some sort of convenient snack to him?

“Do you really believe that? You know who he is, you had Giles tell you so much about him,
does this seem like something he would do? He enjoys his mind games yes, but would he really
feed on you without letting you know it had happened. Think Cordy, find the whole truth not just
what’s easiest to see.”

She was right, she needed to see everything. She needed to come to her own decision, make
up her own mind, because once this little mind fuck was over she would have to face the real
world again, and she really needed a game plan before that happened.

“Bring it on.”

XXXXXXXXXX

Giles could not wrap his head around what Oz was telling him. After about ten minutes of
discussing it at the library they had both decided to relocate to his apartment, less likely to be
overheard. Could Willow do something like this? Could she have sat there as they tried to



puzzle out a way to save Cordelia and said nothing if she had? It didn’t seem like the quiet mild
mannered girl he had come to know over the year of their acquaintance.

“Could she do this?” He didn’t know why he was asking Oz other than that the young man was
probably the one most likely to know besides Xander.

“To Cordelia.” His answer was short and too the point, and accurate. It was most likely that had
it been anyone else involved the answer would have been no, but Cordelia was a sore point for
nearly all of the teens involved. It was more than likely that Cordelia’s continued involvement
with Angel had been the metaphorical tipping point.

“So what do we look for now?” They had been looking for the spell used by looking at the things
her stalker had done so far, and trying to guess at what his intent would be now. It was no
wonder they had so far come up empty handed if their entire assumption was wrong.

“Something went wrong, we need to find what she meant to do.”

Oz was right of course, it had been clear in hindsight that Willow had been greatly distressed by
Cordelia’s predicament for reasons all her own. This had been a mistake so if they could suss
out what it was she had intended to do instead finding the right spell would be so much easier.

“What had she intended?” Could a teenage boy and a middle aged English-man ever
understand the working of the female teenage mind well enough to gain an answer to that
question.

“Call Xander.” Quite right, they might not be able to puzzle it out, but Xander would most likely
be able to do so with ease. Now the only question remaining, was would he help?

XXXXXXXXXX

Buffy walked beside Angel in silence, she didn’t want to ruin this by seeming too enthusiastic.
This had to seem like a comfort move, a natural path back to the goodness they used to have
now that Cordelia was no longer in their way. She had to say something though, had to justify
her being there, it wasn’t like he needed her protection.

“I’m sorry about this whole thing, we’ll find the guy that did this.” Best not to use her name, no
need to bring her any more into this than she had to be. Plus she was the last thing he needed
to be thinking about when she made her move.

“I know.” That was it, two words, that was all she got. Come on, it wasn’t like he was in mourning
or anything, Cordelia was basically just taking a nap. If she played this right, when his precious
Cordy finally woke up, it would be to find that the world order had been restored.

XXXXXXXXXX



Angelus could practically see every thought as it flashed across her face, subtlety was not her
strong suit. After being taught by Darla in the fine art of seduction, and more importantly taking
advantage of a perceived weakness, watching this was just painful. If he decided to go with this
and let it work to his advantage, he would really have to do most of the work, while making it
seem like it was her idea in the first place.

If he left it to her, she would just lunge at him when her limited patience finally ran out. Oh,
young people these days, no sense of style. If he played this just right, everything should fall
into place easily. Buffy would lose her support system, the Scoobies would fall apart, and he
would be free to play. He could hardly wait.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia could barely process everything she was seeing. She was seeing everything from a
new angle and that was putting all the things she thought she knew on its head. The time she
got all of her courage up and joined Angel in the shower, now she saw the faint pink tint to the
water as it washed down the drain just when she was stepping in. Giles words from that Monday
surrounded her, subdued yet somehow accusing.

“Saturday morning Buffy’s mother came outside to fetch the morning post and found
their newlywed neighbors killed and left on their front steps.”

Found Saturday morning, which meant they’d been killed Friday night. That night.

Angel taking her in the stacks of the school library, one of the most daring things she’d ever
done, but now she saw the look in his eyes and she knew. She knew that he had known that
little miss likes to fight had turned into little miss likes to watch.

Her sex life had become a spectator sport without her knowledge or consent, and he had gotten
off on it. Hell Buffy had gotten off on it. So much for her being all holier-than-thou. What a perv.

As she watched the images changed, they moved from her time with Angelus, to his past. She
recognized some of it from the things that Giles had told her during their sessions together. Why
would she need to see this? As the years of blood, pain, and depravity filled the wall and her
mind, she couldn’t seem to make herself understand.

XXXXXXXXXX

Xander stood in Giles apartment, he didn’t know what he’d expected to find in the older mans
living space but this must have been pretty close. No t.v., no movies, no mess really as far as he
could tell. This place was Giles, if Giles were a place instead of a person. Which made sense
cause this was where the G-man lived. He was stalling he knew, he didn’t want to think such
bad thoughts about his bestest bestie since forever, but the more G-man and wolf-boy talked
the more sense it all made.



Willow was as against Cordelia as anyone ever could be, but ever since Cordy started hooking
up with dead boy it had all jumped to a new level of hate. As far as Willow was concerned Angel
was meant to be with Buffy and no one else, so she probably tried to do a spell to make that
happen, to knock some sense into Angel about Cordy. Or to knock some sense into everyone.

“Yeah, I can see how this could have gone down. Wills was probably just trying to help Buffy
out, she would never hurt anyone on purpose.” He looked Giles in the eye as he spoke, he
needed them to understand that to believe it.

“We know that Xander, her intentions may have been pure, but the execution was likely skewed
by her emotions. Ninety percent of magic is intent after all. If Willow tried to do something in
regards to Cordelia, even if the intent of the spell was relatively harmless, her dislike of Cordelia
would have warped whatever spell she attempted in unexpected ways.”

Yeah, he could see that happening, now they just needed to figure out a way to fix it.

“Well, knowing Wills, she probably was trying to get everything back to normal. Back to how it
was before Cordelia crashed the scoobies.” Back before everything got so complicated.

“Before Angel left Buffy for her.” As always wolf boy hit the nail on the head. Exactly.

As the two began grabbing books, he turned towards the door. They could look all they wanted
but the options were limitless, he knew that much from all the researching he’d done in the past.
If they wanted answers he had a feeling he would need to get them from the source. Willow.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus tried not to roll his eyes, even as out of it as the slayer was she’d probably notice that.
After weeks of violating his adventurous little vixen, sticking it to this uptight princess was more
a chore than anything. At least her inexperience was working in his favor, she had no idea just
how uninterested he was in the entire act. As long as he kept his face buried in her neck, and
resisted the urge to bite, she was content.

He kept his pace slow and steady, missionary all the way, making sure to keep the rhythm and
repetition in line with what Angel had done with her before. That was what she wanted after all,
proof that her Angel still loved her all the same. This would just solidify it in her mind that the
only thing standing between her and her forever and ever with her soulmate was Cordelia. So
when the others eventually found out about this, and took Cordelia’s side, she would react with
all the venom she had in her. Sealing her fate, and locking her out of most if not all of the lives of
those she calls her friends. She would be alone and ready for him then, and when the fun and
games began no one would know where to turn for help, because they would be all so twisted
around already. It would be glorious, and so much fun.

XXXXXXXXXX



Buffy was in heaven, she was sure of it. She knew that Cordelia was just a distraction, the first
chance he got her Angel came back to her, and it was just like it should be. Just like it was
before. He treated Cordelia like the whore she was, but her, he treated her like the queen he
longed for. Things were finally falling back into place, and it was glorious.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia sat huddled in the middle of the “room” and tried to rub the images behind her eyes
away. Why did they show her all of this? It was one thing to hear about what Angelus was
capable of, but seeing it was something else altogether.

“Why?” She knew the other her would answer. She always did.

“Because seeing is believing. You would never have seen who he really was until you saw who
he had been. Because you needed this.”

“Poor little kitten.” Looking up at the sound of the new voice she saw Drusilla standing behind
the other her. “Still doesn’t see what’s coming. Doesn’t see the ending. Can’t see the path
ahead or behind.”

As she spoke, her body swaying in time with something only she could hear, her hands came up
around the body in front of her. Cordelia watched her mirror image lean back, nearly melting into
the vampiresses lithe frame, as pale cold hands caressed her breasts. Her moans were nearly
pornographic as she tilted her head to the side exposing her throat, offering it, begging to be
bitten.

Her face morphed into her demon visage Drusilla leaned down to lick along the unbroken skin of
her neck. Her smile winsome and distant, delight glowing in her eyes at the treat she was about
to consume.

“Poor little kitten, spitting and clawing at the truth, blind no more. Life is choice, life is change,
life is blood. So choose.” Never breaking eye contact she leaned down and bit down hard. She
could tell just from the sounds coming from her double that the bite alone was enough to make
her cum. Wow. Other her was a bit of a bite whore.

“Choose what?” As she asked the question both women faded into the mist like they had never
been there at all. Looking around wildly, she found no sign of them, until she felt cold hands
slide around her neck from behind. Glancing over she was caught in the pale vampires dark
gaze.

“Choose us.”

XXXXXXXXXX

“I didn’t do anything, and I don’t know why you’re accusing me. And even if I did want to do
something, it wouldn’t have been this something, so there!” Willow was pacing back and forth,



across her bedroom, trying to get her point across. Unfortunately, it was a lost cause with
Xander, he already knew the truth, now all he needed was the specifics.

“I know this wasn’t the something Will, but I also know that you did it. Screwing something up
doesn’t automatically give you a free pass, I saw you today when Giles told us what happened
with Cordelia, I know my Willow faces I know what you were thinking. Now, if you tell me what
happened, what spell you used maybe we can fix this before it gets any worse. Cordelia doesn’t
deserve worse.” In fact, in his newly changed opinion Cordelia deserved much better.

“Who are you to tell me what Cordelia deserves? She deserves everything that’s happened to
her and more!”

“Why?” He knew resolve face, he knew how to get around it, logic. He had to break it all down
and build it back up again so that Willow could see the flaw in her logic.

“Why what?” He watched his best friends eyes cloud with confusion and knew he was off to a
good start.

“Why does she deserve all of this? Tell me what she did to deserve this.” Come on Willow, break
it down for me so I can break it down for you.

“Well, she’s mean and… and vicious. She doesn’t care about anyone or anything but herself.
She makes everyone around her miserable, and she… she wrecks everything.”

“So what you’re saying is that because she is self absorbed like most teenagers are, and
because she rules the school by popular demand she deserves what’s been happening to her.
You’re saying that teenage girls who ignore people and make those around them feel inferior
deserve to be stalked and tormented. That sixteen year old cheerleaders who hook up with a
single guy who’s already broken up with their girlfriend should be tortured and terrified for the
rest of their lives. Wow, Will and here I thought you were against violence.”

Turning to leave he hoped he was doing the right thing, that leaving Willow to think things
through on her own, without his judgment and knowing stare would get her to do the right thing
and call Giles. He really hoped he was right, about her, about everything.

XXXXXXXXXX

Willow didn’t know what to say, Xander was defending Cordelia. Instead of putting things back
to the way they were before, it just made Xander defect to the other side. To Cordelia’s side.

Why would he do that? He was the President of the We Hate Cordelia Club, hell he was the
founder of it. Then she remembered his face during the Scooby meeting, while he’d been
watching her she’d been watching everyone, and she remembered that he was a little off. He
looked angry and miserable, like when he was mad at himself for not doing better or being
better at something. At the time she thought he’d been angry about the whole thing with



Cordelia like she had been, but now that he was defending her she thought maybe it was
something else.

What about the meeting could have changed him so drastically? Besides the research all that
happened was that Giles gave an overview of the entire Cordelia mess, sans some of the more
scandalous Angel related business. Was that it?

Could Xander have felt sorry for Cordelia? But why? She brought it on herself.

Didn’t she?

Maybe Xander was right, maybe she should think about what Cordelia did to deserve all of this.
The stalking, the torture, the spell all of it. That would help strengthen her resolve, she just knew
it. But when she started thinking about it, thinking about what was done to Cordelia first, she
couldn’t come up with anything.

Sure the things that Cordelia did in school, and mainly to Buffy, were cruel but at their core they
were petty and small. Nothing that deserved the hell that she had been through for the last few
weeks. She had always been focusing more on why she hated Cordelia than what was actually
happening to her now. All she kept thinking over the last few weeks was that finally Cordelia
was getting some payback for all of her venom, she never really noticed that the punishment
never fit the crime.

Now she felt even worse for adding to the mix of it all. Did this make her just as bad as the thing
stalking Cordelia? Was she worse? Either way she knew what her first step had to be, she had
to call Giles and tell him the truth. She had to admit her mistake and accept the consequences
whatever they may be.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia couldn’t speak, the hand on her throat too constricting, but she knew she needed to
answer. This was the end of her time in the mist, her answer was the only thing that could set
her free. Her choice. The only problem was that she didn’t have an answer to give. She didn’t
know what to choose.

“Yes you do kitten. Your choice is simple. Wicked Daddy.” As she spoke over her shoulder
flashed an image of Angelus feeding off of her other self. Her body writhing and twisting in
ecstasy. Buffy just behind the pair looking forlorne and hurt. Her tears leaving tracks through the
blood on her face.

“Or Wimpering Angel.” Once more the image changed, this time Buffy and Angel were
embracing, so lost in each other that they did not see her standing there alone. Her clothes in
tatters and her hair a mess.



The choice was clear. When she woke she could either share what she’d learned, sending
Angelus back within the confines of Angels cursed soul or she could keep it to herself letting
Angelus remain free.

Telling was the obvious right thing to do. This would spare the others, mainly Buffy, any more
pain from his twisted games. He could be reunited with his love, and she with him. Of course if
that happened it was more than likely that she would be forgotten, that Buffy would write her off
as a mistake made by Angelus, and that would be the end of her in the Slayers mind.

Saving Angel, or bringing him back, wouldn’t undo the last few weeks. It wouldn’t give her back
anything, it wouldn’t undo the trauma already done, all it would really do would be to take away
the only person she had in her life to lean on. She would be alone.

While keeping silent, at least where the scoobies were concerned, would probably be the best
thing for her. Knowing that Angelus was behind all the horrible things that had been done to her,
that took a lot of the fear out of it. The main focus had been the unknown of it all, the idea that
the monster stalking her could be anyone, that was what had nearly killed her. Now that she
knew, and more importantly if she told him that she knew, that would be the end of it for her. It
would be out of her hands, the choice would be his, he could kill her or keep her. Either way her
peace of mind would be restored.

Plus, it was abundantly clear from the thing with her neighbors that Angelus would be gunning
for Buffy, and THE SLAYER would be far more equipped to handle everything. As she had
pointed out every single time, she was the chosen one and she beat everything that had come
at her to date, she could beat this too.

Looking deep into Drusillas eyes she knew what she would choose, and it was clear that the
vampire knew it too. Turning her head to the side she closed her eyes and waited for the fire of
fangs in flesh. She might be making the wrong choice, but it was really the only choice she
could make anymore. She was already too broken to be a selfless do gooder. She just couldn’t.

As the fire took hold of her, her eyes flew open and she bolted up gasping for air.

“Cordelia?”

“Giles.”

CHAPTER 14 - WAKING NIGHTMARES, SLEEPING DREAMS



Giles sat in his chair, trying not to stare at the young woman on his couch. They had been sitting
there for two hours while he tried, unsuccessfully to reach Angel, and she had yet to speak a
word. In fact he was fairly certain that she wasn’t all together aware of where she was. This was
the problem with bloody mind altering spells, the effects could linger, sometimes for days.

Slowly moving over next to her he decided to try once more to gain her attention, placing his
hand gently on her shoulder.

“Cordelia?” His touch and the sound of his voice caused her to flinch away in fear. There
seemed to be nothing he could do for her. Nothing.

Except, maybe he could do something about Angel. He knew where to man lived, and his phone
was off the hook so he must be home. He had no idea if having Angel present would do
anything at all, but he had to do something.

“Oz, please stay with Cordelia, I will be back as soon as possible.” Barely waiting for the
younger man’s nod of assent he rushed out the door towards the Bronze, cursing the entire
situations with every step he took. Everything was such a mess, he truly was not sure how they
were all going to find their way through it.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus subtly watched the slayer as she righted her clothes after their little tryst. Her face
relaxed in a state of complete bliss, oh how he was going to enjoy destroying that.

“Look, Buffy. This can’t happen again.” She turned towards him so fast he was surprised she
didn’t fall over. “This was wrong, and it can’t, no it won’t happen again.”

As her eyes began to fill with tears he marveled at how easily he could make her cry. She didn’t
even fully understand what he was talking about yet and still the water works began. When he
was finally able to go at her full on he would be surprised if she didn’t drown herself before he
was done with her.

XXXXXXXXXX



“What do you mean?” What was he saying, they were back together, weren’t they? How could
this have been wrong? No, it wasn’t wrong he was just feeling guilty or something, he was
confused that was all.

“I’m with Cordelia now, last night things got out of hand, but I have to be there for her right now.
She needs me.” The unspoken you don’t was heard loud and clear.

“So what you’re saying is that you and me, this, was a mistake.” She waited for him to deny it.
For him to say that they were meant to be and tell her that this was just his guilt talking. She
waited for him to reassure her that she was the one he really wanted to be with and that this
thing with Cordelia would end as soon as she woke up from this spell she was under.

She waited for him to say anything, but he held his silence refusing to meet her eye.

She was about to try again, to make him see that they were each other’s eternity, when there
was a knock at the door distracting them both. Strange, no one ever came here.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus moved towards the door, already smelling the watcher on the other side of it,
purposefully leaving his shirt only partially buttoned. Moving just enough so that the man would
be able to see his still bed rumpled slayer just over his shoulder he pulled the door open slowly.
This was going to be good.

XXXXXXXXXX

“Oh good you are home-” Giles had begun talking as soon as the door to Angel’s apartment
began to open, but stumbled to a halt when he saw what was on the other side. Or rather who
was on the other side. This could not be what it looked like he assured himself. His slayer would
never be as cold and calculating as this, to use Cordelia’s misfortune to attempt to regain her
former place in Angel’s affections.

“Giles?” Hearing his name he pulled himself from his musings, he would think more on this new
development later, once Cordelia was seen to. She was his priority at the moment.

“Cordelia has awoken, but she is in quite a state. I was hoping your presence might help to calm
her.” Allowing Angel to rush past him he stared at Buffy for a moment trying to understand,
trying to reconcile the two disparate images overlaying one another in his mind.

Shaking his head slightly he turned and made his way back towards his car, leaving Buffy alone
with her tears.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus wasn’t sure what to expect when he made his way to Giles apartment. Drusilla had
been vague on the details, just telling him that when it was over Cordelia would either accept



him or she wouldn’t. That she had a choice to make and that not even the stars knew how it
would end.

When Oz let him inside he found his vixen sitting on the small couch slowly rocking back and
forth trying to find some kind of comfort. He’d seen people do it again and again, it never really
worked for long.

“She started doing that after Giles left to find you. She hasn’t said anything since she woke up,
we were kind of hoping you could maybe get a reaction, you are the only one of us she really
trusts after all.” That was probably the most words he’d ever heard the werewolf speak, but he
did have a point. Watching him fade as far into the background as he could to give the two some
privacy he made his way towards his beautiful girl.

Sitting down next to her he noticed her rocking had stopped, and she leaned towards him
without ever really looking up.

“Cordelia.”

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia felt his hand on her shoulder and leaned into his touch. She had made her choice and
he was her world now, she knew that this decision when it was discovered would alienate her
from everyone else, but she didn’t care.

None of the others, with the notable exceptions of late of Giles and Oz, really cared about her
anyway. He did though, in his own twisted way, he cared. If he didn’t she knew now from his
past that the mist showed her, he would have simply killed her after their first night together. No,
he was doing all of this because she was special to him, she mattered to him. She would not
throw that away to help people who on a good day simply ignored her, or thought her
contributions to conversations not worth the air they took to say.

“Take me home?” She would show him, tomorrow she would show him where her loyalties lay.
For tonight though, she was simply too tired to do anything but rest her body against his. He
would take her home and look after her, she knew he would. Tomorrow her new life would
begin, her life with Angelus.

XXXXXXXXXX

Giles sat in at his desk after Angel took Cordelia home and Oz had made his own way out and
thought about their varied problems. There wasn’t much to be done about a good deal of it at
the moment.

Cordelia’s main assailant was still as yet unidentified, and did not seem to be keen to come out
of the shadows any time soon.



Buffy’s seeming indiscretion with Angel while troubling to him was not his concern for the
moment. He had no proof other than supposition of what he thought may have been going on
between the two before his arrival, and any unfounded accusations may even prove more
detrimental to the collective health of their little rag-tag group.

Their group its self was still fractured, though the sides seemed to continually be shifting.
Xander for one seemed to be waffling from one side to the other unsure of where his loyalties
should lie with his conscience seemingly firing at random.

The one problem he did have some measure of control over was Willow. Her abuse of magic
made it beyond clear to him that she, while powerful and full of potential; was not ready for the
responsibilities that magic entailed. When he had first learned of her talents he had believed
that her mature nature in regards to all other aspects of her life would carry over to her Wiccan
one. He knew now that assumption was erroneous. While she was well beyond her years in
many ways, having the ability and power to manipulate others to her will was too great for her to
wield at this time in her life.

Knowing there was only one recourse to be taken, he picked up the phone to call the Devon
Coven and ask for their advice and aide. If Willow was indeed not prepared for these powers
and the consequences of using them then the only alternative would be to take them from her, if
only for a while.

While at times he found it unethical to bind a witches powers without first giving them a chance
to rectify their mistakes, he also knew that Willows animosity towards Cordelia and her reasons
for enacting this spell in the first place would not wane anytime soon. To prevent further harm
towards Cordelia he must break trust with Willow, and considering what the poor dear had
already endured, that was a choice he felt honor bound to make. For them all.

XXXXXXXXXX

Buffy sat in her room and tried not to cry. How could it all have gone so wrong? It was supposed
to be simple, Angel was supposed to remember how great they were together, and he was
supposed to understand that they were epic. Not him and Cordelia, them. He was her happy
ending and she was his, but somehow every single time she pulled him back to her even a little
bit Cordelia would snap her fingers, spread her legs, and have him back with her before she
could blink.

Why couldn’t that spell have lasted just a little bit longer? She knew that if they had been able to
properly talk about what Angel meant by what he said, and why he’d said it, they could have
worked everything out. Cordelia wouldn’t have even been an afterthought for him then, but now
that the spell was broken she was his world all over again.

There had to be a way take make him see her for who she really was, a backstabbing bitch who
didn’t deserve him. Maybe Willow could help her come up with a new plan, a way to get around
Cordelia and the hold she still had over Angel.



Decision made Buffy finally closed her eyes and tried to get some sleep, tomorrow was the last
day of school before the break and since Cordelia wasn’t going to be there her and Willow
would have the whole day to figure out what to do next. There had to be a next move, there just
had to be.

XXXXXXXXXX

Oz sat in his van and tried to remember what he had seen in Willow in the first place, because
whatever it was it wasn’t evident now. She was hurting people, physically, emotionally, and
mystically. Or well she was hurting Cordelia. Shaking his head he decided he would wait, keep
his distance over break, and see how he felt about things when everything was all said and
done.

He loved Willow, if he was honest he probably always would, but he wasn’t sure he liked her
anymore. Now he just needed to take this time to work out what was more important, love or
respect. Maybe he could talk to Giles about it, see if the older man could shed some light where
for him only darkness lived. Starting his baby he headed home with a heavy heart and even
heavier mind.

XXXXXXXXXX

While the inhabitants of Sunnydale where all trying to see their way through the mire their lives
had become, a small dark skinned woman was stepping out of the belly of a plane taking her
first strides towards her new temporary home. She was here to do her duty, and nothing and no
one would stand in her way.

CHAPTER 15 - RISING POWER, FALLING STARS

Giles sat in the library, the books he was meant to be cataloging forgotten on his desk, trying
and failing to find a solution to Cordelia’s problem. While he may not be able to help her with her
social issues with regards to the group, he felt certain that if he could somehow help her with
her pursuer they would all be able to breathe easier. Hearing the door to the library swing open



he stood expecting to find Buffy or even Cordelia waiting for him, he was not ashamed to admit
that finding Kendra standing before him left him slightly flat footed. After the incident with Spike
the other slayer had returned to her home country, presumably never to be seen again, yet for
some reason she had once again made the journey to Sunnydale.

“Kendra, to what do I owe this honor?” Taking a deep calming breath he prepared himself to
deal with whatever dark tidings followed the girl all the way from Jamaica.

“My watcher tells me all the signs indicate that a very dark power has risen in Sunnydale. One
that in time will threaten us all.” The girl stood straight, her hands behind her back, looking every
inch the soldier. Removing his glasses he rubbed at the ache behind his eyes as the weight of
the world seemed to crash back down upon his shoulders.

“Did your watcher give you any details, any ideas about what this darkness may be?” It was
unlikely, the signs that Sam Zabuto favored were normally only a starting place. A signal that
one should look closer, to see for themselves what was beginning to stir in the world around
them. Last time the tidings had been in reference to Drusilla’s rising, this time it was likely to be
something equally horrendous.

“It was unclear sir, only that whatever it may be it would involve a vampire of great strength. A
Master of their kind.” Ah, a Master vampire in Sunnydale, how novel. Resisting the urge to pull
out his own hair he began to gather his books. He would need to send the Slayers out tonight to
try to find some sort of clue about what this dark power could be. If it was in regards to a
vampire Willy’s would be the most likely starting point.

Once school was over for the day he would begin the daunting task of corralling all of the
children together to begin researching this newest threat. Oh what fun. Perhaps he could
convince Ms. Calendar to join them, a sort of secondary buffer so he was not left to tend to them
all on his own.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus laid stretched out on Cordelia’s bed and waited. They had spent the night before with
her wrapped in his arms, her body pressed as close to his as she could get, and now that
morning had come it seemed her catharsis was at an end. They made slow orgasmic love to
one another the moment her eyes had opened, and now she had sequestered herself in the
bathroom saying something about a surprise for him. Whatever it was, he knew he would enjoy
it, as he has enjoyed everything else involving his vixen since the moment he’d laid eyes on her.

Whatever decision she’d been forced to make by the spell had obviously gone in his favor.
Hearing the door open he glanced towards his darling girl and froze, oh my, in his favor indeed.
There in the doorway stood his vixen in all her glory, in the sexiest nun costume he’d ever seen.
As she crawled up his body, her smile permanently in place, he noticed her rosary. Only hanging
from the end of it rather than a crucifix was a small ruby red angel pendant. He loved it!



“What are you doing Vixen?” As her lips ghosted over his own, he heard her whispered words
rocking through his whole body like a caress.

“What’s the matter Angelus, I thought you liked nuns.” She remembered, when she hadn’t said a
word last night and had willingly fallen into step beside him he’d thought she’d likely forgotten
about the revelation of his identity. This was so much better, not only did she remember, she
was showing him exactly whose side she was on. She was showing him who she belonged to.

Deciding that he had stayed passive long enough he rolled them both over, his naughty girl
trapped beneath him. He smiled down at her as his hands roamed over her entire body, marking
his territory, declaring his ownership.

“Say my name.” He thrust deep into her waiting heat, one stroke seating him completely.

“Angelus!”

XXXXXXXXXX

Willow sat in the library listening to Buffy tell her all about her night with Angel. Giles had given
them all research assignments, most of it really being information gathering, to help identify the
newest threat to come to their town. Buffy couldn’t do hers just yet, having to wait for Kendra to
come back from some errand that she’d been sent on by her watcher, so instead she caught her
and Xander up on the latest in the love triangle of the century.

Now that she knew that breaking the spell had caused Buffy so much hurt, if it had only lasted a
little while longer everything would have worked out for the best, she regretted doing it even
more now. Like she didn’t have enough guilt heaped onto her by Xander and Giles already, Oz
wouldn’t even talk to her. He’d gone so far as to skip out on this Scooby meeting saying that he
needed space to think about things. Space away from her!

How could things have gone so wrong so quickly? How could one little spell have caused so
much damage? Now Buffy wanted her help to come up with a way to get Angel away from
Cordelia long enough for them to have the talk that the spells breaking had interrupted. Only for
the first time in a long time she didn’t have any answers to give. It would take a hell of a lot of
leverage to pry Angel and Cordelia apart so soon after the spell, leverage that they simply didn’t
have.

While they might be able to get the two of them apart, there was really no reason for Buffy and
Angel to be alone together. Before they could have used the excuse of needing more muscle for
a mission or something, but right now with Kendra in town that wouldn’t fly with anyone. If they
used the excuse of needing his help with research then he would probably just bring Cordelia
with him and even if by some miracle, he didn’t it wasn’t all that likely that Giles would give the
two of them much privacy to have a lengthy discussion about where they stand now. Not after
nearly walking in on the two of them before.



Watching her best friend wander away to try and find her sister slayer she shook her head in
defeat, for the first time since this whole mess started she was beginning to worry about Buffy
and Angel. While she still believed, they were epic and meant to be together, she was beginning
to think that maybe they were going to be one of those couples that has to scale mountains to
find each other on the other side, and Cordelia Chase is one hell of a mountain.

XXXXXXXXXX

Xander sat across from Willow flipping aimlessly through book after book, not really seeing any
of the information and thankfully also blocking out most of the illustrations. Yuck. There really
wasn’t that much to look for without some more specific details, so instead his mind was
engulfed in the tragedy that he’d just witnessed. Buffy and Willow were still going after Cordelia,
even after everything that had gone wrong so far, it was like they had learned nothing from the
whole spell misfire.

For the first time in his entire adolescent life he was actually disgusted by the people he’d come
to care for more than family. His good caring Willow shaped friend who cried over broken
crayons was actively seeking to hurt another living soul. Even if that someone was Cordelia that
didn’t make it right.

At first when it was just a rousing game of giving her a taste of her own medicine and ignoring
her it was fine, not that he hadn’t regretted that bitterly after the whole situation had been
explained, but still it had just been normal teen hijinks. Then when Cordelia’s new found
connection to Angel had come to light everything had started to take a turn for the ugly. Ignoring
her soon became actively attacking her, if only verbally, even then though he could justify it to
himself this was Cordelia after all, if anyone could hold their own in a war of words it would be
her. Hell ninety percent of the time she was the one winning those sparing matches anyway,
always sneaking in the final biting remark, drawing first blood. Until finally the spell had been
cast and that’s when harmless and ugly somehow morphed into spiteful and cruel.

It was one thing going after Sunnydale High’s reigning Queen when she was able to defend
herself, but kicking her while she was down and out went beyond even Queen C levels of
horrible. The second that spell dropped her they should have all rallied with good intentions to
help, putting this petty feud on hold until her royal highness was back to fighting form.

Instead Willow held back information, only giving it up once she was well and truly caught,
leaving Cordelia in that state of limbo for far longer than necessary. Buffy, rather than helping,
decided it would be a better use of her time to try and further her relentless campaign to reunite
with her honey. That last part wouldn’t have bothered him so much except for how she went
about it. It was one thing to talk to the guy reminiscing about the good old days, getting him
buttered up for a hostile takeover when the playing field was level once more, but to sleep with a
guy while your rival in down is just somehow far more cold and calculating than he wanted to
admit to right now.



Now though, after listening to round ninety eight of the lets break up Angel and Cordelia war
council he was once again on the ropes about what to do. Half of him was screaming that
Willow and Buffy were his friends and as such he should be sticking with them through thick and
thin, good decisions and bad. At the same time though a louder half was screaming that after
everything else that’s happened Cordelia didn’t deserve the good guys plotting against her too.

Giving up before his brain exploded he decided to take this decision to a higher power for a fair
and just ruling. Giles.

XXXXXXXXXX

Kendra stood before the woman with two names, known here as Jenny Calendar, and finally
finished explaining who she was and why she had sought the woman out. While her watcher
had not known the nature of the threat against the Hellmouth, he had seen a glimpse of this
woman at the center of it. Whatever was going on this gypsy had a hand in it, if only indirectly.
Unfortunately, the woman seemed to be as lost and in the dark as the rest of them, leaving her
with no other recourse than to go with her fellow slayer to try to see what clues they could
uncover. Hopefully something they found would strike a chord for the woman, because even if
she didn’t think she knew what was going on here, that didn’t mean that she truly didn’t know. It
was truly amazing the things that people didn’t realize they knew until it was nearly too late to be
of any use.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus watched Cordelia as she rode him, her pace steady and just as he liked it, she was a
fast learner. Her entire get up had long since been discarded, save for a stunning ruby angel
that hung between her succulent breasts and swayed with every motion of her hips. Now that
his Vixen was truly by his side, he could finally focus all of his energy on the Slayer. Time for his
real fun to begin.

CHAPTER 16 - A STEP INTO DARKNESS



Angelus stepped back and enjoyed his handiwork for a moment, covertly taking a few photos of
his bound lover. The ropes had been a genius idea, the constriction emphasizing her already
shapely figure even more. Too bad he didn’t have the time to play with his favorite toy at the
moment, night had barely fallen and he already had so much to do.

“Stay.” The one word was all the instruction he gave, and all that was needed. Now that his
Vixen was aware of exactly who she was dealing with, her training had already begun in
earnest, and she was taking to it remarkably well, instinctively turning to him for approval and
consent before any action. Life was good indeed.

Walking out the front door he made more and more plans, his mind a whirl of ideas and desires
that Cordelia’s acceptance had opened before him.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia had stayed tied up like Angelus had wanted for about thirty minutes before her muscles
had started to cramp and she decided to ditch the accessories. Fun and games were fine as
long as there was someone else around to play with, but when you were on your own it was just
boring. Hearing the knock at her door she took a peek outside before quickly having to bite
down on a squeal of delight, Oz had come to visit, of all the so called scoobies he was the one
she truly adored, he never treated her any differently than he did anyone else. Oz was Oz and
always would be. Throwing the door open she made a sweeping motion inviting him in, verbal
invitations just weren’t done even if you knew the person.

“Oz, what brings you by?” She may adore the typically unflappable guitarist but that didn’t mean
she was dumb, he’d never just stopped by before and she wasn’t buying that he had no agenda
now. Something was up, now she just had to figure out if it was of the good or bad variety.



“Just came to see if you wanted to hang. The Bronze is calling.” He was right, it had been far
too long since she’d reigned over the court. Now that she knew exactly who her shadow was
there was nothing left to fear. Time to party.

“Sure, let me change and we’ll go.” Normally she wouldn’t go to the Bronze with Oz, but right
now that was exactly what she needed. A pillar of silent strength, someone who understood, Oz.

XXXXXXXXXX

Kendra stayed in the background and let Buffy “work over” Willy, this was the other girls territory
and she would not lightly interfere. After only a few low strength slaps to the face, barely above
human normal the weasley man cried uncle and began to speak in earnest, his clientele already
having migrated far enough away to be out of hearing range, and striking range. How pathetic.

“Alright, alright slayer, jeeze, I give. I’ve heard some rumblings yeah, mostly low-level stuff. You
know minions congregating where they hadn’t before. Some of the more mid-range vamps are
jumpy as hell. That kind of thing.” The man was cowering behind his bar, visibly shaking with
fear.

“That’s nice, give us a name, or I give you a concussion.” If she had been in charge, Kendra
knew she would have pulled back a bit more here, while the man did work with demons and
frequent their world, he was still human.

“I ain’t got no name, honest. Whoever this is they’re keeping hush for now. Word is the latest big
bad in the shadows is a real mean son of a bitch with a plan. Whatever he’s up to, he don’t want
nobody spoiling his surprise by giving you and yours a heads up before the big reveal comes
due.”

“And that’s all you know? Everything?” While the man was trying to appear earnest, her sister
slayer seemed to have her doubts about his transparency.

“Only other thing I hear is that whoever he is, he displaced Spike at the top of the food chain.
That’s it, I swear.”

Looking into Buffy’s eyes they both came to the same conclusion. It was time to pay Spike
another visit.

XXXXXXXXXX

Buffy led Kendra towards the warehouse district where Spike and Drusilla were said to have set
up shop after the fight at the church that left Spike crippled and Drusilla in charge, which is what
probably led to leadership being yanked away by an outsider. It wasn’t like the crazy seer was
any good when it came to the actual decision-making side of things after all.

She was getting impatient, she had wanted to go straight to them, but Kendra had insisted on
checking in with Giles first and basically getting his permission to do their jobs, so now here they



were hours after sunset trying to approach with at least a little stealth. Such a waste of time. The
quicker they could get this done, the quicker she could come up with a reason to talk with Angel.
Alone.

Finally making their way inside all they found was a few ratty doll dresses and a throw rug, looks
like the terrible two-some had moved on. Not a bad idea really, once you’d been ousted from the
top it would be a bad idea to stay put, that would just be inviting an attack. Trying not to glare at
her sister slayer for all the delays her procedure had caused she tried to focus on the bright
side, this signaled the end of her slayer duties for the night. Ergo party, though she knew the
other girl would not agree. As far as Kendra was concerned there was no such thing as an end
to slayer duties.

“Looks like they split, why don’t you go back and report this to Giles and I’ll do a quick sweep to
make sure they aren’t trying to fake us out.” With a curt nod the other girl left, and she followed
right after her cutting around the back to make a huge circle towards the Bronze. Time to meet
up with the gang.

She was not expecting to find quite as much of the gang present as she did.

XXXXXXXXXX

Oz stood next to Cordelia’s chair, he knew he could have sat even if that would have ended with
him surrounded by the Cordette’s but he preferred to keep on his feet too restless to stay down
so close to the full moon.  He knew she wasn’t in the best place right now having just gone
through an ordeal that would have broken most people, but that was also why he thought this
was just what she needed. When broken down to your most base parts sometimes what you
really needed was to be reminded of who and what you really are when you finally manage to
glue yourself back together again. Cordelia really needed to remember that in her heart of
hearts she was still, and would always be, Queen C.

Catching a whiff of a familiar scent he glanced towards the door, making sure not to make a big
deal out of it and spotted Buffy gaping at their table. It should have been several more hours
before her patrol was done, but he assumed that with Kendra on the scene she had felt entitled
to ditch. It was certainly in keeping with her attitude recently. Deciding not to bring attention to it
he scanned the crowd looking for the others, where Buffy was the scoobies were sure to follow.
After a slow perusal he found Xander at the pool table setting up a new game, Willow at the bar
also gaping at him while the bartender tried to bring her attention back to her drink order, and
Angel standing off towards the shadows glaring at Cordelia. Wonderful.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus had packed up the family and brought them to Cordelia’s expecting to have a bit of a
moving in party, before getting down to slayer business. What he hadn’t expected was to come
back to an empty house with no one around to invite them in, Spikes laughter still grated on his
nerves. It wasn’t hard to find her, for all her impulsiveness she really was a creature of habit.



Standing in the shadows he watched his Queen reign over her minions and waited, his time
would come.

Soon enough she excused herself and headed towards the restroom, on a path that took her
right by him under the stairs. He timed her movements and struck when she stepped into range,
pulling her towards him by her waist. She fought at first, unable to see him properly in the dim
lighting, but subsided once she relaxed enough to truly feel him, her body melting against his.
He glanced towards the wolf wondering if the boy would try to intervene, he was under no
illusions about whose idea it must have been for them to come here tonight, but found him
already converged upon by the others of their group. Good.

“Naughty girl, you were supposed to stay in tonight. You still have a lot to learn about your place
it seems. Don’t worry I’ll show you.” Pulling her with him outside he nodded towards Spike and
Dru, it was time for them to do their parts. He’d take care of the rest.

XXXXXXXXXX

Oz tried to quell the urge to slam his head into the table, with the scoobies on one side of him
demanding answers for why he was here with Cordelia and the Cordettes on the other side
defending their Queen, there was an overabundance of sound assaulting his sensitive ears. Out
of the corner of his eye he saw Angel pulling Cordelia out of there and wished he could make
his own escape. At least he’d accomplished his goal of getting Queen C back on her throne.

He was so pre-occupied with getting the gang to calm down and just listen for once that none of
them noticed when the Cordettes began to drift away from the table and towards a couple that
meant nothing but trouble.

CHAPTER 17 - THE PLAYS THE THING



Willow was fuming, Cordelia really was taking her sweet Oz away from her. She’d thought so for
a minute before, but then she’d shrugged it off there was no way Oz, her Oz would ever fall for
that faux whoa is me act. He was Oz. He was too smart to be fooled by crocodile tears. Then
tonight it all came crashing down, turned out as much as she loved her beautiful, sensitive, Oz
he was still just a guy and just as vulnerable to Queen C as all the rest. He’d been suckered.
Hoodwinked. Seduced. Well no more, not if she could help it, she would save him from the
clutches of that harpy.

Grabbing the nearest spell book she’s liberated from the library during one of the many research
parties she began to furiously flip through the pages looking for something to help her help Oz
see sense. So the last spell hadn’t gone to plan, and maybe she felt kind of bad about it after
Xander made her stop and think it all the way through but that was before. Before that little
home wrecked had sunk her man slayer claws into her boyfriend.

Now she just needed the right spell to make everything okay again. The last one had been too
vague, just a plea for everyone to see the truth of Queen C. This time she would be a lot more
specific and Cordelia would be out on her rear before the weekend really got into full swing.

Oz would apologize for his mean words and by Monday all would be forgiven and smoochies
would be everywhere.

XXXXXXXXXX

Xander wasn’t one hundred percent sure he was doing the right thing coming to Giles with this,
but he was a hundred and ten percent sure that not coming was the wrong thing so here he
was. Once more inside of Giles apartment trying not to touch anything for fear he would smudge
something or whatever. Or maybe he was just stalling by looking around so much. Either way he
had yet to open his big mouth, so he still had time to back out, too bad he couldn’t not if he
wanted to still be able to look at himself in the mirror for the rest of his life. Because this would
have life altering consequences.

“Is there a reason you’ve come to see me Xander?” Looking into those concerned eyes, still
vaguely tinged with annoyance at being interrupted so late at night he knew this was it. Time to
speak. Just open your mouth and answer the question.

“Oz broke up with Willow.” There he said it, he’d betrayed the confidence of his friend, given up
information obtained on the adolescent grapevine to an adult. He was scum.

“Oh, I am sorry to hear that. I know how happy the both of them were.” Okay, he was obviously
coming off as even more pathetic than he thought if that was the response he got. He would
have to look into that later and hopefully course correct before random adults started to ask him
how he was doing.

“You’re not hearing me. Oz broke up with Willow.” He tried again, maybe if he stressed the right
words he wouldn’t have to come right out and say it. Maybe he could get out of here with some
of his dignity still intact.



“Yes I-” Oh, screw it.

“Because of what she did to Cordelia.” Finally the penny dropped or whatever. Realisations
were had by all. Or one. Stop rambling, even when it was internal it was still all kinds of
annoying.

“Ah, I see. You fear Willow will cast a new spell in reprisal. You needn’t fear for Cordelia Xander
I have already seen to it.”

“But-” That couldn’t be right, how could he have seen to it, he hadn’t even seen Willow since the
spell had lifted. It only just happened.

“Willow can no longer cast any magics alone. No spell will work for her without a more
experienced hand at her side to jump start things so to speak. After this latest debacle it had
come to my attention that I had been giving Willow far too much latitude in regards to the mystic
arts and the steps have already been taken to help her find her way again.” Well this entire night
had just taken a turn for the awkward. Here he was confessing secrets to avert a disaster that
wasn’t coming.

“Goodnight, Giles” Shuffling towards the door he tried to make it seem like he had somewhere
else to be, anywhere else.

“Goodnight, Xander. You’re a good man, coming to me with this.” Yeah, but what kind of friend
was he? Better yet, what kind of friends does he have? Those thoughts were too damn deep for
a Friday night. They would keep until Monday or hell maybe even Tuesday. Nothing else ever
happened on Tuesdays after all.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus knew he needed to do this just right if he wanted the outcome he imagined, if even one
thing went wrong she could balk and they would be back to square one with her trying to assert
her dominance in their relationship. Cordelia walked next to him clad in Spike’s leather duster,
something it had taken an order to gain, as he led her towards the back of the local theatre.
Time to put on a play of his own.

Entering the nearly abandoned building the only thing showing at that time of night was a
marathon of Star Trek films set to build hype for the next installment of the franchise,
unfortunately for Sunnydales local theatre most of nerd culture had learned to stay in after dark
so the only customers were three lonely boys who just wanted to lose themselves in a world far
away. Even the ticket taker had left on an extended break leaving the building open for anyone
to walk in.

Jumping up on the stage where the screen sat Angelus began to talk to the stunned boys in a
boisterous tone usually reserved for carnivals and circus promoters.



“Hello, boys. I know you’re busy with this drivel, but I was hoping to enlist your help with
something. You see my lovely little Vixen here has been a bad, bad, girl. She deliberately
disobeyed me tonight and now she must be punished, which is where you come in. Care to help
me punish her.” The whole time he spoke he was gesturing towards Cordelia where she stood
before him, head bowed and body covered. Not that it detracted from her beauty, if anything her
submissive attitude simply screamed out to be taken.

“What’ll it be boys?”

All three stepped forward almost as though they had no control over their own bodies. They had
been offered a prize they could never have imagined even in their wildest dreams and they
wanted it so much they simply moved without thought. What a prize it was to. What a prize it
was.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia recognized Jonathan right off, the boy had followed her like a puppy until she’d taken
pity on him and granted him a chance to prove himself worthy of her cool-ness. Their one night
at the Bronze together had only highlighted how un-able he was to run with the in crowd.

Beside him shuffling nervously was Tucker’s brother, Andy… or something, the little twerp had
never really made an impression in either direction. Not good enough to be in with her people
but also not out there enough to be a prime target, even with his love of all things geek. Tucker
had been far more memorable after his failure after failure to secure a prom date. How much
rejection did it take for some losers to take a hint and run with it. Some people were just better
off alone.

The last of their trio of nerd was someone she vaguely recognized as having been an
upperclassman during her freshman year. She didn’t even try to remember his name, at the
moment names weren’t important. Actions were, choices were.

“Cordelia show them.” She thought about refusing, but she’d already disobeyed him once
tonight and she really didn’t want to push her luck. Moving her shoulders gently she began to
shrug out of the long coat that covered her until she was left naked before them all, her tanned
skin glistening with sweat and covered only by the images of what played across the screen
behind her. Hearing a sharp gasp she looked over towards the boys and found Jonathan with
his hands slapped criss-cross over his eyes in shock, his mouth hanging open.

The older boy elbowed Jonathan in the ribs before sneering at him.

“Come on, you don’t want to miss this.”

“Right you are, no one should miss this. Here are the ground rules boys, keep your coloring
inside the lines and you can do whatever the fuck you want, stray and I’ll rip off your dick and
shove it down the throat of the fellow standing next to you. You can fuck her ass or her mouth
but that pussy is mine if I see so much as a finger near it your ass will be forfeit and everyone



will get to fuck that instead. Hold her in whatever position you desire but do not break anything,
bruises are fine though I know how stubborn she can be. I will be sitting here the entire time but
your time is with her, don’t even look at me you three. Begin.” With a flamboyant twirl he sat in
the front row and she couldn’t take her eyes off him, not even when she felt the hands pulling at
her and pushing her down on all fours.

XXXXXXXXXX

Warren couldn’t believe he was fucking Cordelia Chase of all people. Her ass was tight, but
nowhere near virgin tight, she probably let that other guy fuck her all the time. He knew if he had
a bitch well trained enough for something like this he’d sure as hell be tapping this ass every
damn night. Those other pansies might not see it but tonight was the turning point for them all,
nothing would be the same after this. He could not wait for tomorrow when the sun would be
brighter and he would stand taller knowing he’d fucked the future prom queen up the ass and
made her moan like a bitch in heat. He was no longer just a man, no he was a god among men
now.

XXXXXXXXXX

Andrew watched his cock disappear between the lips of the reigning Queen of Sunnydale High
and tried not to embarrass himself. The other guys might be used to things like this, but this was
the first time that anyone had ever even seen his dick, let alone touched it, let alone sucked it.
He’d even worn his gym shorts into the showers after PE. This was so surreal. Oh God! Her
tongue was doing things he didn’t know a tongue could do, and it was doing them to him. Why
hasn't he done this before? He couldn’t be that hard to get a girl to do this, not if this guy could
get Cordelia to do it so easily. Maybe he should go to the Bronze more and try to meet a girl of
his own. This was amazing.

XXXXXXXXXX

Jonathan couldn’t help but feel bad, he had wanted Cordelia for so long, even more after he’d
watched her get fucked by the guy who brought her here at the Bronze the week before, but not
like this. He’d always fantasized about how she would look up one day and see him across the
quad and have the epiphany moment where she’d realize that he was what she’d been missing
all her life. That he’d been there the whole time and she’d just been looking past him, but now
he was somebody worthy, somebody everyone would want to know because she saw the real
him and declared him worth knowing. This was not how his time with Cordelia was supposed to
be but when Andrew moved aside and it was his turn he still stepped up. How could he not, this
was Cordelia Chase, who in their right mind would ever turn away from a chance to come down
the throat of Queen C.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia wanted to close her eyes but if she did that she wouldn’t be able to see him anymore
and she needed to see him. The only thing making this bearable was the look of approval in his
eyes, the lust building there while he watched her do what he wanted her to do.



Even that wasn’t enough to change her desire to hide though, to just close her eyes and pretend
like this wasn’t happening like she was somewhere else, some when else in a time before
everything went to hell and she became this person. Back when she was confident in herself
and who she was, back before she needed him badly enough to do anything to please him. She
had been once, she knew she had but she just couldn’t find that girl now, it was like she was too
faded and weak to be anything like who she had been before. She’d felt her tonight, at the
Bronze with Oz at her back and her Cordettes’ surrounding her hanging on her every word but
she couldn’t hold on to it.

Her entire life had boiled down to one simple truth. She needed Angelus. Without him the world
was just too much. The night was just too dark with monsters hidden within, he would keep her
safe from all the things that go bump in the night. He would keep her safe, and she would keep
him happy. Locking eyes with him while she allowed her body to be abused, pinched, stretched,
pulled, scratched, she could endure it all as long as she could feel his eyes on her, adoring her.

He was her Angel, without him no life.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus almost wanted to laugh at the sight before him. These pathetic little miscreants weren’t
lasting long at all. One was already sprawled out a little away from the others heaving to catch
his breath, apparently one load was all he could give. How sad. The little one couldn’t open his
eyes, like he didn’t want to see what he was doing but was to horny not to do it, how fun was
that to see. The only one with real potential seemed to be the one behind her, he’d taken his
place in her ass at the start and hadn’t relinquished it since. He was the one pinching her
nipples and gripping her hips, the other two hadn’t even really moved except to get their tiny
dicks in range of her mouth, hell they didn’t even thrust when they came it was more of a
shudder that hardly moved them at all and didn’t even try to gag her. He could hear the mutters
of the aggressive one and knew if he wasn’t here things would be going across several more
lines, but his threat of violence was keeping the frustrated little prick in line enough that she
would only be kind of sore when he was done. It was tempting to lift the restrictions just to see
what he would do but this wasn’t his only plan for his vixen tonight and he needed her in good
enough shape to fulfill several more fantasies.

Looking back at her face he caught her eyes as she silently pleaded with him to forgive her, as
she took her punishment without protest and knew the truth the one inescapable fact that was
now shared between them, she was his. Oh yes, she was his there was no going back for her
now.

Welcome to the family Vixen.

XXXXXXXXXX

Spike could see Dru’s excitement growing as the final touches were put on the decor for their
moving in party. Angelus had gotten them all invited in, minions included, as soon as they got
back to the cheerleaders mansion before he’d stormed out with the little tart wearing nothing but



his coat with only a tossed order for everything to be ready when they got back. Even he had to
admit that this place was way bigger than their old digs, closer to their true style of the good old
days. Now the guests were all lined up and ready, everything in its proper place. They were
putting the final sprinkling of flower petals on the floors in preparation for the return of the party
girl when Dru suddenly clutched her head and crumpled over whimpering in distress.

“What is it pet? What do you see?”

“Someone’s spilling secrets, to ruin our happy home. Don’t let the naughty girl talk spike, we
mustn’t.” He wasn’t sure yet who she was rambling on about, but if his girl said to shut
someone's gob he’d shut it right up.

XXXXXXXXXX

Ms. Calendar sat at her desk trying to concentrate on her lesson plan for the next day and
failing miserably. Meeting the other slayer was a surprise, but the conversation they had was
even more surprising. A Mystic claimed that she knew more about the dark rumblings of
Sunnydale than anyone else, as a Gypsy she was raised to respect those with the sight and
heed their words, now she was stuck racking her brain for any information she had that the
others weren’t aware of too.

The only thing she was aware of, outside of the group, was the curse on Angelus. It was her
sacred duty to watch over the monster that had stolen something so precious from her people
and ensure his suffering. That couldn’t be what the slayer was referring to though, could it, if the
curse had truly broken she would know. They all would know. According to legend Angelus was
not a subtle man, if he was out he would not hide from them. Would not hide from her. But what
if? What if indeed.

CHAPTER 18 - HOUSEWARMING PARTY



Chapter WARNING : This chapter contains rape/noncon if that is a trigger for you don't
read, the way the next chapter will be set up will make it okay for you to skip this one
without missing out on the highlights of what happened in this chapter.

Kendra decided to give a final sweep before reporting her night's activities to Mr. Giles and
retiring before the dawn. She had thought she would run into her sister slayer during her patrol
of the town, but had so far seemed to miss her at every turn. She was beginning to believe that
Buffy’s life outside of her calling was interfering with her duties. The first time she had come to
this town she had come to see her outside influences and lack of discipline as a strength
necessary for surviving the rigors of the hellmouth. Now, seeing that life begin to fall to pieces
and tear the other girl in every direction she was not so sure that her watchers warnings of split
focus leading to sloppy fighting were truly in error.

She wasn’t able to get too far into her thoughts about her sister in destiny before her relatively
slow night began to get very interesting indeed. Before her stood a good dozen vampires, she
had not been told of any nests so large hunting together in the area when she spoke with Mr.
Giles before she began her night. Perhaps he was unaware of them, this must be reported
immediately, such a large group could only be controlled by a Master of great power.

XXXXXXXXXX

Spike waited for the Jamican tart to get properly distracted by the fodder they’d brought along
with them. Even he could admit that maybe he’d tapped a few too many minions to come along
with him for this but in his defense he thought she would be backed up by the other one and he
would really need the extra muscle for two slayers at the same time. Wasn’t that a thought for
later, but much to his surprise and delight the girl had walked right into their trap all alone. If he’d
had his way he’d have simply killed the bird like every other slayer he’d faced since his first, but



that wasn’t what his princess wanted. She wanted a center piece for her party, and whatever his
dark goddess wanted he would give her. Always had, always will.

Coming up on the girl from behind, not his usual style, but then he’d never needed to try and
take a slayer alive before he swung a handy bit of stone hard against her temple. Down she fell,
dead to the world, and before the end of things dead she would be.

Hiking the girl up across his shoulder he started to walk back towards his car whistling a little
tune. Tonight would be sweet indeed, it had been ages since they properly partied as a family
and this time that bitch Darla wouldn’t be around to rain on everyone's parade every time she
thought she wasn’t getting enough attention.

XXXXXXXXXX

Cordelia sat in the passenger seat of her corvette next to Angelus on the way back to her home
and tried to ignore the way the cold leather of his coat rubbed against her abused flesh and the
wetness she could feel leaking out of her. She tried not to think about what she had just done, or
more accurately what she had just let be done to her. She knew the Queen C of last year would
have mocked the very idea of letting herself be so used, but then again the old her had never
been so scared to be alone. She needed him and would do anything to keep him by her side.

They had just cleared the tall gates, the sky had begun to lighten though the sun itself had not
made an appearance just yet to call an end to the long night, when he finally spoke after a night
of silent watching.

“I hope you don’t mind, I organized a little bash to make the place feel more like home.” She
didn’t say anything, she couldn’t, what would she say? This was his home now, at least she
hoped it would be, if he wanted a party she wouldn’t tell him he couldn’t. Not that she thought
that conversation would ever end well for her if it ever did happen.

Cordelia allowed herself to be led into the livingroom by the hand, like she was being shown a
surprise just for her. His little boy smile did nothing to change that impression, but when she
finally cleared the threshold all ideas of a celebration flew away in a flash. All of the windows
had been covered in thick black curtains casting the room in dim darkness but she could still
see all of the Cordettes, the girls she had left behind at the Bronze, in all the corners and nooks
of the room. Each of them had been blindfolded and passed out among the vampires there of
which there were well over a dozen.

When Angelus had instructed her to invite his vampires into her home he had only had her call
Spike and Drusilla by name, the rest had simply been addressed as minions of the Order of
Aurelius. She had been picturing maybe four or five, there never seemed to be any hanging
around, but this was a real nest.

Harmony was with Spike and Drusilla, the two of them so caught up in each other's eyes there
was a good chance they had actually forgotten about the girl they were abusing for their
pleasure. Harmony was down on all fours with her party dress torn and stained hanging in strips



along her body with an equally naked Drusilla sitting astride her back facing Spike who was
fucking her forcefully from behind. Her sobs for mercy were the loudest sound in the room
besides the moans of pleasure from the vampire guests.

Aphrodesia was sitting in some random minions lap with her long auburn hair tangled in his fist
so he could pull her back hard enough for her to drape across his chest giving his fangs easy
access to her neck while his free hand had free range across her chest. Her legs were spread
across his own leaving her open for anyone who felt like taking a lick and from the looks of it
nearly half the room already had. Her chest was shaking as she tried to get enough air into her
lungs to scream, but all she seemed able to do was whimper pitifully.

Aura was hanging from her wrists from what looked to be a hastily moved metal bed frame. Her
naked body spread eagle and being fucked in tandem from both sides, the unsteady frame
shaking and clanking with every thrust. Her dark skin was a mess of bruising bites and drying
blood and saliva. From this distance it was hard to see if she was dead or just unconscious.

Blue was on her knees completely untouched but shivering in the cold. She wasn’t sure what
they had planned for her, but the sounds of the surrounding activities alone would be enough to
drive anyone mad with the waiting game she seemed to be the prize of. She was being circled
by six separate vamps all of whom seemed more like sharks than demons. She didn’t know
what signal they were waiting for before they would pounce but she doubted that when it came
the other girl would get off lightly.

Shanice was standing on a chair shaking and twisting to the loud music being bitten every time
she lost her rhythm. She didn’t know what would happen when she inevitably fell off her
makeshift stage but if the number of bites were anything to go by it wouldn’t be long before they
all found out.

Gwen and Katherine had been turned into a skinny blonde sandwich, leather belts that if she
wasn’t mistaken were taken from her closet were tying the two chest to chest, but loosely
enough that every time one was thrust into she rubbed her body against the other.

The long table from the dining room had been dragged into the center of the room and all other
furniture save for a few chairs and what looked almost like a pile of iron pokers from all the
fireplaces in the house had been removed. On the table laid a body obviously restrained, but
covered with a crisp white sheet. She had no idea who it could be, all of her friends were
extremely visible and as far as she knew there hadn’t been anyone else with them at the Bronze
that night besides Oz and the shape under the sheet was too female to be him. Whoever she
was her ankles had been tied to her thighs leaving her sex apparent by the way the cloth fell
against her open legs.

Before she could obsess over the identity of the mystery person too far, or dwell on the
treatment of her friends she could feel his hands slipping under the heavy smooth material of
the coat covering her and pushing it down her body until she was bared to a second room that
night. Closing her eyes she slowly drew in a breath to try and calm her racing heart. She didn’t



want to do this again, she thought what she had already done for him would be enough. Why
again?

“This is our housewarming party. Don’t you want to welcome your new family the right way?”
While her eyes were closed she felt the soft blindfold slip across her eyes. Did her standing
there say that she was okay with this? Was she agreeing to this? What other choice was there?

Feeling his strong hand slip back into hers she let go of her fear as best she could and let him
pull her further into the room. He led her across the room and judging by the sound of quiet
murmuring and lilting voices they were headed towards Spike and Drusilla. She hadn’t actually
met the two of them yet, though she had heard stories both from Giles and Angelus, and had a
version of Drusilla in her psychedelic mindscape nightmare with her so she kind of knew of them
at least. Not being able to see any of the vampires in the room made the hairs on the back of
her neck stand on end and made her grip on his hand tighten enough to make him laugh.
Insensitive jerk face!

The sound of flesh slapping against flesh and nearly hysterical light laughter didn’t exactly help
her nerves but they at least gave her a point of reference on which way to face so she was at
least turned towards the people they were going to be talking to. Or not talking to, whatever the
case was.

“Yeah, ride the naughty pony. I can feel you my Spike her skin moves with you, move her more.”
Poor Harmony. They were treating her like their own personal sex toy, she knew that feeling.
Intimately.

“Dru, vixen and I are going to play with the centerpiece you made for us, you did a wonderful job
with the presentation. Do you want to wish her luck? It’s her first time.” First time doing what?
What was he about to do? What was she about to do? What more hadn’t she done?

“Mmmmm.” Without any warning cold bony fingers cupped her breasts and squeezed, long nails
biting into her skin enough to make her have to fight back a scream. “Be a good girl and do what
daddy tells you, he’ll show you how to have a good time just like us. Right my dark knight?”

“Oh yeah, we’re having all the fun my goddess.” When she was finally released on the tail end
of another giggle she was eager to begin with her new experience as long as she didn’t have to
put her tits near that cold vice grip again.

She could hear the sound of the sheet being pulled slowly away from the girl it was covering
and could imagine the feel of it as it slid across her naked body. Angelus loved doing that to her,
leaving her covered with just the sheet while he showered only to come out and pull it sideways
off the bed to reveal her to him. The feel of the soft sheet dragging across her body going from
warm to cold to warm again as it slowly shifted against her sensitive flesh was the best agony.
She doubted this girl felt the same, but who knows maybe she did.



“Ready to learn a new skill vixen?” She didn’t trust her voice to convince him so she just
nodded, trying not to let the inability to see get to her. “Good, I have something new for you to
taste.”

The feel of his hand moving from her hand to the small of her back was both terrifying and
exciting. So far everything he had ever done to her had gotten that reaction and she wasn’t sure
if that was a good thing or not. As she was slowly bent forward she tried to guess what he was
going to have her do but couldn’t until she felt the warm flesh against her cheek.

She was bent over the table with her face between the unknown girls legs. He wanted her to…
NO she couldn’t do that. She wasn’t into girls. She wanted him. She tried to get her hands under
her to push away but he had anticipated her movements like usual and had her hands behind
her back and wrapped in his belt before she could do anything at all to get herself out of this
position. If anything this made it worse, now she had fallen forward and her chest was pressed
flat against the table while her face was canted to the side to keep from breaking her nose
pressing her cheek flat against the other girls warm thigh.

“Ang-” She hadn’t even gotten through her first plea of his name before she felt him rubbing his
leather clad bulge against her ass. Finally after a night of being used by others he wanted her.
She had been starting to wonder if he was gearing up to toss her aside, if she wasn’t exciting
enough for him anymore or maybe too defiant after going out without him to the Bronze.

“I’ve been waiting for this all night, be a good girl and give our guest what she’s been waiting for,
for just as long. You know that feeling don’t you, hours spent in anticipation of that release you
know would make you feel so much better. That throbbing of restraint that you just want to go
away so you can finally relax into it and feel what you’ve been waiting so long for. Come on
vixen, just a taste.” Nearly mewling in need at the description that made her pussy throb in want,
though that could have just as easily been the feel of him rubbing against her, she knew she
wouldn’t get what she wanted until she gave him the show he wanted to see.

Leaning forward she cautiously let her tongue lick out until she made contact with sweaty flesh.
That didn’t seem right.

“That’s still her thigh darling, nice try but this will take a bit more effort, here let me guide you.”
Feeling his nails scraping against her scalp made her want to moan remembering all the other
times he had guided her during one of their activities. He moved her forward about an inch and
turned her head slightly to the side before he stopped and let go, she knew he wanted her to do
this herself. To choose this herself. “There you are, give her a good lick.”

Flicking out her tongue she felt the wet flesh of another girl's vagina and wanted to recoil in
shock at the feel of it. It was so different from anything she had done before and she didn’t know
what to do. Not knowing what else to do she just kept flicking her tongue out letting herself get
used to the tangy taste as it coated her tongue and began to fill her senses.

“That’s it lick her up.” The laughter in his voice gave her courage to move her tongue stronger
and deeper, she could feel the girl shifting against her and wanted to do her best.



His hands suddenly stopped their gentle roving up and down her sides and moved to her ass,
tightly gripping each cheek and pulling her open. She could feel his cock slipping between the
spread cheeks of her ass and knew that he was going to finally give her what she had wanted
all night. No matter what else ever happened to her she knew the feel of him filling her up would
always be the only sensation she ever truly craved.

“Yeah, lick her good, feel how much she wants your tongue. Follow the rhythm of my cock, fuck
her like I’m fucking you. So good.” He thrust deep, the marathon session at the theatre in no
way preparing her for his entire length all at once making her moan in pain, causing the girl she
was tasting to shiver against her vibrating tongue and make her moan even louder at the
sensation of her walls fluttering around her tongue.

He was thrusting wildly now, she knew he was going to cum inside her and fill her up. She
needed to feel him, she needed him to wipe away the feel of the others and claim her again.
She was his, and she always would be. She hadn’t realized she had said those words out loud,
declaring to him and everyone that she was his until he answered her.

“Of course you’re mine, vixen. You know why?” She didn’t have to see him to feel his smug
smirk at her capitulation to his will.

“I’m your whore.” There was no arguing the point anymore not after the night she had with him.
She would never be anything else now.

“You’re my good whore. No one else can ever make you feel like this. Only me.” His words
pulled against her stronger than any orgasm ever had before and pulled her under as the
pleasure overwhelmed her completely. It was one hell of a night.

XXXXXXXXXX

Angelus could feel himself being milked dry by his darling vixen’s tight cunt. Cordelia was spent,
poor thing had a long night but that was okay he had other things to occupy his long day with.
Cordelia might be wiped out right now but there were hours yet to fill with all kinds of fun and
games. Rolling his girl away he crawled up towards the head of the table, eyes taking in every
heaving breath and full body shudder that the defiant little slayer tried to hide. Watching the girl
squirm and twist away from Cordelia had been sublime, almost as fun as seeing the look on the
sheltered girls face when she had first taken in the scene being played out all around her.
Virgins were so fun to scare, and so easy to.

He could see the girls instinct to fight and save the humans from all the big bad vampires be
confronted with the reality that she was too drained, of both energy and blood, and could do
nothing but lie there. Now her orgasm had only zapped her strength further and left her a
quivering mess of a girl, just waiting to be shown a new way to be.

This was going to be beyond perfect, he was going to be a god.



Letting his fingers softly trail up her sweat soaked skin, feeling her muscles tense and knot with
every swipe he leaned down to whisper in her ear, tongue trailing up along her neck as he went,
tasting her for the first time that night. Delayed gratification was always the sweetest.

“You know Spike may have killed two slayers but I have to say I think I’m the only vamp in
history who can claim to have fucked two. Who knows maybe the girl that comes after you can
make it three, I do seem to have a way with you super powered types.”

He could feel the aftershocks of her orgasms as he lined his cock up with her virgin entrance,
the tip of him eagerly swallowed by her quivering pussy. Locking eyes with his latest conquest
he could see the drowsy post fuck haze begin to dissipate as her mind understood what her
body already knew, she was in for a rough ride indeed. One quick thrust and he took the
virginity of a second slayer in less than a year. Oh yeah, he was going to be a legend for this
one.

While he continued to thrust into the whimpering girl, and how pathetic was that the be so
broken by a little fucking after such a show of defiance up until now, he signaled to his minions
who had been having their own fun with the bitches that night to get the equipment set up. Who
said you can’t make the good moments last? With a single hospital raid he ensured they would
have slayer blood for days. Oh how the good times were going to roll.

“You’re loving this, being used, being claimed. Just relax into it, get used to the feeling of it,
inside you, filling you, marking you. For all your strength and training this is your real destiny. To
be mine for as long as I’ll have you. Just accept it and let go.” He watched as she arched up,
trying to buck him off without any leverage, she was making it all so easy. She was so lost in the
ecstasy and horror of the moment that the prick of the needles didn’t even seem to penetrate
the haze. Soon the night would come to an end, but not until he’d had his fill and maybe even
shared the wealth with his family, there was no need to be selfish after all there was plenty to go
around.

XXXXXXXXXX

Buffy wandered out of the last cemetery on her patrol and tried not to huff in annoyance. Giles
had given her a mini mission for her to do during patrol and she hadn’t been able to do it. She
was supposed to tell Kendra to check in with Giles when she saw her that night, given the other
girls devotion to her calling it had been a good bet that while she wasn’t around during the day
she would be easily found that night, but not so much. If she couldn’t finish this then she
couldn’t go see Willow and get her help finding a new way to get back in the good graces of her
soulmate.

They had been doing so well, truly on their way back to bliss and good times, but now she was
floundering with no end in sight. She knew, deep down, that if she could just get Cordelia to
retract the claws she’d dug into Angel for a little while she could help him see reason, but there
was no way that was going to happen. If there was one thing that could be said about Cordelia



Chase it was that she was stubborn, once she locked onto a target there was no shoving her off
course.

Giving one last cursory look up and down the street with still no sight of her fellow slayer she
decided to call it a night. She would call Giles from Willow’s place and let him know the other girl
was probably off running some kind of errand for her watcher or something, she was definitely
the type to fill her days with the things she was supposed to do. She would just have to try
tracking the girl during the day when she would be more stationary and therefore easier to pin
down. She wasn’t sure why Giles even wanted her to check in anyway, it wasn’t like he really
had any sway over what the chick did when she was vacationing here in good old Sunnyhell. If
anyone had asked her she would have told them to let the serious girl have her time playing
hooky or whatever, she didn’t seem like she ever got much down time back home.

As she made her way to her best friend and fellow casualty in love she tried to shake the feeling
of dread that seemed to settle in the pit of her stomach. It felt like something bad was just
waiting to happen, but this was Sunnydale and that feeling was pretty much a constant for
anyone who walked these streets at night. Shaking her head she decided she was just over
reacting, nothing was wrong and in fact soon everything would be perfect with a side of
amazing.

XXXXXXXXXX

Oz didn’t know why he was coming to Giles with this, it wasn’t like the night had ended badly
exactly but there had been something wrong with Cordelia and Giles was the only other person
who seemed to care about the girl at the moment. He didn’t want to dwell on such a sad thought
so instead he cleared his throat to get the older man’s attention away from his books and back
in the library.

“Oh, I’m sorry Oz I was a bit distracted. Was there something you needed?” It was a testament
to his state of worry that he didn’t even have to try and restrain any witty one liners or sardonic
observations about being at the school so late at night at that question. Now he just needed to
reach down deep and find the words to explain to Giles why he was there, while normally that
would be at a medium difficulty level, right now it seemed even harder. There was something in
the air tonight that was making his inner wolf snarl and pace and it was a hard sensation to push
past to have a civil conversation.

“I’m worried about Cordelia.” That was a bit of an understatement, but he didn’t know how to put
his true feeling about the night into words.

“Did something happen? Did she have another run in with the others?” Watching the older man
rip off his glasses and begin cleaning them in clear worry was enough to lessen the sick feeling
in his gut. Even if something was wrong, at least he knew he wasn’t the only one who cared,
somehow that was enough to make him feel like he could talk again.

“No. There might have been if she hadn’t left with Angel when he came to get her. She didn’t
even say goodbye.” Then after he’d gone to look for her, wanting to make sure she hadn’t been



cornered somewhere for another delightful chat with a scooby, he’d come back and the
Cordette’s were gone to.

There was something  weird there, he knew there was but he didn’t know any of them well
enough to even guess at what might be wrong. For all they were the ruling court of the queen of
Sunnydale high, none of them had ever made the same lasting impression as Cordelia. While it
wasn’t uncommon for one or more of the girls to leave the Bronze early on any given night,
usually with a guy, it was unheard of for them all to disappear leaving everyone to their own
devices without their helpful advice and scathing commentary.

“I will admit it has been a while since I was a teen myself but that would seem to be the normal
course of events would it not. A girl will often abandon friends in favor of a boy she has strong
feelings for. While it is true that Angel is not exactly a boy, I would assume-”

“No. I’m telling you there was something off about it. For a second it was like…. I don’t know like
he wasn’t Angel. Or like he was Angel but not Angel you know.” He wasn’t explaining this right
and he knew it, but how could you explain a vibe to someone who didn’t even see what started
it? It was a gut feeling that something was wrong, a long buried instinct that he didn’t know how
to understand himself yet let alone express to someone else, even someone as in tune with the
world as Giles.

“I’m afraid I don’t, but I do trust your judgement Oz, so I will promise to speak with the both of
them tomorrow individually and see if there is anything to see. Will that do?”

“Yeah.” It would have to.

XXXXXXXXXX

Jenny tried to calm her nerves while she waited outside the hotel room door for her uncle to let
her in. If anyone knew if her suspicions about Angel were right it would be him, although the
simple fact of him being here was enough of a confirmation in its own way.

If it was true if Angel had lost his soul and become Angelus what could they possibly do now?
Could the slayer fight him? Would she even be willing to try? Had she ruined everything by
letting herself get distracted from her mission with her new life here in California?

Still getting no answer she tried the door herself, it wasn’t likely he would be foolish enough to
leave himself so vulnerable here in Sunnydale, but some instincts were hard to fight. When met
with a closed door that has no answer, jiggle the handle. Feeling it turn easily she slowly pushed
it open, not wanting to startle her uncle if she caught him unawares, for as formidable a man as
he was he was still an old man.

Stepping into the immaculate room she froze at the sight before her. Oh, no.



CHAPTER 19 - ATTENTION PLEASE

Buffy wasn’t sure why Giles was making her do a sweep to look for Kendra so early in the day, it
wasn’t like the girl wasn’t on the same nocturnal schedule she was; they were bound to run into
each other on patrol. But no, instead of getting a few hours of chill time with her friends before
she had to make her way back and forth across town on foot, she was given extra assignments
with even more leg work.

She already checked the place Giles said she was crashing at but no dice, if it was any other
girls room she would have said it didn’t look like she’d ever been there, but Kendra wasn’t
exactly a high maintenance kind of gal. She could probably live in the same space for years and
never leave a mark of her own anywhere in it. No sign of her in the cemeteries but then again it
was still early for any real slaying so she didn’t really expect to see her there. Last stop before
she called it quits and told Giles to try something else was the old abandoned factories and
warehouses down near the docks.

Most of the big and nasty crowd tended to stay away since it was Spike’s turf, but that was the
main reason she needed to check it. If anything had gone down with Kendra it was more likely
that the fight went down here than some random alley or side street, for all that Spike ruled with
an iron fist this was still the hot bed for most supernatural gossip besides Willy’s. The docks
were where most demons either picked up their deliveries or shipped in or out of good old
Sunnydale trying to fly under the radar. If Kendra was still looking for information about whatever
got her shipped back here this would be where the trail would lead her.

After the fifth one was a total bust she decided to try one last look over at Spike’s place before
reporting back to Giles. It wasn’t really likely that Spike decided to go toe to toe with Kendra
again after what happened to him the last time she was in town, but it was just as likely that
Kendra herself had initiated contact with the bleached menace after what they heard from Willy.



Sure they hadn’t been able to find him that night, but Kendra was way dedicated to her slayer
duties and it was possible she tried again after the two of them split ways.

Walking up to the doors she kicked them in finding a meditative kind of joy in the loud teeth
clenching clang as metal hit metal. There was no need to be stealthy when the sun was still in
the sky, she had the advantage and if Kendra was there her entrance would provide enough
distraction for the other girl to get to her.

Seeing no movement she leaned a little farther into the actual building letting her eyes run
across the parts of the main floor she could see from the door she was surprised that there were
no minions running in to see what all the noise was about. Spike was paranoid about security,
what with his psycho sire being a wilting flower and all, there should be minions pouring out of
every doorway by now. Not to mention all the dust everywhere, Angel had told her once back
when the dynamic duo first hit town that while Spike and Dru didn’t always live in the lap of
luxury no matter where they were Spike always made sure it was spotless. A castle fit for his
princess. This place looked like it hadn’t been cleaned in days, weeks maybe though she wasn’t
exactly up on how fast old factories could gather such a legion of dust bunnies.

No minions, no clean surfaces, no Spike. Could they have left? Would they have left? Drusilla
seemed pretty set on staying near Angel for as long as she could, and it wasn’t like Spike was in
any position to argue with the crazy old bitty.

Taking a step farther inside she slowly made her way over towards the long banquet table they
left behind, it was covered with a sheet but there was clearly something other than just oak
under it. Maybe it was a clue to where they had gone. She knew she was supposed to be
looking for Kendra but the fact that both Spike and Drusilla were seemingly in the wind gave her
too much of the wiggins for her to just leave it as a mystery for another day. The idea of those
two off somewhere she couldn’t see them was just disturbing on every level.

Gripping the sheet she pulled it back in one motion, and swallowed back the scream that got
caught in her throat.

XXXXXXXXX

Angelus couldn’t stop the giddy feeling that was overtaking him, not that he tried to, he was a
man of many pleasures after all. Buffy should be finding her little sister slayer right about now
and the blow to her would be sweet to see. The death of another slayer, especially one so
dedicated to her calling as Kendra would be one more in a long line of reminders that death was
forever on the teenagers heels and she would break down in tears of woe over the unfairness of
it all as she always did. She would run to Giles and turn to Angel for comfort and when she did
the trap would spring.

He thought about drawing it out a bit more, maybe draining the girl during one of their
“passionate” encounters of love, but he already had a steady supply of slayers blood on hand to
keep him happy and Buffy was getting a bit clingy for his taste. She was starting to remind him
strongly of Darla in all the worst ways, all the whine with none of the sex.



Speaking of sex.

His darling Cordelia was truly a thing of beauty, mewling in greedy need for his touch, her
confidence shattered by her own actions meant to please him. He loved it. The slayers blood
worked its magic as a potent aphrodisiac keeping him hard and horny for the rest of the night
after they killed the girl and well into the next day and now so close to dusk he still showed no
signs of stopping and she kept pace with him through all of it. Whenever one hole became too
tender she simply offered up another for his use, begging him to take his pleasure of her until he
was satisfied.

Thrusting harder into her slowly loosening ass he inhaled deeply scenting her blood in the air,
oh that got him almost as hard as the slayers little gift did.

“Angelus, please.”

“Please what Cordy?”

“Please.” The girl was so far gone she couldn’t say anything else, her voice raspy from the
screams he forced from her lungs for hours on end. That was fine by him though, he stopped
listening to her wants before they even started. Today was about him, his victory and his reward.

“It all ends tonight, vixen. Do you hear me? The slayer dies tonight and you and I will celebrate
all over again on top of her cold corpse. You would like that wouldn’t you, another celebration
just like this one. Oh it will be sweet indeed.” Drusilla saw the lead up, but according to her the
stars were hiding the ending from her and if he learned anything from listening to her natter on
for years it was that when the stars weren’t feeling chatty it was because there was still a
decision in play. The swing vote wasn’t in yet, so he would just continue on with his plan as
normal and hope luck was on his side in this. After all luck, be a lady and the ladies did love him
so.

“Don’t they darling?” Her answering moan of pain was music to his ears.

XXXXXXXXX

Jenny made her way towards the school library to find Rupert, she had agonised over her
decision not only over what she should tell him but if she should tell him anything at all. She
could admit to herself that all she had was a theory, a strong theory but no actual proof to show
to convince anyone who hadn’t grown up with her people. Yes, Rupert Giles had been raised by
a watcher and become one himself, so he knew the tales of Angelus but her people lived those
warnings every day, they knew that his curse could be broken and that one day it would be. That
day had come, and now she needed to warn everyone, she only hoped he believed her
because if he didn’t she would be forced to face the boogeyman of her people alone.

Pushing through the swinging doors she found Rupert among his books surrounded by his
dusty tomes and had to stop to drink in this moment, it might be her last with him if this didn’t
end well.



“Rupert can I talk to you? Alone?” She watched him blink and slowly become aware of not only
her presence but of the teenagers that swarmed around him constantly as well.

“Yes, of course. I believe we have done enough for today, you lot can run along home now and
Buffy can fill you in tomorrow if there’s anything new you should know.” Watching them all get up
and shuffle towards the exit she was saddened to see them go in a way. Once they left they
would take with them her last barrier, Jenny Calendar would crumble and Janna would be left to
face the consequences born of her own decisions.

“What can I help you with Jenny?” Taking a deep breath she dove straight in, better to get as
much as possible into the open before he stopped listening.

“My uncle came to see me recently and he was killed in his hotel room.”

“Oh, Jenny I’m sorry. Is there anything I can do to help, maybe help with the arrangements?” He
truly was a kind man, even with everything he already had piled high on his plate he was willing
to take on one more task if it saved her from even an ounce of suffering.

“You’re a sweet man Rupert, but if you really want to help me you’ll just listen.” She hoped he
would listen all the way to the end, because if he didn’t… the alternative did not bear thinking
about.

“Yes of course.”

“My name is not Jenny Calendar, my name is Janna and I was born of the Kalderash Clan. My
people have held their vengeance against Angelus in their hearts for over a century and let me
tell you the fury has not lessened with time, so when Angel came to Sunnydale and began to
form a relationship with Buffy and the rest of you the clan elders sent me here to keep an eye on
him, to make sure his curse remained.”

“Good lord.” She watched as his legs seemed to give out and he fell into the chair behind him,
his glasses now in his hands like he couldn’t bear to see her right then. She couldn’t blame him
either, she had lied to him and now he knew it.

“Everything was fine at first, but now I don’t think it is anymore. I think the curse has been
broken and Angel has lost the soul my people gave him. He killed my uncle and I fear he may
kill the rest of us as well if we don’t act quickly.” Time truly was of the essence here, oh how she
wished she could let him have all the time in the world to process everything but she just
couldn’t. If Angelus was killing so blatantly as to kill her uncle and leave a message above his
bed in his own blood practically announcing himself, that meant he was ready to take on the
slayer. The only trouble with that was that while Angelus would be fighting a slayer, Buffy would
be fighting Angel and she didn’t think the teen had it in her to land the final blow if it came down
to it.

“Are you sure? What proof do you have? Angel has been a stalwart ally for Buffy and I shan’t
turn against him without cause.” He said he wanted proof, but she could already see the doubts



crowding behind his eyes, he was practically drowning in them even without her saying another
word.

“I have nothing but my word, which I know might not be worth much to you right now, but please
if you ever cared for me then listen to me now. You’re all in danger.” Buffy most of all.

XXXXXXXXX

Buffy rushed towards the library, her mind filled with the images of Kendra she couldn’t shake
even after her brisk run to get back to the school. Back to Giles. He would know what to do, he
had to. Then again she knew what to do too. Kill Spike.

Before he and his nutjob girlfriend had been on her radar, but while they had been the “biggest
bads” for a few months now they hadn’t really made any big moves yet to bump them up the list
of people she needed to deal with. She was sure they were feeding every night, but in a town
full of demon summonings and attempted world ending rituals and everything else under the
damn sun two vamps having a meal or two weren’t really high up on her priority list. Now they
were the list.

Kendra’s body had been splayed out, naked and bitten, her every joint run through with a fire
poker pinning her to the table. It was obscene. She knew the shy girl would have been
humiliated by the display and that only made it worse somehow.

She should have gone looking for her earlier, she shouldn’t have assumed that the other girl
was just slacking off like this was a vacation. The other girl didn’t do down time. She turned the
corner trying to keep the tears she could feel pooling in her eyes from falling, she knew once
she started crying she wouldn’t be able to stop and she needed to be able to tell Giles what she
found.

She was so distracted she ran right into Willow, knocking the other girl back against Xander
behind her.

“Hey Buffster, what’s the hurry?”

She opened her mouth to tell them, she wanted to tell them, she should tell them but she just
didn’t know how to start. They had all been friends with Kendra too, she and Xander had even
been inching slowly towards maybe being more than friends though they were moving at a
snail's pace about it. How could she tell them that the sweet, shy, duty obsessed girl they knew
was gone. Not only gone but… No she couldn’t let her mind go there. If she went there she
wouldn’t be able to hold it together for Giles.

“I need to see Giles.”

“Yeah we got that from the speedy pace, what’s up?”

“Giles.” If she could just get to Giles, he would make it all better.



“Yeah, okay I’m just guessing here but I think she might be looking for Giles. Well, he’s in the
library with Ms. Calendar, we just left them so maybe stomp your feet as you approach, give
them both a chance to pull apart completely before you blind yourself again.” Library right.

She had been headed that way before she had run into the others. Just one step to the side and
she would be on her way again, no more distractions.

She moved around them intent on reaching her goal, then the lights went out.

CHAPTER 20 - SHOWDOWN

Buffy didn’t know what was going on but being plunged into darkness after hours in Sunnydale
High was never a good omen of any kind. Maybe it was Spike? This did have a bit of a callback
feel to it to when he attacked parent teacher night. If it was him he had just made his last
mistake, she was going to kill him with extreme prejudice.

She could practically hear Xander and Willows hearts pounding in their chests, unlike her they
didn’t have much in the way of defense should something jump out of the dark and grab them.
She needed to get them to safety first, then worry about everything else. It was late enough in
the evening that even if there had been any club meetings or the like after school they would
have been long gone by now, that was one good thing about Sunnydale the majority of its
residents had a healthy fear of the dark. That just left her, Willow, Xander, Giles and apparently
Ms. Calendar to worry about.

If Spike stayed true to form he would be headed for the library with whatever minions he brought
with him in tow. It was always the library whether for the many demonic books or the hellmouth
itself it was always the library. Turning back towards her friends she whispered her plan to them
hoping that none of the vamps were close enough to overhear them, she didn’t sense any



nearby but that didn’t always mean anything. Some of those ugly bastards could hear better
than others. Giles had once said it was an age thing, but she could have that backwards after all
humans lost their hearing as they aged didn’t they.

“I’m gonna go to the library and find Giles, try to figure out what’s what with this. You two need
to head back down the hall and lock yourselves in the teachers lounge. It has the least amount
of windows and the door was just replaced this week so it’s still sturdy enough to hold off any
vamp that finds you long enough for you to make a plan.” Before she had even finished
speaking two heads were already shaking rapidly back and forth in denial. They never wanted
to leave her to fight on her own.

“No way Buffster, we stay with you.” They were always so determined to stay by her side, but
this time that was the last thing she wanted or needed. If she came across Spike on her way to
find Giles she didn’t want to have to worry about protecting anyone, she wanted all of her focus
to be on avenging someone instead.

“This is not an argument you guys. Just do this for me, I can’t be worried about you right now.”
The mutinous looks of impotent anger at all but being called liabilities made her sure that
tomorrow was going to be a long talking day for her. She couldn’t care about that now though,
tonight needed to be about fighting, she’d let apologizing be tomorrow’s problem.

As they slowly backed away from her reluctantly doing what she asked she mentally prepared
herself for what was to come. This was it.

xxxxxxxxx

Rupert Giles had never felt so old in his life, every bone in his body felt too heavy to move at all,
all he wanted to do was sit down and fade away. He thought he knew what it was to regret past
actions, to despair over the arrogance of youth, but that all paled in comparison to this latest
mistake not only on his part but on all others involved.

When Jenny had first told him that Angel was no more and Angelus was once more a threat he
hadn’t wanted to believe it. His first reaction was a very human denial and desire to close his
eyes and wish away the monster in the dark, if what she said was true the reality of their new
situation would be too painful to confront. In more ways than one.

It was one thing for Buffy to be pining after a paramour who had simply lost interest in her but for
her to be lost in an adolescent lustful haze when being stalked by a predator could doom them
all. He had wanted to deny it but the revelation had brought clarity to more than a few things
over the past few weeks that had made no sense before. Angel’s treatment of Buffy and his
near constant amusement at the devastation he caused, they had all thought he was simply
standing up for himself finally in a relationship where he had constantly been the concession
maker. The deaths that had occured recently that were so reminiscent of his past kills, so much
so he had even commented on it in passing, none of them taking the comparison lightly but still
Angel had seemed to almost be laughing at them.



The tales of Angelus’ past exploits were still fresh in his mind after his lessons with Cordelia and
he still hadn’t seen it. Oh god! Cordelia. Angel had been the one to stalk her and then he had
swept in and played at being her savior and they had all fallen for it, leaving the poor girl to
navigate treacherous waters all on her own. The rift that had only seemed to grow as days
passed, the fact that no one was close enough to the victimized girl to truly see if she needed
help. Oz’s warnings to him not even twenty-four hours ago that something was wrong now took
on a more ominous undertone.

What had they done?

He needed to find her and quickly, with that thought his body no longer weighed him down, he
could move again only to have his way blocked by Jenny.

There were so many feelings roiling inside him at the sight of her now, he didn’t have the time or
the mental faculties to unravel it all in the moment, even if things had not been so dire he wasn’t
sure he would have been able to. There were more pressing issues to handle before he could
sit down with a glass of scotch and sort himself out once more. He had lost his equilibrium it
would seem and he desperately needed to find it again.

“Get out of my way.”

“Where are you going, Rupert?” She sounded so concerned it nearly broke his heart, which
filled him with anger at the sound of her voice.

“You no longer have the right to call me that, only my friends are allowed to do so and you are
no longer counted amongst them. As for where I am going, I am going to find Cordelia and
make sure she is safe, if you will recall Angel has taken a fair shine to her and you yourself have
just informed me what a dangerous situation that is. Now move.” She seemed to relent instantly,
her own body sinking in on itself much as his own had done before, she moved out of his way
only for the lights to cut out plunging them into darkness.

There was no reason to assume the worst, they lived on the hellmouth there could be any
number of demons or entities at play here, but deep down he knew it was Angelus. They had
stood still for too long and the monster had changed the game without them noticing.

As the door to the library began to swing open slowly he began to pray for the safety of the
children. If he could not be there for them he hoped they would find the strength necessary to be
there for each other.

xxxxxxxxx

Xander wasn’t sure that locking themselves in the teachers lounge was the best option. It wasn’t
like any of the evil deads that had walked these halls in the past had ever had a problem getting
into locked rooms before. If a vampire wanted to get at their necks the only safe place to be was
behind Buffy and they all knew it but because she had gotten all huffy about their safety he and



Willow were left to creep down the halls clutching crosses while praying to a god who had long
abandoned them and this hellhole of a town that they made it to their destination in one piece.

A creaking noise behind them had them both spinning around a girlish scream trapped in his
throat only to see his worst nightmare. Again.

“Jeez deadboy, lurk much. I know the lights are out but that’s no excuse to hide in the corners
like a ghost.” His humor fell flat like it usually did when Angel was involved, the guy had no
sense of humor anywhere in his body and Willow refused to laugh at what she saw as her best
friend's pain. Still he had to try, jokes were a bullied losers only defense on most days after all.

“I just got here, what’s up with the lights?” He spoke in a hushed tone, something that Xander
had never heard him do before, but Buffy had whispered too so maybe it was a supernatural
thing he didn’t understand. He would personally move towards the hissed conversations if he
was looking for someone to eat, but what did he know.

“We don’t know. Buffy went to try and find Giles, we were on our way to the teachers lounge to
wait it out.” Even saying the stupid plan out loud to Angel didn’t make it seem like a more viable
option. Huh. Usually saying stupid things out loud made them at least seem less stupid, for a
second at least.

“Buffy’s here?” Figures that was the only part he paid attention to, dead boy might be his
nemesis for life but he was at least consistent for the most part. Here lately he hadn’t seemed
overly attentive, maybe the winds were changing back or something. He did seem to be acting
different than before.

“Yeah we saw her on the way in, she looked kinda freaked so whatever this is it’s probably on
the bigger side of the scare me scale. You got any clues handy?” He usually did especially when
he showed up in the middle of something of the supernatural variety, when they didn’t call him, it
was because he had gotten a tip from the darker side of Sunnydale’s nightlife.

“Maybe, I found something outside that looks mystical. It might have something to do with this.
Xander why don’t you go get Buffy, Willow and I can take a look and see if between the two of
us we can figure out how to stop this.” He wanted to refuse on principle, messenger boy was a
little lower down the importance ladder than he really wanted to sink today but Willow was
already walking towards him looking eager to get him alone.

She probably wanted to feel him out about what he knew about the whole Willow putting
Cordelia in a coma thing while offering a non-apology and pushing him back towards Buffy all at
the same time. For all that stress could make Willow babble the power of said babble was not to
be underestimated. Maybe Willow helping Angel out could be a good thing? Sure couldn’t hurt.

He was about halfway back down the hall when he finally paid attention to the little voice in the
back of his head telling him something was wrong.

Cordelia.



She hadn’t been with Angel and ever since the spell and even slightly before that the two had
been attached at the hip so where was she? He hadn’t even mentioned her and lately he’d
found a way to slip her name into nearly every conversation, like he was reminding them that
she existed, like they could ever forget it.

Turning back he rushed back to where he last saw them and found nothing. He knew they were
supposed to go check out some witchy thing Angel had found but something inside of him was
twisting at the sight of the empty hall. This wasn’t good. They needed Buffy. Hearing a small
noise from a little farther down the hall he crept forward every step he took seemed to echo
even louder against the walls in the empty halls. Stealthy he was not. He knew he should go
back and get Buffy, that he should stop and turn back now, but this was Willow and nothing
would stop him from checking on her. Nothing.

xxxxxxxxx

Buffy pushed her way into the library ready for a quick back and forth to make sure Giles was
safe followed by a lot of violence. Spike had to be around here somewhere, close by, if this was
an attack he would be looking for her just like last time. The only difference was she was looking
for him too this time and she was looking for blood.

“Giles, good you’re okay.” She had expected to find the two lovebirds together, and they were,
but something was off about it all. They were standing close to each other but even she could
feel the tension and the distance here, seems like their relationship just hit a rocky patch.

God she couldn’t handle this right now she had to deal with Spike not their issues, thankfully
Giles seemed to agree because he straightened himself up and went straight into watcher
mode.

“Yes, there has been no movement here as of yet. Do you know who may have cut the power?”

“Best guess? Spike. This is too much like our first fight not to be him, plus by now he’s got to
know I’m looking for him after what he did. Guess this is him trying to strike first.” Not that it
would do him any good.

“What he did? Has he made a move I’m unaware of I thought he and Drusilla were laying low in
the past few weeks.”

The image of Kendra on the table flooded in behind her eyes, powerful enough to nearly move
her to tears, it would have if she wasn’t so damn angry. Taking a deep breath she looked Giles
in the eyes and told him, she owed him that much. She knew that while Kendra had her own
watcher when she was sent alone to Sunnydale Giles felt responsible for her, like she did.

“He killed Kendra. I found her body in his warehouse tonight. The place is covered in dust and
their things are gone so they must have split after they did the deed.”



“Oh dear.” The glasses came off, but he didn’t clean them. It was like he just needed something
to do with his hands. She understood the impulse. She could think of a few other things she’d
like to do with her hands now.

“I’m gonna go get him and return the favor.” She turned to leave as quickly as she came, as bad
as it was she couldn’t deal with this right now. Her own grief was already trying to swallow her
up; she couldn’t handle his on top of it. Not yet.

“No, we need to talk first.” Buffy paused, she didn’t want to just keep going but she needed to
get to Spike, she needed somewhere to put these feelings that wasn’t into herself or anyone
she cared about. “Buffy, it’s important.”

Hearing the raw pain in his voice and seeing that he made no move to close the gap between
himself and Ms. Calendar decided it for her. She could give him a few more minutes, she could
keep it together that long. For Giles she could.

“Spike may not be the one doing this, and he may not be the one who killed Kendra either. I
learned tonight that there is another possibility and I’m afraid you aren’t going to like it.”

xxxxxxxxx

Willow tried to stop the tears from running down her face, but she couldn’t. The hand around her
throat hurt so much, but all she could feel in that moment was confusion. Everything had been
fine, other than the lack of lights thing. Angel had been beside her doing the strong silent type
thing he was known for while she did the blabbering thing she was known for then from one
moment to the next after they turned the corner everything just changed. He grabbed the wrist
of the hand holding the cross, as far away from him as she could get it, and twisted it hard
enough to hurt so much she didn’t know what to do. She felt the smooth wood slip between her
fingers and heard the clatter as it fell to the linoleum but she couldn’t seem to make her mind
understand what was happening.

“Let her go.”

It was Oz, her Oz. He had come to save her. Oh god, she loved her Oz so much, and she was
so sorry about their fight and if she could she’d tell him all of that but the hand around her throat
was making it too hard to breathe let alone talk. Looking at him with tear filled eyes she tried to
tell him everything she should have told him before. She hoped he knew.

“I don’t think so dog-boy. You see I have this plan going here and I kind of need this one to
make it work.”

“What plan?” Yeah, what plan. This wasn’t Angel, it couldn’t be, their Angel didn’t do things like
this.



“Well, I would tell you but that would ruin the surprise.” Willow usually liked surprises but she
wasn’t sure she was going to like this one, the way he said the word made her think that this
was the wrong kind of surprise.

“Fine don’t tell me, I don’t really care, I was just trying to distract you anyway. Thanks for playing
along.” What?

She was suddenly dropped, a deep growl sounding from behind her and when she looked back
to see what had happened there was Xander with his cross in one hand and hers in the other
walking Angel back and away from them. Her friends had saved her, she knew that they would.

Feeling Oz’s hands on her arms trying to help her stand she turned away from the very wrong
image of Xander going up against Angel and into his arms. Her Oz.

“Come on Will we need to get to the library the others need to know about this.” He was right of
course he was right.

Something was wrong with Angel and they needed to fix it. Now. Before someone got really
hurt.

xxxxxxxxx

Angelus was pissed, he’d had them! The witches neck had been in his hands and he could
almost see the slayer weeping in a useless heap when she found the body then the boy wonder
came out of nowhere with his cross and ruined everything. His death was going to be one this
town whispered about for generations to come!

Before it had simply been about finishing out the game so he could move on and start
something new, he had gotten bored with the scooby gang and was feeling that itch for new
prey. They were so stupid they hadn’t even figured out they were playing a game at all yet and
that was never any fun. Now though he was going to draw it all out even more, make them
suffer in ways no one had even imagined before. By the time the sun finally rose Sunnydale
would have no slayer. He would be the true Master of the Hellmouth.

He was so focused on his plans and the beauty of his future that when a scent wafted past his
nose he was startled back to reality. He knew this scent, had smelled it recently but he couldn’t
seem to put his finger on it. Whatever it was it made him angry in a way that few things ever
could. By and large he was an easy going guy, everyone knew that it took a lot to truly rile up his
hatred but this scent did it. It made him want to snarl and tear.

The old man in the hotel. The gypsy who had looked at him with such disgust. The present that
his darling Dru had found for him. That’s where this smell was from, it was those stupid herbs
the old man had hung around his room for protection. Someone had been in that room, but
who?



Sweeping around the corner he found the teacher that good old Rupert seemed so fond of. He
had been going back and forth about his plans for her for a while now, Giles was so intimately
aware of his past it seemed a waste to not use her death as a homage to his greatest gifts.
Maybe leave her body somewhere for him to find on valentines day or the anniversary of the
night they met, he was such a romantic that it sent shivers down his spine just thinking about it.

Now though, as their eyes met, he knew. She was just like the old man, a gypsy. The old mans
heart had given out long before he’d finished with him, lucky for him he had just stumbled
across a second chance. Watching the realisation fill her eyes he felt his face begin to shift and
change as his demon came to the surface, this was going to be fun.

Watching her run away he started to laugh, it had been so long since he’d had a good hunt out
in the open, then he would circle back for the ones that got away. Ahhh, the good old days.

xxxxxxxxx

Oz knew they were taking too long to get to the library, Willow couldn’t stop shaking and Xander
was too busy ranting to help him get her to calm down. He wasn’t completely sure what was
going on, but he did know they needed to get to Giles and Buffy fast if they had any hope of
stopping it. They were in sight of the familiar double doors when he felt a pair of strong hands
grab his shoulders and pull him back into a firm chest.

“Sorry doggy can’t have you warning them now can I?” Angel.

It had been stupid wishful thinking to believe that after Xander chased him off the first time that
was the end of the fight for the night, but somehow that’s what they had all believed. He knew it
was tied into that strong feeling that Angel would never really hurt them, they had been wrong
and now they were paying for it.

When he was pulled back Willow had lost her balance and fallen to the hard floor looking dazed
and confused. Xander was holding out his cross but couldn’t get close enough to Angel to force
him to let go like he had with Willow. He was doomed.

He felt a sense of peace wash over him with the realization, sure he was probably going to die
and since Angel was a vampire he couldn’t even hope that killing him infected the bastard with
his little monthly problem, but Willow and Xander were still closer to the library and if they yelled
he knew Buffy would come and rescue them. He might be dying tonight but there was a good
chance he would be dying alone and in Sunnydale sometimes that was as good as it was going
to get.

Just as he felt strong hands shift towards either side of his jaw intent on snapping his neck, he
supposed werewolf blood must taste too gamey for the fanged crowd, Angel lurched forward
and passed him falling to the floor. Looking back he found Cordelia standing where Angel had
just been holding a baseball bat.

Cordelia had saved him.



Grabbing her hand he dragged the dazed girl behind him as they all sprinted for the library
doors, where hopefully they would find some safety. What they hadn’t expected to find beyond
the doors was verbal world war three. Giles and Buffy stood opposite each other, arms crossed
and seemingly battle line drawn. This was an old argument, one that had been going on for a
while if the frustration and fatigue coming off the two of them in waves was anything to go by.
Their abrupt entrance made the two break eye contact and face them.

“So Angel just tried to kill us. Any thoughts on that?” His greeting seemed to break Buffy her
whole face crumbling in a mask of sorrow and disbelief. So this wasn’t news to either of them.

“It would seem Angel has lost his soul and become Angelus once more. Jenny is a member of
the clan that originally cursed him and has provided us with the necessary tools to re-ensoul
him, but it takes more than just two people to perform the ritual. Jenny has gone to try and get
the lights back on so that we might have a better chance at fighting off whatever minions might
be lurking about, no need for them to retain the element of surprise since the majority of us can’t
see them in the dark.”

From the tone alone Oz figured that Jenny less volunteered for the lights assignment and more
go volunteered for it by a very pissed off Buffy. He hoped she was okay but there was nothing
he could do about it now, but there was something he could do about the ritual, something they
all could do.

“Well we’re here now, how many does this ritual take?” The relief that overtook Giles said more
than anything just how stubborn Buffy had been about Angel before they got here. Without proof
she would have refused to believe it. He only hoped Buffy continued to focus on Angel and
completely overlooked Cordelia, now that everything was out in the open so to speak the last
thing they needed was another distraction in the form of a cat fight.

xxxxxxxxx

Angelus made his way into the library with his minions at his back, this was it the end of the line
for one of their sides. He knew the chances of him dying were slim to none, but the chances of
him having that filthy soul shoved back down his throat was too much for him to live with. He
would not go back to that non-existence without a fight.

Giles, Oz, and Willow were gathered around the table with an orb of Thesulah in the center and
a print out in each hand. The smell of burned herbs stank up the whole place and they were
clearly focused on their task. Buffy and Xander stood in front of them blocking his path, each of
them armed to the teeth, though only one of them was any kind of a threat. That left Cordelia up
in the stacks wringing her hands in self punishment. His little vixen had stood against him for the
wolf and they both knew it, he was going to enjoy delivering his own punishment when this was
all over. Hell maybe he would make the wolf watch before he finally killed and skinned the
fucking mutt. He obviously had some kind of hold over his girl and that shit just wasn’t allowed;
he was the only one allowed to have a hold on her. Him.



“Angel I know you can hear me, we’re going to fix you. Fix this. Everything will be all better
soon.” God this girl was delusional sometimes. It was a miracle that she’s made it as far as she
has with her lack of basic reasoning skills.

Smirking he thought about entering into the quipping contest that seemed to weave in and out of
every fight the slayer ever had, but from the glow of the orb he didn’t have time. Too bad, he
would have been good at it too. Lunging forward he went for Xander while his minions swarmed
the slayer the goal was for someone, anyone to get past the two and break the orb. No orb, no
curse.

The slayer was holding her own and surprisingly so was Harris. He might not have any training
to speak of but what the boy did have was a sword coupled with a hatred in his heart for Angel
that had festered there since day one. He wasn’t holding back at all. If he was being honest it
was kind of fun.

A few minions made it past them all and attacked the table but the watcher and the wolf
abandoned their herb waving duties to run interference for the witch. They got knocked around
a fair bit, but no one was making enough progress to make a difference in the spell. Seeing his
opening when Harris got distracted by the slayer being thrown to the ground he ran for the table
kicking the watcher away and through the glass door of his office as he went. The wolf received
a punch at full strength that sent him careening into the cage that kept him contained every
month. Hello irony.

He was so close, his fingers almost ghosting across the surface of the glass, when he was
pulled back by the slayer and slammed into the ground.

He knew it was over, he was pinned down, his minions were dust, and the slayer had convinced
herself that this would fix not only him but them. The sick part was she was probably right, soul
boy would go running back to her with his tail wagging, ready to pretend at being a real boy
again. Too bad for the both of them that he wasn’t going to let that happen this time. He could
hear the chanting in the background of that same old song and dance that echoed in his head
last time, time was running short but he had the last laugh. They just didn’t know it yet.

Hell even when soul boy came back he would have no idea what was coming their way, and
have no way to stop it, the only one that knew was Dru. His baby girl had learned from last time
too and she wasn’t letting go of her daddy so easily this time.

Laughing he stared past the huffing and puffing heroes and right into his vixens eyes. He really
would miss her.

“Don’t worry, I’ll be back before you know it.” Fire burned through his veins as the chanting
reached its crescendo and his world fell apart, it didn’t stop the laugher though. Nothing would
this time.

xxxxxxxxx



Xander sat by Giles' bedside at the hospital and tried to wrap his mind around what the hell
happened that night. It all seemed like a fever dream and where they ended was so far away
from where they had all been that morning it was like one of those stories you hear about
something awful that happened to somebody else.

Giles was laid up with so much of his body busted up and battered that he could barely hold his
hand without hurting him even more. The doctor said he would have to stay at least overnight
but they would possibly want him to stay at least one more day beyond that to be sure. Sure of
what no one seemed to want to say out loud but the silence was loud enough for him to know.

They hadn’t found Ms. Calendar’s body until after the ambulance had taken Giles away so he
didn’t know yet about what Angel had done to her and he wasn’t looking forward to being the
one to have to tell him. Hell, he didn’t even know if he should tell him or not. If he told him while
he was laid up and hurt it might make things worse but if he kept it from him and didn’t say
anything until after he was at least out of the hospital that might be worse than telling him in a
controlled environment. Either way it was going to wreck him. No matter what else she had
done Jenny Calendar had loved Giles as much as he had loved her and right now that was
going to be the only part that mattered, not the lies or the fight, the love.

Brightside if he told him in the hospital he was less likely to be attacked for it. Not that he
thought Giles would blame him or anything, but there’s a reason why people still say not to
shoot the messenger, and even all busted up Giles was scary in his own Giles type way.
Hopefully he would take one look at his broken arm and bruised up face and be moved more to
pity than anger no matter what he did or didn’t tell him. He hated himself for thinking about his
own injuries when he really got off lightly in comparison to some others but he couldn’t help it.

Oz had taken a hell of a beating himself, he was half convinced that if the other boy had still
been just an ordinary boy rather than a werewolf he probably would have died from what had
been done to him. Thankfully, in a sort of ironic way, being a monster had saved him from the
monsters. He couldn’t come to the hospital and risk them running tests that he would miserably
fail so instead Willow had volunteered to stay with him and play nurse until he could heal up
enough to not need any help, which given what he was should only be until morning or
tomorrow afternoon at the latest.

Willow herself had gotten off relatively lightly only a few bruises, mainly around the neck and
wrist from her initial run in with Angelus and that was it. Some soreness from getting knocked on
her keister but that was to be expected after the whole showdown in the library thing. He was
pretty sure that while her offer of playing doctor had been partially done as a way to get back in
the guitarists good graces after her recent behavior in an attempt to salvage their relationship it
was just as equally an apology of sorts. There was still a very good chance that the two of them
would remain split even after this, but they would at least have the time, privacy, and space to
really figure it out.

Speaking of wanting space Buffy and Angel had run off together before the smoke had even
really cleared. Buffy had gone with Giles to the hospital and waited for the doctor to declare him



well enough before grabbing lover boys hand and all but sprinting for the exit. Angel had been
completely out of it the whole time, confused and almost scared. He hadn’t seemed to
remember anything that had happened while he was without his soul, though he did seem to
know that he had been without one for a while but that might have been more about that cursed
feeling than any real memory, but that wouldn’t last long and he wasn’t sure what would happen
with the two of them when the amnesia wore off. One thing he was sure of was that Giles was
not going to be happy about that when he woke up, just one more in a line of things that were
going to piss the old man off. At this rate he would find more peace of mind by not waking up at
all. Not only would Giles be livid at the lovebirds disappearing act but Cordelia would probably
be none too pleased herself.

He wasn’t sure what the Angelus revelation meant for each of them individually but he was even
less sure what it meant for Cordelia. Not that he had to figure it out right away anyway since he
had no idea where to even find her. When everything had stopped moving for two seconds he
had looked around to take inventory and she was gone, running off to lick her wounds probably
and he couldn’t blame her. He would give her a few days and once everyone was relatively back
on their feet they would figure out what to do about Cordelia and everything else. Right now his
head was pounding too much to even try to work it out himself.

What a night.

xxxxxxxxx

Cordelia tried to hold back her tears, though she knew it was a losing battle from the start. She
had been crying before she had even made it home; the reception once she made it over the
threshold hadn’t helped things at all. Drusilla was nearly inconsolable but kept shifting from
crying to laughing like she was hearing a joke no one else could hear. Once they had all settled
down though, Dru had announced that Cordelia needed to be punished for going against wicked
daddy and Spike had eagerly obliged.

Spike's hand came down hard across her ass again leaving stinging flesh in his wake while her
tears continued to fall and her sobs hitch her breath.

“Don’t worry sister, we’ll take such good care of you until daddy comes back.” Leaning forward
Dru’s tongue swept away the salty proof of her misery.

He had left her.

THE END


